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"The Concept of the Mahdi among Ahl al-Sunna" 

SYNOPSIS 

The Mahdi, "the guided one", has been popularly awaited throughout 
Islamic history as a just and pious leader who would be extremely 
successful during his reign over the Muslims. This study aims to 
investigate the concept of the Mahdi among AN al-Sunna according to 
the methodology of the traditionists, and is divided into five parts: the 
Introduction, Parts One, Two and Three, and the Conclusion. 

The Introduction, which is divided into five sections, deals initially 
with the earliest written Sunni sources on the subject of the Mahdi. Of 
these, the most important for the subject of this study is Kitab al-Fitan 
of Nu`aim b. Hammad (d. 228 AH), which only exists in manuscript 
form, and reasons are given for choosing this particular collection as a 
substantial basis for this study. A brief summary of the opinions held 
by various scholars with regard to the Mahdi is then given, and lists of 
scholars who either endorsed or rejected the idea of the Mahdi on this 
issue are provided in the form of Appendices. Further, the main points 
of agreement and difference between the Sunnis and the Shiites 
concerning this concept are presented. 

Because the idea of the Mahdi has been firmly rooted in the minds of 
the Muslim masses for centuries, many individuals throughout Islamic 
history have claimed this title for themselves or others and based 
movements, whether political or otherwise, on it; concise accounts of 
these figures are also included in the Introduction. 

The main body of this study is based around a selection of one hundred 
and forty-six ahadith on the subject of the Mahdi: thirteen from al- 
Musannaf of `Abd al-Räzzaq al-San än (d. 211), one hundred and 
twenty-two from the above-mentioned Kitäb al-Fitan, and eleven from 
the collections of various prominent later traditionists, such as Ahmad 
b. Hanbal (d. 241), Ibn Maja (d. 273), Abn Däwnd (d. 275) and 
Tirmidhi (d. 279). 

Part One, which is divided into four chapters, contains the English 
translation of the text of each hadith, and ends with a summary of the 
distinctive features of the Mahdi as portrayed by these texts collected by 
the end of the third century AH. 



Part Two, which is divided into six chapters, is devoted to the analysis 
of these al adith. Each isnad is given and analysed according to the 
principles laid down by the traditionists for the criticism of Hadith. 
Since these principles, known as Mustalah al-Hadith, are repeatedly 
referred to in the course of this analysis, an exhaustive introduction to 
al-Mustalah precedes the discussion on the alladith. Although the isnad 
and text of each hadith is the ultimate basis on which its authenticity is 
judged, the historical aspects of the ahädith, so favoured by the 
orientalists, are also treated in the form of critical reviews of the 
writings of two prominent European writers on the subject of the 
Mahdi. 

The Conclusion depicts the Mahdi in the light of those ahadith which 
are found to be authentic, leaving aside all narrations which fail the test 
of authenticity. 

The above-mentioned ahädith are given in full in the original Arabic in 
Part Three. 

The whole study, excluding the Arabic text in Part Three, consists of 
sixty-five thousand words. 
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Notes on Tynogrpv. Transliteration and Arabic Terms 

A. Unlike the normal practice of mentioning each Arabic name preceded by the 
definite article `al-' where appropriate, I have followed Schacht's way of 
dropping it before names most commonly used in this study. For example, the 
following names appear without `al-' if they are not preceded by `ibn' or `b. ': 
Hasan, Husain, Tirmidhi, ShafiTand their like. 

As for hamzat al-wasl (the hamza of continuity), it has been retained, e. g. in `Abd 
al-Rahm'gn, except in two cases: 

(i) where it is preceded by Abu; in this case, it is written as e. g. Abü 1-Hasan, not 
Abu al-Hasan; 

(ii) where ̀ Abd precedes the Divine Name, i. e. `Abdull1h, not ̀ Abd AllAh. 

B. The following common Arabic terms are left unitalicised: hadith, ahadiih, isnäd, 
asänid, shaikh. 

C. The Arabic of Mecca and Medina (i. e. Makka and Madfna respectively) is 
followed, except when these words do not occur as part of a quotation translated 
from Arabic. 

D. Some Arabic terms commonly used in this study are as follows: 

fitna (pl. fitan): trial, trouble, affliction. 

S. A. S.: Sall Alläh `alaih wa Sallam, i. e. may Allah have mercy upon him and 
bless him (the Prophet Muhammad). 

Shaikh: the teacher of a reporter of hadith. 

tarjama: biographical notes about a reporter of Hadith. 

Umma .: nation, people; esp. the Muslim nation. 

E. The words badfth, isnäd and shaikh are used with their Arabic plurals, i. e. 
ahädrth, asänid and shuy'ukh respectively. 

F. The Arabic translation of The Atlas of Islamic History (compiled by Harry W. 
Hazard) is consulted for the conversion of Islamic dates (AH - After Hijra) to AD 
dates. 

G. Where an isnäd is given, the following convention is observed: 

--- A single line stands for `an, i. e. the first reporter reported from the second 
one but it is not certain whether or not he heard the text personally, 
e. g. `Nu`aim --- Ibn Wahb' means that Nu`aim says, "on the authority of Ibn 
Wahb. " 

=== A double line stands for haddathanä or akhbaranä, i. e. the first reporter 
acknowledges having heard it from his immediate authority, 
e. g. `Nu`aim === Ibn Wahb' means that Nu'aim says, "Ibn Wahb 
informed/narrated to us. " 
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INTRODUCTION 



SECTION A 

PREAMBLE 

On Thursday, 1st Muharram 1400 AH / 20th November 1979, world 
news bulletins carried an alarming report from Makkar_, the holiest place 
of Islam. This episode has been reported by the Encyclopedia Britannica 
in its 1980 Book of the Year as follows: 

"NOVEMBER 20 Grand Mosque in Mecca attacked by Muslim 
extremists. 

Several hundred armed Muslim extremists, some apparently from 
Arab nations outside Saudi Arabia, seized control of the Grand 
Mosque in Mecca while thousands were worshipping inside the 
huge compound. Because the terrorists barricaded themselves 
inside Islam's most sacred Shrine, Saudi military units were 
delayed in their counterattack until religious authorities had ruled 
that such action was justified. It took almost two weeks of bloody 
fighting to subdue the last invaders holed up in the lower levels of 
the Mosque. More than 150 persons were said to have died 
during the fighting. The leader, identified by some sources as 
Muhammad Abdullah al-Kahtani, reportedly claimed to be the 
promised Islamic messiah who had come to establish Allah's 
kingdom on Earth. To his followers, this meant an end to 
Western influences in Saudi Arabia and adherence to strict 
Islamic precepts. "' 

What the writer of the above report failed to appreciate was that 
Muhammad `Abdulläh al-Qahtan did not claim to be the promised 
Islamic "Messiah", but the awaited Mahdi who would fill the earth with 
justice after it had been filled with injustice and tyranny. Both Sunni and 
Shia literature throng with extensive descriptions of this Mahdi, the 
concept of which has prompted a great number of people to claim this 
title throughout the fourteen centuries of Islam, in different parts of the 
Muslim lands. Nonetheless, in our contemporary times, this was the first 
claimant of this nature, and rekindled the debate on the authenticity of 
this belief. The scholars of Islam were divided on this issue: some 
rejected the idea completely by labelling all those ahädith that speak of the 
Mahdi as spurious, while others supported this belief vehemently but 
rejected the last claimant on the grounds that he did not fulfil the 
criterion laid down in the texts for the true Mahdi. A detailed list of 
these scholars and traditionists appears in the following sections of this 
introduction. 
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The incident also moved the writer of these lines as well to seek the oldest 
Sunni source on the Mahdi. In his pursuit for an early collection of such 
ahädith, he came across a book entitled al-Maldh. im wa al-Fitan ft Zuhtr 
al-Gha'ib al-Muntazar by Radl al-Din Abt 1-Q57sim `Ali b. Mttsä b. Ja'far 
b. Muhammad b. Tawüs al-Häsani al-Husainr (d. 663 AH). The compiler 
of this collection gave the following three sources for his work: 

a) Kitäb al-Fitan by Nu'aim b. Hammäd al-Khuza (d. 228), 
b) Kitäb al-Fitan by Abu Salih al-Salili b. Ahmad b. `Isä (manuscript 
dated 307), and 
c) Kitäb al-Fitan by Abü Yah_ ya Zakariyya b. Yahyä b. al-Härith al- . Bazzaz (manuscript dated 391). 

The reference to Nu'aim b. Hammäd in this collection prompted the 
author to trace this collection, which was found as a well-preserved 
manuscript under no. OR 9449 in the Oriental Section of the British 
Library, London. It consists of nine parts covering 405 folios. A second 
copy of this manuscript, consisting of 135 folios, is kept at Atif Library 
(no. 602), Istanbul, Turkey. The following are prominent features of 
these two manuscripts: 

i) The British manuscript is dated 607 AH by its scribe, Muhammad b. 
Muhammad b. `Ali al-Sairafi al-Ansar , who completed copying this work 
at Mount Qasyun, Damascus. The date of the Turkish manuscript is given 
as 11 Rabi' al-Awwal, 687 AH. 

ii) There are four reporters in the British manuscript between the scribe 
and Nu'aim b. Hammäd, whereas in the Turkish manuscript, there are 
five. 

iii) In the British manuscript, the whole isnäd from Nu'aim b. Hammäd to 
his original source is given, while the early part of the isnäd is omitted in 
the Turkish manuscript. For example, the isnffd of H. adith 62 (Chapter 2, 
Part I& Chapter 3, Part II of this work) is given as follows in the British 
manuscript: 

Nu'aim === Abü `Umar --- Ibn Lihya'a --- `Abd al-Wahhab b. 
Husain --- Muhammad b. T habit --- his father --- al-Härith --- `Abdulläh b. Mas`üd. 

However, in the Turkish manuscript, it appears as follows: 

Nu`aim === Abu `Umar, who refers back to `Abdulläh b. Mas`nd. 
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iv) The texts of each hadith in the two manuscripts are identical. This 
study is based mostly on the British manuscript due to its clarity; the 
photocopy of the Turkish manuscript obtained from Istanbul was less 
legible. 

At al-Zahiriyya Library, Damascus, Syria, a third version of Kitäb al- 
Fitan, a composition of selected ahädith by Sharaf al-Din Nasrulläh b. 
`Abd al-Mun'im b. Shuqayyir al-Ta nükhi (d. 683 AH), consisting of 124 
folios, is also preserved under no. 62, Adäb. 

Kitäb al-Fitan of Nu`aim b. Hammäd is valuable because of all the 
sources, it contains the largest number of ahädith and athär on the issue of 
the Mahdi: it has around three hundred and fifty sayings about the life of 
the Mahdi or the events preceding his appearance, mostly spread in the 
third, fourth and fifth parts. Owing to a sizeable number of repeated 
ahädith in this collection, the author of this paper has selected one 
hundred and twenty-two of the ahädith for this study, which aims at 
distinguishing the authentic traditions from the unreliable ones. 
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SECTION B 

TWO EARLY TRADITIONISTS WHO 
TRANSMITTED THE AHADITH ON THE 

MAHDI WITH THEIR ISNADS AND WHOSE 
COLLECTIONS FORM THE BASIS OF THIS 

PAPER 

The detailed tarjama (biography), with critical notes by the traditionists, 
of `Abd al-Razzäq, compiler of al-Musannaf, and Nu'aim b. Hammäd, the 
compiler of Kitäb al-Fitan, appears in Part Two. A brief introduction to 
each traditionist is given below. 

1. ̀ Abd al-Razzäq b. Hammäm (d. 211) 

Dhahabi (d. 748) says: 

"`Abd al-Razzaq b. Hammm b. Näfi`, the Häfiz (great preserver 
of Hadith), AbU Bakr, from the tribe of Himyar, to whom he 
belongs through Wald- (i. e. a slave attributing himself to his 
master's tribe after being set free), al-San`äni. He compiled many 
books. "2 

His famous collection of hadith is known as al-Musannaf. 

`Abd al-Razzaq mostly depends upon his shaikh, Ma'mar b. Räshid, who 
compiled al-Jämi `, which is totally absorbed by `Abd al-Razzäq in his 
collection. Of 21033 ahffdith in al-Musannaf, very few have a source 
other than Ma'mar. `Abd al-Razzäq admitted having heard ten thousand 
ahädith from Ma'mar. 3 

`Abd al-Razzaq transmitted thirteen ahadith under the chapter heading `al- 
Mahdi', and two under the chapter heading ̀ al-Dajjal'. 

2. Nu'aim b. Hammäd (d. 228) 

Ibn Sa'd says: 

"Nu'aim belongs to Marw, from the people of Khuräsän. He 
acquired many ahädith in Iraq and Hijäz; then he came to Egypt 
where he stayed until he left it during the caliphate of Abu. Ishäq 
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b. Härün. He was asked about the Qur'än (i. e. whether the 
Qur'an is created or not) but he refused to answer to their liking, 
so he was imprisoned at Samarra, where he stayed until his death 
in 228 AH. "4 

Muslima b. Qäsim says: 

"He was truthful, but with many mistakes. He has many munkar aliädith 
which he was alone in reporting regarding the troubles (malahim). He 
had an abominable opinion about the Qur'an: he used to believe that the 
Qur'an was of two kinds, the one which is in the Preserved Tablet (al- 
Lauh al-Mahfuz) being the Word of Alläh, while the one which is in the 
hands of the people is created. " 

Al-Däraquini says: 

"He is an Imäm in the Sunnah, but prone to a lot of speculation. " 

Abu Ahmad al-Ijdkim says: 

"He could be opposed in some of his ahädith. "5 
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Footnotes and References for Sections A-B 

1 Encyclopxdia Britannica: Book of the Year 1980, p. 46 
2 Ibn Hajar: Tadhkira al-Huf; , 1: 364 
3 ibid, 1: 190 
4Ibn Sa'd: al-Tabagät al-Kubrä, 7: 519 
5 Ibn Hajar. Tahdhtb al-Tahdhib, 10: 458-463 
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SECTION C 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE SUNNIS 
AND SHI'A REGARDING THE CONCEPT OF 

THE MAHDI 

This study concentrates primarily on the concept of the Mahdi among the 
Sunnis, based on the ahadith recorded by their sources. The study of the 
Shiite concept would enlarge the scope considerably for the distinction 
between the two viewpoints; instead, the points of agreement and 
difference are mentioned briefly as follows: 

A) The points of agreement between the two are: 

(i) that the Mahdi descends from the progeny of the Prophet, either 
through Hasan or Husain; 

(ii) that his name and his father's name are the same as those of the 
Prophet and his father respectively; 

(iii) that he appears at the end, of time; and 

(iv) that he is the leader of the Muslims when `Isä b. Maryam descends 
from the sky. 

B) The distinctive features of the Mahdi among the Shi` ites which are 
exclusively confined to them are many and prominent; among them are 
the following: 

(i) The Mahdi is Abt 1-Qäsim Muhammad b. al-Masan al-`AskarT, claimed 
to be born in 256 AH and held to be the twelfth ImRm of the Shi`ites6. 
The names of these twelve Imams are as follows, in chronological order7: 

1. Abü 1-Hasan ̀Ali b. Abi Tälib al-Mustardi (d. 40 AH) 
2. AbU Muhammad al-Uasan b. `Ali al-Zaki (d. 50) 
3. Abü `Abdulläh al-Husain b. `Ali (d. 61) 
4. Aba Mul; iammad `Ali b. al-Uusain Zain al-'Abidrn (d. 95) 
5. Abü Ja'far Mubammad b. `Ali al-Bägir (d. 114) 
6. Abii `Abdulläh Ja`far b. Mubammad al-Sädiq (d. 148) 
7. AbU Ibrahim Müsä b. Ja'far al-Käzim (d. 183) 
8. Abü 1-Hasan ̀Ali b. Müsä al-Ridä (d. 203) 
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9. Abü Ja'far Muhammad b. `Ali al-Jawäd (d. 220) 
10. Abü 1-Hasan`Ali b. Muhammad al-Hädi (d. 254) 
11. Abn Muhammad al-Hasan b. `Ali al-`Askari" (d. 260) 
12. Abü Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-`Askari` al-Mahdi (b. 256) 

(ii) The alleged Mahdi went into hiding five years after his birth at the 
cave of Samarra (Iraq) in 261 AH. He had been in contact with his 
disciples through messages during his "lesser occultation" which lasted 
for seventy years. 8 Then he disappeared completely for an indefinite 
period which is known as the "greater occultation". The Shiites believe 
that he is still alive, as al-Khumaini confirms: 

"More than a thousand years have passed since the greater 
occultation of our Imäm Mahdi. Thousands more may pass before 
the circumstances demand the arrival of the awaited Imäm. "9 

(iii) The Mahdi will appear, not known to anyone except Allah. 
Muhammad Ridä al-Muzaffar says: 

"The Imämiyya believe that this reformer, the Mahdi, is a 
particular person known as Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-`Askari, 
who was born in 256 AH and is still alive in accordance with what 
is proved from the Prophet and his household about his coming, 
and in accordance with the mutawätir reports about his birth and 
occultation. It is not permissible that the Imämate terminates at 
any time. Even if the Imam is hidden, he is to appear on the day 
promised by Alläh Almighty: a divine secret which no one knows 
except Allah Almighty. "lo 

(iv) According to the doctrine of Raja (Return), as Zanjah defines it, 

"A people from among the friends and supporters who died 
earlier will be resurrected at the appearance of al-Qa-'im, the son 
of al-Hasan, to receive the reward of their support and rejoice at 
the establishment of his rule. Another group, his enemies, will 
also be resurrected; he will carry out his revenge, such that they 
receive a part of the punishment they deserve. They will be 
killed by his supporters (the Shiites) and be stamped with 
humiliation and disgrace at the sight of his supremacy. " 11 

To be more specific, Muhammad al-Bägir al-Majlisi says: 
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"Ibn Bäbawaih reported in 'Hal al-Shärä'i' that Mubammad al- 
Bägir said: 'When the Mahdi appears he will bring 'A'isha to life 
and inflict upon her the punishment. " 12 

He also narrates: 

"When the Mahdi appears, the grave of the Prophet will burst 
open. He will take Abü Bakr and `Umar out of their graves, give 
them life and crucify them. "13 

(v) The Prophet and ̀Ali will give pledge to him. 

A1-Majlisi states: 

"Al-Nu`mäni reports from Muhammad al-Bagir that he said, `When 
the lir äm Mahdi appears, the first one to give pledge to him, will be 
Muhammad, peace be upon him, then `Ali, peace be upon him, and 
Allah will aid him with angels'. " 14 

(vi) The day the Mahdi was born is the greatest `rd (festival) for the 
whole of mankind. 

Al-Khumaini says: 

"His birthday - may our souls be ransom to him - is one of the 
biggest `Ids of the Muslims and of the human beings as well, 
because he will fill the earth with justice. "15 

(vii) He will stand for justice and will achieve what the prophets and 
saints failed to achieve. 

Äl-Khumaini states: 

"The Imam Mahdi - peace be upon him - will strive to establish 
justice throughout the world. He will succeed in achieving what 
the prophets and saints failed to achieve because of the obstacles 
in their way. The reason why Allah Almighty prolonged his age 
is that there had been no one among mankind, including the 
prophets, saints and the grandfathers of the Mahdi, who could 
fulfil this great task. Had the Imäm Mahdi met his Lord, there 
would have been no one among mankind to establish the 
principles of justice or to implement them in the world. "16 
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(viii) The Mahdi, also known as al-Qä im, will bring forth the genuine 
copy of the Qur'an as reported by `Ali. Al-Kulaini reports with his isnäd 
to Sulaim b. Salama, who said: 

"A man read to Abn `Abdulläh - peace be upon him - some letters of 
the Qur'än different to those that people used to read while I was 
listening. Abu `Abdulla-h said: `Stop reading like this and read as the 
people read until al-Qä'im - peace be upon him - appears. When al- 
Qä'im appears, he will read the Book of Alläh, the Exalted and 
Glorified, according to its limits and will bring forth the Mushaf 
which `Ali - peace be upon him - wrote'. "17 

This, in short, is the concept of the Mahdi according to Shiite sources. 

As for the distinctive characteristics of the Mahdi according to the Sunnis, 
this study will aim to pinpoint them by differentiating the authentic 
ahädith from those proved to be weak or fabricated. 
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Footnotes and References for Section C 

ý\` ý: 

6 Zirkili: al-I'läm, 8: 353; Kabbäla: Mu'jam al-Mu'allifýtn, 13: 97 
7 Mu$ammäd Ridä al-Muzaffar: 'Agä'id al-Imümiyya, p. 62f 
8 Shah 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Dihlawi: Tuhfa Ithnä 'Ashariyya, p. 48 
9 Al-Khumaini: al-Hukumät al-Islärniyya, p. 26 

10 A1-Mu7, affar, p. 65; see also about Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-'Askari as the Mahdi, 
al-Bustäni: Dä'ira al-Ma'ärif, 5: 26 
al-Tabräsi: l'1äm al -Warä, p. 427 
al-Färisi: al-Kawäkib al-Durriyya, p. 20 

For occultation, see also: 
al-Kulaini: al-Kä, f, Kitnb al-Hujja, p. 340 
Mubammad b. Ibrahün al-Nu'mani: Kitäb al-Ghlba, p. 170 
al-Tabra"si: I'läm al-Warä, p. 445 

11 Zanjani: 'Aga-'id al-Shia, p. 229 
To support the doctrine of Raj'a, the following verse of the Qur'ä'n is given a different 
rendering: 

. rte 1 ... /i . 
fir % ... 

.. o"ý LLJ is a. j ýjw ý. j tý lý' 
10 C 

"Whether we show you part of what we have promised them, or we cause you to die, to 
us is their return, and then Allah will be a witness upon what they h,, ave been doing. " 
(Q., 10 : 46) 

Al-Qimmi gave the following rendering with his exegesis: 
oo . 00 .ý". It lä, k ýo i.; ý ýj 11 ý j-ýi.. Ri 

--f .0ý: y tý ý 

-C jy1 " ýý l. p 
Jý-ýcsw d, 

% 

J ýýe-ýý. 0vJ--ý l:; J l9 . 41 r, y: ' 91 

"Whether we show you, 0 Muhammad, part of what we have promised them of the 
Raj ̀ a and the coming of al-Qä ̀ im (i. e. the Mahdi) or we cause you to die before that, to 
us will be their return, and then Alläh will be a witness upon what they have been 
doing. " (Tafstr al-QimmT,, 1: 312) 

12 Muhammad Bägir al-Majlis% Hdgq al-Yagtn, p. 347 
13 ibid, p. 360 
14 ibid, p. 347 
15 Majalla al-Mujtama` (Kuwait), issue dated 8/7/1980. 
16 ibid. 
17 Al-Kulaini: al-Käft, 4: 452; see also al-Tabrasi: al Ihtijäj 1: 224 and Ni'mat Alläh al- 
Jazä'in: al-Anwar alNu`mliniya, 2: 360 
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SECTION D 

CLAIMANTS TO THE TITLE OF AL-MAHDI 

The study of the sources has enabled us to trace the following people who have 
claimed to be the Mahdi, beginning from the early Islamic period to present 
day. Brief accounts of their movements are presented in chronological order. 

ý,. 1. S51ih b. Tarif a1-Barghaw5ti (d. 174/789) 
', . 
ý ,. 

ý. 

Sälih al-Barghawäti, believed to be of Jewish origin, was an emigrant from 
Andalus to Morocco, where in the town of Tamasta in 127/744, he declared 
himself to be the Mahdi as well as a prophet. He was able to establish his rule 
in Northern Africa, lasting for forty-seven years until 174 AH. 1 

2. Muhammad b. `Abdulläh b. Hasan b. Hasan b. `Ali (d. 145n62) 

Mu}iammad, a descendant of Masan b. `Ali, was born in 93 AH at Madina. 
Because of his piety, he was known by the title of al-nafs al-zakiyya ("the 
purified soul"). 

The descendants of both Masan and Uusain had claimed to have the sole right 
to the caliphate. However, in the Uusaini line, Ja'far al-$ädiq, a contemporary 
of Muhammad b. `Abdulläh, preferred to engage himself in the pursuit of 
knowledge because of the dreadful fate which befell his grandfather Husain. 

Mubammad was encouraged by his father to claim to be the Mahdi, but this 
was strongly denounced by Ja`far al-S. ädiq, who advised Mubammad's father 
not to continue in this path, but the latter rejected the advice, saying, "By 
Alläh, I hope that Alläh will, bring forth a lot of good at his hand. "2 

Muhammad began spreading his claim during the reign of Marwän al-Himär, 
the last Umayyad caliph, but was not taken seriously. Even al-Saffäh, the first 
`Abbasid caliph, did no more than to admonish Muhammad's father. 

During the reign of al-Mansur, Muhammad became an open critic of the 
caliph's rule. He once wrote to him, 

"The right (of rule) belongs to us. You (i. e. the Abbäsids) have 
gained the support of our people and achieved rule because of us ... I 
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deserve it more than you. "3 

Because of the threat of retaliation from al-Man$ür, Muhammad used to hide 
from the people and write to them instead, asking them to support him. He 
was known generally as the promised Mahdi, while his father always stood by 
his side .4 To combat this claim, al-Man$ür gave his own son the title of the 
Mahdi, although he admitted to his courtiers that it had been a political moves 

Al-Mansur appointed Ziyäd b. `Abdulläh as the Amir of Madina in a vain 
attempt to capture the claimant. When the latter failed, Muhammad b. 
`Abdulläh was appointed for this purpose. When this also failed, the caliph 
brought a ruthless Amir known as Riyäh b. `Uthmän al-Misri, who imprisoned 
Mubammad's father, uncle and a number of cousins. However, Muhammad 
and his brother Ibrähim escaped arrest by being continually on the move. 
After performing Hajj in the year 1451762, al-Man$ür took the prisoners with 
him to Knfa, where `Abdulläh, the father of Muhammad, his uncle Ibrähim 
and two of his cousins died in prison. 

Eventually, Muhammad revolted openly in Jumädah al-Akhira, 145 AH, 
following a similar move by his brother Ibrahim in Basra. 6 He took control 
of Madina, arresting Riyäh b. `Uthmän and setting the prisoners free, while 
the people of Madina rushed to offer the oath of allegiance to him. His next 
move was to appoint his own governors in Makka and Yemen, although his 
appointees in Egypt, Syria and Khurasan were not accepted by the people. 

Al-Mansür's reaction was to despatch a strong contingent of four thousand 
warriors under the leadership of `Isa b. Müsd to Madina. The fighting began 
in Ramadan and Muhammad participated gallantly in person, but was killed on 
the second day of the fighting. Thus his short rule came to an end after two 
months and seventeen days.? His brother Ibrahim met a similar fate in Küfa 
after fighting `Isä b. M isä. 8 

3. `Abdulläh b. Maimtln al-Ahwazi (d. after 200/815) 

Maimün was a free slave of Ja'far Sadiq, the sixth Imam according to the 
Shi'as. For several reasons, he was imprisoned by the governor of `Iraq, and 
while in prison, he planned to launch the Bäliniyya movement. 9 His son 
`Abdulläh, previously a follower of the Ismaili sectlO, adopted his father's 
views and began preaching them, while claiming to be the Mahdi as well as a 
prophet. His followers were known as Qarämila or Muzdakiyya, and his 
movement flourished mainly in Khurasän, Tabristan, Käshän and Qumm 
(Iran). Il 
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4. Ahmad b. Ka, yväl al-Balkhi 

Due to his prolific, scholarly writings in both Arabic and Persian, many 
people followed him when he claimed to be the Mahdi. 12 

5. Hamdän b. Ash'ath al-Oirmiti (appeared around 270/883) 

Hamdän, the son of a well-digger from Küfa, was influenced by the teachings of the 
Bätiniyya. In 264/877 or 278/891, he proclaimed himself to be the Mahdi, and 
Ahmad the son of Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya to be a prophet of Alläh. 

Initially, he asked his followers to pray fifty times during each day and night, but 
later, at the instigation of his disciples, he changed this to only two prayers. 
Among his other changes to the Shari'ah were: fasting during Ramadän was 
reduced to just two days a year; wine was permitted; the obligation to have a bath 
after sexual intercourse was abolished; and Jerusalem was made the Qibla rather 
than the Ka'ba. 

For a hundred and fifty years, his followers presided over a reign of plunder and 
devastation. 13 

6. Yahyä b. Zakrawaih al-Oirmiti (d. 290/902) 

Originally from Khuzistän, Yahyä b. Zakrawaih announced that he was the Mahdi 
in the year 289/901 in Küfa. He further claimed that he was actually Muhammad b. 
`Abdulläh b. Muhammad b. Ismä`il b. Ja'far al-Sädiq. Since Muhammad b. Ismail 
was not known to have had a son by the name of `Abdulläh, this was not very 
plausible. However, he had a strong following for a limited amount of time, his 
followers managing to wreak havoc in a great part of Syria, including devastation 
of the Rasafa mosque. His movement was shortlived, though in a fierce battle with 
the soldiers of the caliph, al-Muktafi Billäh, he was put to the sword by the end of 
the year. 14 

7. Husain b. Zakrawaih (d. 291/903) 

A claimant to the title of "the Mahdi" during the caliphate of al-Muktafi Billaa-h, his 
followers devastated land and murdered innocent people in Damascus, Uimý and 
Ba'labak. Eventually, the Caliph's forces defeated him in 291/903, and he was 
crucified by the governor of Baraqa. 15 
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8. Abu Said al-Junäbi al-Qirmiti (d. 301/913) 

As a leader of the Shi'as of Qatif (the eastern part of the Arabian peninsula), al- 
Junäbi claimed to be the Mahdi in 286 AH, during the caliphate of Mu`tadid Billah. 
A year later, he advanced with his followers towards Basra in order to challenge 
the government, being met at the outskirts of Basra by two thousand soldiers of the 
caliph, whom he routed; the captives were burnt alive on his orders. 

Abu Said subscribed to a belief along the lines of the Bätiniyya, e. g., he did not 
believe in the questioning on the Day of Resurrection. Anyone found to be 
persuading others to pray or fast was to be condemned to death. In 301 AH, he was 
slain by his own slave al-Saglabi. 16 

9. `Ubaidulläh al-Mahdi (d. 322/933) 

`Ubaidulläh's father, Muhammad Habib, introduced the belief about his son being 
the Mahdi in 270/883. His cult was an offshoot of the Ismä ̀ ills, and allowed a man 
to marry up to eighteen women. The most influential man in his movement was a 
disciple known as Abü `Abdulläh al-Yamäni who, during a Hajj trip to Makka, 
impressed the pilgrims of Kattäna greatly with his piety and selfless attitude. Back 
at Kattäna, he was able to convince them that the claim of `Ubaidulläh al-Mahdi was 
legitimate, according to a forged legacy of Imlimate beginning with `Ali, and 
reaching `Ubaidulläh through a succession of sons from Ja'far al-Sädiq: his son 
Ism 'l, his son Muhammad Maktüm, then Ja'far Musaddiq, Muhammad Habib and 
finally, `Ubaidulläh. 

Abti `Abdulläh established his rule in Nasirun (al-Maghrib) and invited `Ubaidulläh 
to join him from Hims_ (Syria), but the latter was imprisoned by the `Abbäsid caliph 
al-Muktafi Billäh at Sajalmäsa. In the meantime, Abü `Abdulläh continued to 
expand his rule until he had conquered the whole of al-Maghrib. He secured the 
release of `Ubaidulla-h and handed the rule over to him. 

`Ubaidulläh attempted to conquer Egypt but failed. Later, one of his commanders, 
Jawhar al-Sigilli, succeeded in this in 356/966 and founded the city of Cairo. The 
`Ubaidese dynasty, lasted from 297/909 to 567/1171.17 

10. Muhammad b. `Abdulläh T ümart al-Hasani (d. 524/1129) 

Muhammad, a descendant of Hasan b. `Ali, was born in SUs (al-Maghrib) in 
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485/1092. Through his extensive reading, he came across the famous book of Ja'far 
among the Shia literature. In this book he discovered a prophecy about the Mahdi 
of al-Maghrib, a Fätimid by descent, whose place of appearance would be associated 
with the mystic word "TYNML", and who would have a close friendship with a 
person called `Abd al-Mu'min. 

Ibn T ,, =art showed himself to be a very pious man who could not tolerate any evil 
in the society. In Talmasän, the capital of the Muräbitün, his movement against 
wrongdoing brought him into direct conflict with the caliph `Ali b. Ynsuf b. 
Tashfm, who was advised by his ministers to kill the former, but the caliph instead 
preferred to expel him from Talmasän. 

During his subsequent wanderings, Ibn T": umart came to the town of Tanimal, 
where he met the young `Abd al-Mu'min. Here, in 514/1120, he declared that he 
was the Mahdi. After mustering enough support, and with `Abd al-Mu'min as his 
commander, Ibn Taumart waged a series of battles against the Muräbitiin. In 
516/1122, he achieved victory at last, establishing his rule over al-Maghrib under 
the title of the Muwahhideen. 18 

According to Ibn al-Qayyim, Ibn T:: umart was the most brutal Muslim ruler after 
Hajjäj b. Yüsuf. He died in 524 AH, to be succeeded by `Abd al-Mu'min. 19 

11. Mahmüd Wähid Giläni (appeared in 600/1203) 

In opposition to Arabs in general, Mahmüd of Gilän (Iran) declared himself to be 
the pride of non-Arabs when claiming to be the Mahdi in 600 AH. He believed in 
the reincarnation of the soul, and his followers, known as Wähidis, gave reverence 
to the sun by facing it during some of their prayers. Shah `Abbas of the Safawids 
treated them with an iron fist policy 
and eventually executed Mahmüd Wähid. 20 

12. Ahmad b. `Abdulläh al-Mulätham (d. 740/1339) 

Born in Cairo in 658/1259, Abmad benefited greatly from the famous scholar Tagi 
al-Din b. Daqiq al-'Id. Known to be a great ascetic, he claimed in 689 AH to have 
visited Heaven, where Alläh had instructed him to proclaim himself as the Mahdi. 
When the news of his claim spread, the ruler of Cairo imprisoned him, but later he 
repented and denied that he was the Mahdi prophesied by the Prophet Muhammad. 
He died in 740/1339.21 
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13. `Abd al-`Aziz al-Taräbulusi (appeared in 717/1317,1 

A staunch follower of the Nusairiyya, `Abd al-`Aziz claimed to be the Mahdi in 717 
AH and acquired a following of three thousand people. He abused the first two 
caliphs of Islam, Abu Bakr and `Umar, and declared that `Ali was God. Many 
Muslims were subjected to persecution and killing at his hand until he was put to the 
sword by the ruler of Taräbulus. 22 

14. Uwais Rumi (appeared around 900/1500) 

Mullä `Ali al-Qän, in his book Al-Mashrab al-Wardi fi Madhhab al-Mahdi (written 
around 965/1557 in Makka), stated that an elderly shaikh known as Uwais declared 
himself to be the Mahdi while in a state of Kashf13 during the times of Sultan 
Bäyaz'id (886-918/1481-1512) in Turkey. The Sultan was impressed and stated his 
willingness to follow him, but Uwais himself recanted the claim, saying that he had 
been inspired by Satan. 24 

15. Sayyid Muhammad Jaunpüri (847-910/1443-1504) 

Jaunpür, the birthplace of Sayyid Muhammad, was governed by Amir Husain, ruler 
of the state of DRTapnr. Sayyid Muhammad moved to Danäpür at the request of the 
Amir, and there he brought thousands of Hindus into the fold of Islam through his 
preaching. Later, he inspired Amir Hussain to wage a war against the neighbouring 
Hindu Raja, Dilip Roy. Amir, with an army of thirty thousand soldiers, attacked an 
enemy double his force, but with the help of Allah and the warriors of Sayyid, he 
was able to defeat the Raja and capture his seat of power. After this victory, while 
passing through thejungle of Ddnapnr, Sayyid Muhammad claimed in 905/1499 to 
be the promised Mahdi. 

His reputation led him to be invited to the state of Ahmedabad, where Sultan Ahmad 
Nizam Shah pledged allegiance to him. The Sultan's faith in him was strengthened 
when his own wife conceived after the prayers of Sayyid Mahdi. 

In 901/1495, he travelled to Arabia, where he performed the Hajj and revived his 
claim of Mahdiyya beside the Ka'ba. On his return to India, his claim resulted in a 
hostile environment, and he was expelled from several towns, forcing him to move 
to Sindh, but on facing continued harassment, he then went to Qandhar, a part of 
Khurasan. Here he had to face a number of debates with the scholars of Qandhar. 
Eventually, he fled to the town of Farah, where he breathed his last in 910/1504. 
Shah Qäsim `Iraqi, a later ruler of Farah, erected a tomb on his grave in 980/1572. 
His followers are still found in Hyderabad, the state of Taunk and 7aipür. 25 
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16. Jaläl al-Din Akbar (d. 1014 /1605) 

Akbar, the great Mughal Emperor of India, ruled for fifty-one years. He started his 
life as a sincere devotee of KhwAja Salim Chishti of Fatah Pur SikrE His court 
witnessed scholars such as `Abdulläh SultffnpihT and `Abd al-Nabi, the Shaikh of 
Hadih. But later, after 982/1574, when his court became influenced by AbtT 1-Fadl 
and Faizi, along with their father Mubärak, his belief in Islamic teachings was 
substantially shaken. Mubärak himself was a follower of Mu1ammad Jaunpün`. At 
the end of the millenium, Mub5rak and some other courtiers led Akbar to believe 
that he was the promised Mahdi who had to appear at the end of seven thousand 
years of the world. Ibn `Arabi' was falsely quoted to have said that the Sahib 
al-Zamän (i. e. the Mahdi) would be a clean-shaven man with many wives; both of 
these attributes were found in Akbar. 

Although Akbar is said to have agreed to the claim of Mahdiyya, he in fact deserted 
the Islamic share ̀a completely. He minted new coins at the end of the millenium 
indicating that the share ̀a had come to an end. Dominated by Hindu philosophy and 
way of life, he believed in reincarnation, gave reverence to the cow and the pig, 
allowed Mut `a (temporary marriage) and scoffed at the Muslim way of prayer. 
Whether he died as a Muslim, Hindu or Christian is a question which cannot be 
answered satisfactorily. 26 

17. Abu 1-`Abbas Ahmad b. `Abdulläh a1-Sajalm5si (d. 1022/1613) 

Ahmad was born in Sajalmäsa (al-Maghrib) in 967. After receiving education in his 
own country, he travelled to Egypt for further learning. During his stay there, he 
compiled a book about the signs of the Mahdi, and later made his claim. Many 
inhabitants of his home town followed him. 

Haj Mrr, the deputy of Sultan Zaidän of Marrakesh in Sajalmäsa, confronted him 
with four thousand soldiers, but was defeated by only four hundred men under 
Ahmad, who took control of Sajalmasa. His subsequent expeditions resulted in more 
victories, and he eventually overthrew Zaidän, taking control of Marrakesh. Three 
years later, Zaidän, with the support of Fagi'h Yahyä b. `Abdullaah, attacked, and the 
ensuing fierce encounter resulted in Al mad being beheaded, while Zaidän was 
restored to power. The heads of Ahmad and his followers were hung on the gates of 
Marrakesh for about twelve years. 27 

18. Say, iid Muhammad NUr Bakhsh Jaunpüri (d. before 1040/1630) 
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Sayyid Muhammad was an ascetic who claimed to have received the call "You are 
the Mahdi" during a trance. Being a pious man, he enjoyed a large following. 
During a later journey for Hajj, he was "told" in a similar trance that he was not the 
Mahdi; he told his disciples that he intended to relinquish his claim on the way back 
from Hajj, but he passed away before he could do so. 

His followers in Kashmir were known as the Nürbakhshiyya. Most of their beliefs, 
which are contrary to the beliefs of the Ahl al-Sunnah, were invented by a later 
entrant into this sect: a certain Shams al-Din of `Iraq, who was a very active 
preacher for the Nürbakhshiyya sect 28 

19. Ahmad b. `Ali al-Muhairathi (d. 1050/1640) 

Ahmad was born in Muhairath, a small village in Yemen. He was gifted with a good 
memory and intellectual capacity. He initially followed the Zaidi school of fiqh but 
later changed to the Hanafi school and remained a Qäcii according to Hanafi law. He 
claimed tobe the Mahdi and also the Beast mentioned in the Qur'dn29. 

He died in Makkah. 30 

20. Muhammad al-Mahdi al-Azmaki (d. after 1070/1659) 

Barzanjt, in his book Al-Isha'a bi Ashrät al-Sd'a, stated that in his childhood he saw 
Muhammad Azmaki, who had claimed in Kurdistan that he was the Mahdi. 
Although many people followed him, his claim was rejected by the scholars and he 
was defeated militarily by the ruler Amir Ahmad Khan. According to the advice of 
the scholars, he repented and renewed his faith and marriage to his wife. 31 

21. Muhammad b. `Abdulläh al-Kurth 

In 1075/1664, a man known as `Abdullah proclaimed in Kurdistän that his 
twelve-year-old son named Muhammad was the Mahdi, and began accepting the 
oath of allegiance to him; thousands of people flocked to his door for this purpose. 
During the same period, in Samarna, Turkey, a Spanish Jew named Sabata'i Sevi 
declared that he was the Promised Messiah: the simultaneous appearance of 
claimants to being the Messiah and the Mahdi convinced many that `Abdulläh's 
claim was true. 

`Abdulläh took control of Müsil and surrounding areas in a wave of religious zeal 
but he was strongly challenged by the Ottoman-appointed ruler of Müsil. Once 
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defeated, he was brought to the court of Muhammad IV, Sultan of the Ottoman 
Empire, where he absolved himself of the claims he had made and promised not to 
propound the ideas further. Satisfied with this assurance, the Sultän pardoned him 
and set both father and son free. 32 

22. Mirzä `Ali Muhammad Bäb (d. 1266/1850) 

Mirza `Ali was born in Shiraz, Iran, in 1235/1819. As a prelude to the eventual 
claim of Mahdiyya, he initially declared in 1260 AH that he was the Bab (gateway) 
to the expected Sahib al-Zamän (master of the times). After bestowing this latter 
title on Mullah Husain Bisharwai, he declared himself to be the Mahdi. Prominent 
figures such as Mullah Sädiq, Mirzd Muhammad ̀ Ali Barfaroshi, Muller `Ali Akbar 
and Mullah Muhammad ̀ Ali Zinjäni were among his followers. 

In the face of a severe clampdown by Muhammad Shah, the ruler of Iran, Mirzä 
moved to Isfahan, whose ruler had such affection for him that he left his property 
to Mirza in his will. Because of the growing challenge posed by his followers, the 
Shah of Iran imprisoned Mirza, first in the Mahko fort and later in Chahriq fort 
near Arvin. He was invited to a debate with a host of scholars in Tabriz, where his 
ignorance of the shari ̀ ah was thoroughly-exposed. Covered with shame, he had to 
return to prison; due to the continuing conflict and unrest involving the Babis in 
various provinces, however, the Shäh decided to eliminate Mirzä `Ali: he was shot 
dead on 28 Sha`bän 1266/1850 in Tabriz. The Bäb had declared himself Dhikr 

, and Dhät Hurüf Saba ('i e 3'$). Hence the word dhikr in the following verse of 
Sürah al-Anbiya', 

vtP lam. Lv y" cý1i 
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"Before this we wrote in the Psalms after the dhikr (message given to 
Moses): My servants, the righteous, shall inherit the earth"33 

was interpreted by Häji Mirzä Jäni Bäbi to mean that after the time of the Bab, 
his followers would inherit the earth. 34 

. 
'`ý 

23. Muhammad Ah ad'- at-Mahdi a1=Südäni (d. 21 June 1303/1885) 

Muhammad Ahmad was bom in 1265/1848 in Hung, Südän, to parents named 
`Abdulläh and' Aminah. His claim in 1881, just three months into the year 
1300/1882 at the age of 33, that he was the Mahdi, was widely-accepted 
without much opposition. At the time, he had confined himself to the island of 
Abba in the River Nile. 

Rauf Pasha, Süddn's Egyptian governor, despatched a force of fifty soldiers to 
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----arrest-him, -but they- were -easily-defeated -by- Mahdi's-devout soldiers--and 
killed. In another encounter, Mahdi defeated a force of three hundred soldiers, 
after which he left for Kurdufän. In the following year, he defeated two more 
military forces sent by the Egyptian ruler to combat him. 

In September 1882, Mahdi attacked Ubayyadd, the capital of Kurdufän, where 
he almost tasted his first defeat, but with the help of reinforcements, he was 
able to besiege the fort and force the enemy to surrender; this victory made 
him the undisputed ruler of Kurdufffn. In 1883 and 1884, he repulsed further 
attacks by General Hicks and General Baker. 

In 1884, General Gordon was appointed Governor of Sudan. He adopted the 
policy of appeasing the Mahdi by recognising him as the Sultan of KurdufTn, 
but Mahdi refused to pledge allegiance to Gordon, instead sending his forces to 
besiege Khartoum. Since all telegraphic links with Egypt had been cut, 
General Gordon sent an appeal for help via the Nile, but the ship carrying the 
British envoys capsized after hitting some rocks. 

On 26 January 1885, as Lord Wellesley was on his way to Khartoum via the 
Nile, General Gordon was executed by the followers of Mahdi. The further 
defeat of a thirteen-thousand-strong British army, including battalions from 
India and Australia and led by General Gerald Graham, consolidated the rule 
of Mahdi over the entire Sudan. 

Mahdi died on 21 June 1885 at the young age of 37. During his short rule, he 
enforced Islamic teachings, prohibiting the use of intoxicants and smoking, and 
also dealt severely with adultery and immorality. His decree of suspension of 
the pilgrimage to Makkä was one blot on his record in this regard. 

In 1899, terrible retribution was exacted by Lord Kitchener, who defeated 
Mahdi's followers during the rule of `Abdulläh, Mahdi's successor. As well as 
massacring Mahdi's followers, Lord Kitchener bombed his tomb and 
desecrated his corpse by severing its head and disposing of its bones in the 
River Nile. 35 

24. Mirzä Ghuläm Ahmad Qädiäni (d. 1326/1908) 

Mirzä Ghulffm Atmad was bom in 1839 or 1840. He made numerous claims, 
ranging from being a mujaddid (renewer of the faith) to being a prophet. He 
not only called himself the "Promised Messiah", but at the same time claimed 
likeness in personality and deeds with most of the Prophets and Messengers of 
Allah. His claims to the following titles were very prominent: (a) Mujaddid; 
(b) Mahdi; (c) Promised Messiah; (d) Prophet and Messenger. 

We shall examine below the above four claims in their chronological order 
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! =and proper -perspective. 

a) Mujaddid `. 'renewer of the faith). During the publication of his 
Braheen-e-Ahmadiyya (1880), the Mirzä emerged as a defender of Islam. He 
claimed to being a recipient of revelation, and in the year 1885 declared 
himself as a mujaddid, not unusually, as previously some venerable persons 
had also put forward such a claim. For example, Jaläl al-Din al-Suyüti (d. 
911/1505), not only compiled a list of former mujaddidun, but also considered 
himself a mujaddid of the ninth century. 

The concept of tajdfd rests on the following tradition of the Prophet (SAS), as 
reported by Abn Huraira!. and transmitted by Abü Däwüd in his collection of 
ahädith. The Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, 

"Undoubtedly, Allah sends at the head of each century one who renews the 
religion for the entire Ummat 

.. 
"36 

b) Mahdi. Mirzä proclaimed himself as both the Promised Messiah and the Mahdi in 1891, and advertised in order to recruit disciples. It is quite interesting to note that Mirzä on one hand rejected the authenticity of traditions about the coming of the Mahdi, but on the other hand insisted that he 
was the Mahdi on the basis of the said ahädith. Mirzä wrote: 

"As far as the validity of traditions in connection with the advent of 
the Mahdi are concerned, you should know that they are all weak and 
unreliable, so much so that in some books, even in Ibn Mäja:., one 
comes across this tradition that there is no Mahdi except Jesus, Son of Mary (AS). Therefore, how can one have confidence in such weak, 
unreliable traditions? Even the authenticity of those persons through 
whom these traditions passed is doubtful, and this fact is not hidden 
from compilers and teachers of traditions. "37 

c) Promised Messiah. Mirzä put forward the following "revelation from God" 
to prove that he was the Promised Messiah: 

"We have made you Messiah Son of Mary. We shall protect you, while 
the people will not protect you. "38 

Mirzä had clearly confirmed that he believed in all the traditions which refer 
to the descent of the Messiah again to this world. In the writing "MalfüzIft" of 

rMirzä (1st part, 1891-1899) a question by someone from Baraily and Mirzä s 
answer is recorded: 

"Question: - 'Are you the same Messiah about whom the Messenger of 
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-God-(SAW) has-given information-in- traditions? -Answer -this after 
taking an oath by God. ' 

Answer: - 'Previously I have confirmed this too in detail on oath in my 
books, and now again I write on oath to God, in whose possession is 
my life, that I am the same Promised Messiah about whom the 
Messenger of God (SAW) has given information in traditions which 
are given in Sahlh Bukh-Arn, Sabib Muslim, and other books. Wa kafci 
billahi shahidlin (Allah is enough as a Witness). ' Writer: MirzN 
Ghuläm A1}mad Qädiäni, 17th August 1899. "39 

d) Prophet and Messenger. In 1901, Mirzä took the enormous step of 
declaring himself to be a Prophet and Messenger of God. The following 
written statements of Mirzd should be noted in this connection: 

(i) "About myself, I say that God has addressed me as Messenger and 
Prophet. "40 

(ii) "The true God is the one that has sent His Messenger in Qadiän. "41 

(iii) "For the present nation (ummah), I have been chosen and named 
Nabi (Prophet), and no-one else deserves this distinction. "42 

About two and a half months before his death, he made the following 
announcement in a journal, leaving no ambiguity about his claim to 
Prophethood: 

(iv) "1 proclaim that I am a Messenger and Prophet. "43 

Mirzä's claim to Prophethood was strongly opposed by the vast majority of the 
Muslim community in India. A number of debates and dialogues were held 
during the last years of his life. As this issue is not related to the subject of this 
study, no further discussion is needed here. 

Mirza died on 26 May 1908 in Lahore and was buried in Qadiän. 

25. Muhammad b. ̀ Abdulläh Hasan al-Süma1 (d. 1921/1340) 

Muhammad b. `Abdulläh Haan was born in 1373/1856 at Kub Fardut in 
Somalia. After receiving a sound education in shari ̀ a in Mogadishu, he visited 
Makka in 1881, where he learnt about the Mahdi of Sudan from his shaikh, 
Muhammad Sälih. 
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The onslaught of Christian missionaries in his country led him to declare Jihäd 
in 1897 to defend Islam. In his treatise, Mabähith al-Munäfigin (Dialogue with 
the Hypocrites), he has thrown ample light on his political thought, which was 
basically inspired by the spirit of Jihäd against the colonising Italian and 
British imperialists. Although a claim to being the Mahdi is not so obvious in 
his movement, his dialogue with his opponents shows the likelihood of such a 
claim. For example, when he invited them to Jihäd, he received the following 
reply, 

"Jihäd is not yet due; we shall carry out Jihäd when its time comes, 
once the awaited Mahdi appears. Then, our sticks will turn into rifles 
and guns and the infidels' weapons will be ours. "44 

Mullah Muhammad Uasan was not discouraged by this opposition, but started a 
campaign of preparing volunteers for Jihad. Away from Barbara, the 
headquarters of the British forces, he managed to build up four forts, 
well-equipped with weapons and ammunition. The British commander, 
General Kufal, responded to Muhammad's growing support by threatening 
him with dire consequences if he did not halt his movement, to which 
Muhammad replied in defiant vein. This led to a number of encounters 
between the two camps, Muhammad emerging triumphant and establishing his 
position after the battles of Talih, Jajajja and Karahdum. The British 
commander tempted him with several offers in return for his surrender, but 
he continually refused. 

After ten years of constant struggle, facing the British powers as well as 
internal hostile elements, he breathed his last in 1921 in Ogaden 45 

26. Yahyä `Ainulläh Bihäri (d. after 1349/1930) 

Yahyä was a resident of Bhadara, District Giya, Bihar State, India. In his early 
years, he emerged as an eloquent Urdu poet and writer. Later, he claimed to 
be the Mahdi and Promised Messiah. In some of his writings, he claimed to be 
God Himself, and chose for himself the title of 'Ainulläh ("Allah Himself'). He 
wrote a voluminous book of 824 pages entitled "Farman", which he regarded 
as divine revelation to him, and similar to the Qur'an. In this book, he 
introduced himself as 

"His Excellency, the One, the Ruler, Syed Muhammad Yahyä Khan Dauran, 
Allah's deputy in the worlds, the landlord of the village, Yahyä, Tahsil 
Pargana, District Giya, State of Bihar. "46 

His book contained commandments and punishments for immoral acts and 
disobedience. His leaning towards Christian teachings and distrust of Islamic 
ethics are obvious from his writings. Most of his followers were from the 
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--Hindu community: - -- 

An interesting incident is reported about him: 

"Yahyä used to visit a wealthy Hindu merchant in Jahem Abad, Giya, 
and stay at his place from time to time. Once a child died in the 
locality. Being the only child in the family, the mother's grief was 
immense. She was advised by people to beseech God to bring her son 
back to life, as she was fortunate to have 'God' present in the Hindu 
merchant's villa. Hence she pleaded with Ya1 yä to resurrect her son. 
In vain, Yahyä tried to send her away, but she continued pleading, 
while thousands of illiterate villagers waited to see God in action. At 
last, Yahyä persuaded her to leave with the corpse and return the 
following morning, when he would raise her son alive. Yahyä Bihäri 
escaped that night, never to be seen again in the area. " 

With a sparse following, his cult seems to be doomed to extinction, and very 
little else is known about his movement 47 

27. Muhammad b. `Abdullah al-Oahtäni (d. 1400/1979) 

The end of the thirteenth century AH witnessed a bloody incident at the sacred 
Ka'ba in Makka, when members of a movement led by the ex-soldier 
Juhaiman, of the tribe of'Utaiba, attempted to seize control of Islam's most 
sacred shrine. Juhaiman's movement included Muhammad b. `Abdulläh 
al-Qahtäni, a student of shaft-'a at the Umm al-Qura University in Makka, and 
known to be a devout Muslim. The latter was led by Juhaim5n and his 
followers to believe that he was the Mahdi, whom Muslim masses throughout 
the world had eagerly awaited. They based this idea on dreams seen by one 
member, which suggested that al-Qahtäni was the Mahdi48, and the fact that his 
and his father's names coincided with those of the Prophet and his father added 
weight to their conviction that the Mahdi was among them. 

On 1 Muharram 1400 AH (1979 CE), a group of more than three hundred of 
Juhaiman's men, well-equipped with arms, ammunition and supplies of food 
and water in anticipation of a siege, gathered inside the Grand Mosque in 
Makka. Just after the Fajr prayer, one of them seized the microphone and 
announced to the worshippers, "Allah is the Greatest. The Mahdi has come. " 
Short speeches followed near the Ka'ba, and the men thronged to pledge their 
oaths of allegiance to al-Qahtani as he stood between the Pillar and the Station 
of Ibrahim. As this went on, the armed men closed the gates of the Mosque, 
shooting at anyone who tried to resist this action, while thousands of terrified 
worshippers attempted to make their escape (one eyewitness told the author 
how, after being stranded for six hours, he escaped through one of the gaps in 
the decorative grille above the windows of the Safä-Marwa extension, reaching 
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that height by standing on the shoulders of others, breaking his ankle as he 
jumped to safety outside). 

As the Saudi army and police moved in to take their positions around the 
Mosque, several soldiers were shot dead by Juhaimän's marksmen, installed in 
the Mosque's lofty minarets. The Grand Mosque remained closed, besieged by 
the Saudi forces, for fourteen days. Eventually, the army forced their way into 
the Mosque, which became the scene of heavy fighting. Al-Qahtäni was an 
early victim, and his death meant that Juhaimän's revolt was effectively 
doomed. Juhaimän and about two hundred and fifty of his men were captured 
and later beheaded in different locations in Saudi Arabia. The King of Saudi 
Arabia had previously obtained fatwäs (Islamic rulings) on the issue, especially 
regarding desecration of the Holy Places during a sacred month, from 
prominent scholars such as Shaikh `Abd al-`Aziz b. `Abdulla-h b. Bäz and the 
Imams of the Two Holy Mosques of Makka and Madina. 49 
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SECTION E 

THOSE BELIEVED BY OTHERS TO BE THE 
MAHDI 

A number of leading Muslim personalities throughout history were labelled as 
Mahdi by their staunch devotees, although they themselves never made such a 
claim. These personalities are listed below: 

1. ̀ Aii b. Abi T51ib (d. 40/660) 

The followers of `Abdullah b. Saba claimed that `Ali b. Abi Tälib, the 
Prophet's son-in-law and his fourth successor, was a prophet himself; some of 
them exaggerated to the extent of saying that `Ali was God Himself - some of 
these extremists were reported to be burnt alive on the order of `Ali. Among 
them, some believed that `Ali was the Mahdi. I 

2. Mu'äwiya - 
b. Abi Sufyän (d. 60 AH) 

Mu`äwiya succeeded Hasan b. `Ali as caliph after the latter's abdication in 40 
AH. It is reported by Qatäda, Mujähid and Abu Ishäq al-Subii'T that he was a 
Mahdi? 

3. b. al-Hanaflyya (d. 81! 700) 

In addition to Hasan and Husain, `Ali b. Abi Tälib had a third son named 
Muhammad whose mother was from the tribe of Banü Hanifa. After the 
martyrdom of Husain at Karbalff, Mukhtär al-Thagafi, originally a Khäriji, 
became a supporter of `Ali and started a movement to avenge the blood of 
Husain and his family. In order to consolidate his position, he claimed to be 
commissioned by Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya, whom he declared to be Mahdi. 

Mukhtär fabricated a letter, claiming it to be from Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya 
to Ibrähim b. al-Ashtar, a staunch supporter of `Ali, which read, 
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"From Muhammad al-Mahdi to Ibrahim b. Malik al-Ashtar, 

Peace be upon you. I am sending to you my vizier and trustee, whom I 
have commissioned to fight my enemies and avenge the blood of my 
family. Join him, along with your tribe andfollowers. You will be 
blessed if you respond to this call. "3 

Although Ibrahim doubted the authenticity of this letter, Mukhtär and his 
followers swore by Allah that the letter was written by Muhammad b. 
al-Hanafiyya. 

With the help of the Shia in general, Mukhtär was able to defeat `Ubaidulla-h b. 
Ziyäd, governor of Kiifa, and rule over vast Muslim lands, excluding the Hijaz 
and Basra, which were under the control of `Abdulläh b. Zubair. 

Mukhtär was eventually killed by Mus`ab b. Zubair in 67 AH. His followers, 
known as the Kaisaniyya, used to believe that Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya was not 
dead, but that he was alive in the mount of Radwa, with two springs of water and 
honey flowing nearby, guarded by a lion and a tiger, and that he would remain 
there until he was instructed by God to emerge .4 

However, Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya never endorsed Mukhtär's claim, as is 
well-evident from his letters to the Shi`as of Küfa. 5 

4. Muhammad b. `Ali b. Husain b. `Ali b. Abi T älib a1-Bägir (d. 114/732) 

The followers of Muhammad b. `Ali al-Bägir claimed that `Ali had announced the 
Imamate of his son Ijasan after him, the latter had in turn declared his brother 
Husain to be the next Imam, and in this way the Imamate had passed to `Ali Zain 
al-`Abidin, son of Husain, and then to his son, Muhammad al-Bägir. 

This claim was based on a narration by Jäbir b. `Abdulläh al-Ansäri, who said 
that the Prophet Muhammad said to him, "You are going to meet him, so convey 
my greeting of peace to him. " Jäbir was the last of the Companions to pass away 
in Madina, =; he is reported to have met Muhammad al-Bägir and to have 
conveyed the greeting of the Prophet to him .6 

5. Abi `Abdulläh Ja'far al-Sädiq b. Muhammad al-Bägir (d. 148/1651 

Like the preceding group, another faction of the Shi'as believed that Ja'far 
al-Sädiq had been declared to be the Imäm by his father Muhammad al-Bägir, and 
that he was the awaited Mahdi. According to them, he did not die and would 
reappear near the end of the world.? 
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6. Muhammad al-Mahdi (d. 169! 785) 

Abn Ja'far al-Mansur, the second ̀Abbasid caliph, named his son al-Mahdi in the 
face of mounting support among the Shi`as for the concept of an awaited Mahdi, 
and especially worried by the movement of Muhammad b. `Abdulläh al-Nafs 
al-Zakiyya, a claimant to Mahdiyya during the reign of al-Mansur. Muhammad 
al-Mahdi succeeded his father in 158 AH and died after ruling for eleven years. S 

7. Müsä b. Ja'far (d. 183/799) 

Some of the Shi'as believed in the Imämate of Müsä after his father Ja'far 
al-Sädiq, and claimed that he had not died, but had entered the palace of the 
caliph Härün al-Rashid without re-emerging; hence, he was the awaited Mahdi. 9 

8. Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-`Askari (bom 256/869) 

The mainstream Shi`as believe that their eleventh Imam, Muhammad al-Hasan 
al-'Askari, who died in 260 AH, was not the last one in the line of the house of 
`All, but that one of his slave-girls had given birth to a son named Muhammad, 
who had lived for four years before disappearing in a cave in Samarra (`Iraq) in 
261 AH. To them, he is the long-awaited Mahdi, and will appear near the time of 
the end of the world. Unlike the previous three sects, this group among the 
Shi'as, known as the Ithna `Ashariyya or Qat`iyya, comprises the majority of the 
present-day Shia population. lo 

9. Sa, y, yid Ahmad Brailwi (d. 1246/1838) 

Nawdb Muhammad Siddiq Hasan Khan says that some people interpreted the 
well-known hadith, "To you will come black flags from Khuräsän. Join them, 
even if you have to drag yourself across snow, because he will be Khalifat-ulläh 
al-Mahdi" 11 to apply to the movement of Sayyid Ahmad Brailwi, who fought 
against the Sikhs in Punjab (present-day Pakistan) and was martyred at Balakot in 
1246 AH. 12 
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10. Muhammad b. Muhammad b. `All al-Sanüsi (d. 1276/1859) 

Rashid Ridä, the famous Egyptian scholar, mentioned that Muhammad al-Sanüsi 
of Libya, founder of the Sanüsi Islamic state, was believed by some people to be 
the Mahdi. 13 
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APPENDIX ONE 

A list of early traditionists who transmitted ahädith about the 
Mahdi with their own äsänid 

1. YahyR b. al-Ijam7id al-Himmdni (d. 228 AH) in al-Musnad. 
2. Moammad b. Sa'd (d. 230) in al-Tabaqdt. 
3. Abu Bakr b. Abi Shaiba (d. 235) In al-Mupnnaf. 
4. Ahmad b. Ijanbal (d. 241) in al-Musnad. 
5. 'Timar b. Shabba, al-Narnfri (d. 263) in Tar[kh al-Baga. 
6. Mu4ammad b. Yai-id b. Mdja al-Qazwliii (d. 273) in al-Sunan. 
7. AbU Ddwiid Sulaiman b. Ash'ath al-Sijistddi (d. 275) in al-Sunan. 
8. Abri 'Isfi Muýarnmad b. 'Isd al-Sulaim-ial-Tirmidhi (d. 279) in al- 

Sunan. 
9. Abu Bakr b. Abi Khaitharna (d. 279) in al-Tir[kh. 
10. AI-Ijdrith b. AN Usdma (d. 282) in al-Musnad. 
11. Abu I-Hasan lbfah-im b. Isbdq b. BashIr al-UarYi (d. 285) in al- 

tlarbiyydt. 
12. AbF1 Bakr Aýrnad b. 'Amr b. 'Abd al-KhAliq al-Bazzdr (d. 292) in 

al-Musnad. 
13. MOarnmad b. Sa'd al-Bawardr (d. 301) in Ma'rifat al-ýahdba. 
14. Abli 'Abd al-R,, qimdn Aýrnad b. Shu'aib b. 'Ali b. Sindn al-Nasd'i (d. 

303) in al-Sunan al-Kubra. 
15. AbFI I-'Abbds al-Ijasan b. Sufydn al-Nasd'i al-Baluili (d. 303) in al- 

Musnad. 
16. Abd Ya'ld Aýrnad b. 'Ali al-Mdýili (d. 307) in al-Musnad. 
17. AbU Bakr Mubarnmad b. Hdrdn al-Riiyddi (d. 307) in al-Musnad. 
18. AbU Ja'far Muhammad b. Jarir b. Yazid al-Tabari (d. 3 10) in 

Tahdhib al-Athar. 
19. AbU 'Abdulldh Muýarnmad b. lsýdq b. Khuzaima al-NaisdbUri (d. 

311) in al-ýahlh- 
20. AbU 'Awdha Ya'qUb b. Isýdq b. IbrWirn al-Isfard'in-i (d. 316) inal- 

Mustakhraj. 
21. Abff Ja'far Muýamrnad b. 'Amr b. MUsd b. Uammdd al-'Uqaill (d. 

322) in Kitdb al-pu'afd. 
22. AbU I-Husain Ahmad b. Ja'far b. al-Munddi al-Baghd5df (d. 336) in 

al-Ma6him- 
23. Abu Haiim Muhammad b. t1ibban al-Busti (d. 354) in al-ýahih. 
24. Abli i-Qasirn S*ulairndn b. Aýrnad b. Ayy5b al-Tabardni (d. 360) in 

al-Wjam al-Kabir. 
25. AbU Bakr Muýarnrnad b. IbrWim b. 'Ali b. al-Muqri al-I§bah5ni (d. 

381) in al-Mujam. 
26. Abri I-Ijasan 'Ali b. 'Umar al-Ddraqutrii (d. 385) in al-Afrad. 
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27. Hamd b. Muhammad b. Ibrahim b. Khattäb al-Busti al-Khattäbi (d. 
388) in Ma'älim al-Sunan. ýý 

28. Abü `Abdullah Muhammad b. Ishäq b. Manda (d. 396) in Tärikh 
Isbahan. ý 

29. AN `Abdullah Muhammad b. `Abdulläh al-Häkim al-Naisäbüri (d. 
405) in al-Mustadrak. ý 

30. Tammäm b. Muhammad b. `Abdulläh b. Ja`far al-Räzi (d. 411) in 
al-Fawä'id. 

31. Abü Nu`aim Ahmad b. `Abdulläh b. Ahmad (d. 430) in Kitäb al- 
Mahdi and Hilya al-Awliyä. 

32. Abü `Amr `Uthmän b. Said al-Däni (d. 444) in al-Sunan. 
33. Abü Bakr Ahmad b. al-Husain b. `Ali b. `Abdulläh b. Müsä al- 

Baihaqi (d. 458) in Dalä'il al Nubuwwa. 
34. Abü Bakr Ahmad b. `Ali b. Thäbit al-Khatib al-Baghdädi (d. 463) in 

Talkhis al-Mutashäbih and Kitäb al-Muttatiq wa I-Muftariq. 
35. Abü Mansür Shahardar b. Shirwaih al-Dailami (d. 558) in Musnad 

al-Firdaus. 
36. Abü 1-Qasim ̀Ali b. al-Hasan b. Hibat Allah (d. 571) in al-Tärikh. 
37. AbU 1-Faraj Jamäl al-Din `Abd al-Rahmän b. Abi 1-Husain b. al-Jauzi 

(d. 597) in al-Tärých. ý 
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APPENDIX TWO 

H III holars wh N .I 
idea of the Mahdi 

1. Abü Zaid Ahmad b. Salil al-Balkhi (d. 322 AH) in al-Bad ̀ u wa 1- 
Tärikh. 

Ab 

2. Abü 1-Husain Muhammad b. al-Husain al-Aburi al-Sijizzi (d. 363) in 
Manägib al-Shäý`% 

3. Al-Husain b. Mas`üd b. Muhammad al-Farrä al-Baghawi (d. 510 or 
516) in Masäbih al-Sunnah. - 

4. Al-Qädi `Iyäd (d. 544) in Kitäb al-Shifä' 
5. Ibn al-Athir al-Jazri, Majd al-Din AN 1-Sa`äd5t al-Mubärak b. 

Muhammad b. `Abd al-Karim (d. 606), in Jämi ̀  al-Usül ,fi 
Ahädith 

al-Rasül, vol. 11. ý 
6. Ibn `Arabi, Muhammad b. `Ali b. Muhammad b. Ahmad Muhi al-Din 

(d. 638) in al-Futühät al-Makkiyya. 
7. Kamäl al-Din Muhammad b. Talha b. Muhammad b. al-Hasan al- 
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APPENDIX THREE 

A list of Muslim scholars who reject the concept of the Mahdi 

1. Abn Muhammad b. al-Walid al-Baghdädi. Ibn Taimiya reported in 
Minhäj al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya, (8: 256), that he rejected the ahädith of 
the Mahdi. 

2. Ibn Khaldün (d. 808) in al-Mugaddima. 
3. Muhammad Fand Wajdi in Dä'ira al-Ma ärif al-Qarn al-'Ishrin, 

10: 481. 
4. Ahmad Amin in Duhd al-Isläm, 3: 24 1. 
5. Muhammad Rashid Ridä in Tafsir al-Manär, 3: 317. 
6. Muhammad Fahim Abü `Ubayya in his Preface to al-Nihäya by Ibn 

Kathir. 
7. `Abdulldh b. Zaid Al-Mahmnd in Lä Mahdi Yuntazar ba'd al-Rasül 

Khair al-Bashar. 
8. Habib al-Rahman Siddigi in his Urdu title, Mahdawiyyat ne Islam ko 

Kiya Diya. 
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TRANSLATION OF AHADITH ON FITAN 
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CHAPTER ONE 

AHADITH OF `ABD AL-RAZZÄO b. HAMMÄM 
ý AL-SAN`ANI (d. 211) 

In his collection, al-Musannaf, `Abd al-Razzäq transmitted thirteen ahädith 
under the chapter heading `al-Mahdi' and two under `al-Dajjäl'. The 
ahädith from the chapter on the Mahdi are as follows: 

1) On the authority of Umm Salama, the wife of the Prophet (SAS): The 
Prophet said, "There will be disagreement at the death of a caliph. A man 
will leave the people of Madina and flee to Makka, where some of its 
people will come to him and bring him out (from his house) against his 
will, and then give him their pledge between the Pillar and the Station (of 
Ibrähim). A contingent will be sent towards him from al-Sham which will 
sink into the desert between Makka and Madina. When the people see that, 
Abdäl of al-Sham and parties of the people of al-`lräq will come to him and 
give him their pledge. Then a man from Quraish, whose in-laws will be 
from Kalb, will appear and despatch a contingent towards them, but they 
will defeat the contingent of Kalb. Woe to those who are not present at (the 
distribution of) the war-booty of Kalb! He will bring forth the treasures 
and distribute wealth, and act according to the Sunna of their Prophet 
(SAS) and will make Islam prevail in the land through his power. He will 
remain (in authority) for seven years, after which he will die and the 
Muslims will pray over him. " 

Abti Däwiid said, "Some of them reported on the authority of Hishäm that 
he will live for nine years. Others said: seven years. " 

('Abd a1-Razzäq, 11: 20769) 

2) Abü Said al-Khudri said that the Messenger of Allah mentioned that "a 
calamity will befall this Umma _ such that a man will not be able to find a 
shelter from injustice. At this time, Allah will send a man from my family 

- my household - who will fill the earth with justice as it had been filled 
with injustice and tyranny; with him will be pleased the dwellers of Earth 
and the dwellers of Heaven. Any water which the sky will have, it will 
pour unstintingly, and any water which the earth will have, it will bring it 
forth, so that eventually the living souls will envy the dead. He will stay 
like this for seven or eight or nine years. " 
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3) Abli 1-Jalad said, "There will be a fitna followed by another. The first 
will be like the knot of a whip in comparison to the second, which will be 
followed by the sharp edge of the sword. After this there will be a fitna 
during which everything prohibited by Allah will be legalised. Then the 
people will agree on the best among them, a man to whom the rule will 
come comfortably, while he is still in his house. " 

(11: 20771) 

4) Ka'b said, "He is named ̀ Mahdi' because he gives guidance about matters 
which are hidden. " 

He also said, "He will bring forth the Injil (Gospel) and the Taurät (Torah) 
from a land known as Anta-kiya. " 

(11: 20772) 

5) Abü Said al-Khudri said that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, "The 
Mahdi shall descend from me. He will have a white forehead and a hooked 
nose. He will fill the earth with justice and equity just as it will have been 
filled with tyranny and oppression, and will rule for seven years. " 

(11: 20773) 

6) Jäbir b. `Abdulläh said, "There will be an Imam over the people who 
will not count out dirhams for the people, but will instead pour them out. " 

(11: 20774) 

7) `Ali b. `Abdulla-h b. `Abbäs said, "The Mahdi will not appear until a sign 
emerges along with the rising of the sun. " 

(11: 20775) 

8) `Ali said, "The earth will most certainly be filled with tyranny and 
oppression until no-one will be able to say ̀ Alläh, Alläh' and cling to it. It 
will then be filled with justice and equity, just as it had been filled with 
tyranny and oppression. " 

(11: 20776) 
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9) Abü Huraira said, "Woe to the Arabs from an evil that approaches at 
the beginning of the sixties, when trust becomes booty, charity becomes a 
fine, testimony is linked to acquaintance, and judgment is based on personal 
whims. " 

(11: 20777) 

10) `Abdulläh b. `Amr said, "There will certainly come to the people a 
time when no believer will remain except in al-Sham. " 

(11: 20778) 

11) Al-Qäsim b. `Abd al-Rahmän said, "The matter of the Euphrates was 
referred to `Abdulläh b. Mas`üd. The people said, `We are afraid of it 
flooding upon us, so you should send someone to block it. ' `Abdullaih said, 
`We will not block it. By Alläh, a time will certainly come to the people 
when you will not be able to find enough water in it to fill a brass goblet, 
were you to look for it. All the water will certainly return to its source; the 
remaining water and the Muslims will be at al-Shim'. " 

(11: 20779) 

12) Ibn Sirin said, "The son of Maryam will descend, wearing his 
breastplate and two yellow pieces of cloth, between the adhcin and igäma. 
The people will say to him, `Come forward (to lead the prayer). ' He will 
say, `No, your Imäm will lead you in prayer; you are the rulers, some of 
you over others'. " 

(11: 20838) 

13) Ma'mar said that Ibn Sinn was of the opinion that this Imäm behind 
whom `Isa will pray will be the Mahdi. 

(11: 20839) 
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CHAPTER TWO 

AHADITH OF NU`AIM B. HAMMAD (d. 228) 

A selection of ahädith collected by Nu`aim b. Hammäd in Kitäb al-Fitan is 
translated below. References are to the manuscript of this work preserved 
in the British Library, London. 

1) Ibn `Abbas reported that he visited Mu`äwiya, who gave him a fine gift 
and then asked him, "0 Ibn `Abbas! Will you create a state (dawla: 

_) 
?" He 

said, "Excuse me (from answering) such questions. " He said, "But you must 
(answer)! " Ibn `Abbas replied, "That will happen at the end of time. " He 
said, "Who will be your supporters? " Ibn `Abbas replied, "The people of 
Khurasan. " He then added, "Bann Umayya will strike Bann Häshim, and 
Bann Häshim will strike Banü Umayya; then the Sufyan will come forth. " 
(folio 102) 

2) Abü Huraira'.. reported, "I was in the house of Ibn `Abbas. He asked for 
the door to be closed, and then enquired, `Is there anyone among us from 
the other tribes? ' They (i. e. those present) replied, `No' -I was sitting in a 
comer. Ibn `Abbas said, `When you see the black flags approaching from 
the east, then respect the Persians because our rule will be among them'. " 

Abu Hurairaw continued, "I then said to Ibn `Abbäs, `Should I not narrate 
to you what I heard from the Messenger of Alläh? ' He said (out of 
surprise), `Are you here as well? ' I said, `Yes. ' He said, `Tell me (what you 
heard). ' I said, `I heard the Messenger of Alläh (SAS) saying, "When the 
black flags come forth, (then behold) the first of them (will mark) the 
fitna, the middle ones (will mark) a period of misguidance, the last ones 
(will mark) infidelity"' ." (f. 103) 

3) Said b. al-Musayyib reported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, 
"Black flags of Bang `Abbäs will come forth from the East. They will then 
remain as long as Allah wills. Then small black flags will come forth from 
the East on the hand of a man from the offspring of AbU Sufyän. " 
(f. 103) 
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4) Muhammad b. `Ali reported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, 
"Woe to my Ummah from two factions, that of Bann Umayya and that of 
Bann `Abbas, and from the flag of misguidance. " 
(f. 105) 

5) Ka'b said, "The days will not end until the black flags of Banu `Abbäs 
come forth from the East. " 
(f. 105) 

6) Abn Qäbil said, "The people will be safe and prosperous until the end of 
the rule of Banu `Abbäs. Once their rule terminates, they will be in 
troubled conditions until the advent of the Mahdi. " 
(f. 110) 

7) AN Umayya al-Kalbi said, "An old man who belonged to Jahiliyya (i. e. 
the pre-Islamic era) and whose eyebrows fell over his eyes told us, `The 
people of the black flags will remain strong until they start differing 
among themselves. By differing with each other, they will be divided into 
three parties: one party making propaganda for Bann Fatima; one for Bann 
`Abbas; the third for themselves. ' I said, ̀ Who will be the best of them? ' He 
said, `I do not know. I (only) heard this much'. " 
(f. 111) 

8) Ibn Mas`lid reported that the Prophet (SAS) said, "The seventh one of 
BanU ̀ Abblis will call the people to infidelity, but they will not respond to 
him. Members of his own household will say to him, `Do you want to take 
us away from (the way of) our life? ' He will say, `I will follow in the 
footsteps of Abü Bakr and `Umar among you. ' But they will reject him, 
and one of his own household, an enemy from Banü Hlishim, will come out 
to kill him; when he attacks him, they will start differing among 
themselves. " (Ibn Mas`üd added that: ) He then spoke of a long dispute until 
the coming forth of the Sufyani. 
(f. 111) 

9) Ka'b said, "When the two men belonging to two branches of Banü 
`Abbäs are deposed, the first dispute will take place among them, followed 
by the second dispute, which will be disastrous. The Sufyäni will come 
forth at their second dispute. " 
(f. 112) 
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10) Muhammad b. al-Ijanafiyya said, "Banii `Abbäs will rule until the 
people will have no hope left of any good. Then they will be in desperation 
to the extent that were they to find the hole of a scorpion, they would enter 
it (for shelter). A long period of evil will follow until their rule comes to 
an end. Then the Mahdi will come forth. " 
(p. 112) 

11) Ibn `Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, "Await a 
great trouble when the fifth one of my household dies, and then the seventh 
one dies. Then it will remain as it is until the advent of the Mahdi. " 
(f. 112) 

12) Artät said, "The Sufyäni will fight the Turks, who will then be 
completely annihilated at the hands of the Mahdi. This will be the first flag 
hoisted by the Mahdi in advancing against the Turks. " 
(f. 115) 

13) Zuhn` said that a sign would be seen in the sky when the Sufyäni comes 
forth. 
(f. 117) 

14) Wal-id said, "It was conveyed to me that Ka'b said, `A star with a tail 
will appear before the Mahdi comes forth. ' It was also reported to me from 
Shank who said, `I was told that the sun will eclipse twice in the month of 
Ramadan before the Mahdi comes forth'. " 
(f. 1205 

15) Said b. al-Musayyib said, "There will be afitna in al-Shim. If it comes 
to an end in one place, it will break out again in another place, and it will 
not cease until someone announces from the sky that your AmTr is so-and- 
so. " 
(f. 124) 

16) `Abdullah said, "No one will be saved from this fitna except the one 
who stands fast against the siege. The shelter from the Sufyäni, with the 
permission of A11'ah, will be three towns of the°non-Arabs: a town at the 
border known as Antäkiyya (Antioch), a town known as Qnrus, and a town 
known as Khamisa. The shelter from the Romans will be a mountain 
known as al-'Unuq. " 
(f. 130) 
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17) Zuhn`said, "The people of black flags will meet the people of yellow 
flags at the bridge, where they will fight when they come to Palestine. At 
that time, the Sufyäni will appear among the people of the East. When the 
people of the West come to Jordan, their leader will die and they will be 
divided into three parties: a party which will return whence it came; 
another will depart for the Pilgrimage; the third will stand firm. The 
Sufyäni will fight them until they are defeated and obliged to obey him. " 
(f. 141) 

18) `Amr b. Shu'aib reported on the authority of his father who said, "I 
came to `Abdulla-h b. `Umar when Hajjäj invaded the Ka'ba. I heard him 
saying, `When the black flags come from the East and the yellow flags 
from the West, and they meet in the belly-button of al-Shäm, meaning 
Damascus, then there will be the calamity'. " 
(f. 143) 

19) Ibn al-lanafiyya said, "From the time of the appearance of the black 
flag at Khuräsän, and of Shu'aib b. Sälih and the Mahdi, until the whole 
affair is established for the Mahdi, will be seventy-two months. " 
(f. 147) 

20) Sulaimän b. `Isä said, "It reached me that the Sufyäni will rule for 
three and a half years. " 
(f. 147) 

21) `Ali said, "The Sufyäni descends from the sons of Khälid b. Yaztd b. 
AN Sufyän. He is a man of huge skull, with small pock-marks on his face 
and a white dot in his eye. He will come forth at a valley known as Wadi 
al-Yabis (the dry valley) from a locality in the city of Damascus. He will be 
accompanied by seven persons, one of whom will have a flag hoisted which 
will be renowned for victory; this man will be marching thirty miles ahead 
of him. Anyone intending to face him will see that flag and retreat. " 
(f. 148) 

22) Ka`b said, "The Sufyäni's name is `Abdullah. " 
(f. 149) 

23) Abli Qäbil said, "A man from Banü Häshim will rule and will kill those 
of Banü Umayya to such a degree that only a small number of them will 
remain. He will kill no-one other than them. Then a man from Banü 
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Umayya will come forth and kill two people as vengeance for each one (of 
his own) until none except the women will be left. Then the Mahdi will 
come forth. " 
(f. 149) 

24) Ibn `Abbas said, "If the Sufyäni comes forth in the year thirty-seven, 
his rule will last twenty-eight days, and if he comes forth in the year thirty- 
nine, his rule will last nine months. " 
(f. 150) 

25) Dhü Farnät said, "The people will then be divided behind four men: 
two men at al-Sham -a man from the family of al-Hakam, (who will be) 
reddish-blue, and a man from the tribe of Mudar, (who will be) short and 
tyrannical; the Sufyäni; and the one who takes shelter in Makkah. So 
altogether they are four. " 
(f. 152) 

26) Al-Walid said, "The Sufyäni will then advance and fight Banü Häshim 
as well as all those from the people of the three flags and elsewhere who 
confront him. He will defeat them all, and then proceed to Klifa and expel 
Bann Häshim to `Iraq. On his retreat from Kiifa, he will die close to al- 
Shäm. He will deputise another man from the offspring of Abü Sufyan, 
who will also be called Sufyani, and who will dominate all the people. " 
(f. 154) 

27) Ibn al-Hanafiyya said, "After defeating the spotted one, the Sufyäni will 
enter Egypt. At that time, Egypt will suffer ruin. " 
(f. 155) 

28) Ya`gtib b. Ishäq, a scholar in the matters of Fitan, said, "A man from 
the progeny of Banü `Abbas will enter Riqqa, where he will stay for two 
years. He will then fight the Romans but treat the Muslims worse than the 
Romans. He will then return to Riqqa where he will face all that he dislikes 
from the East, so he will advance to the East, from where he will never 
return. His son will then take over, but at the beginning of his rule, the 
Sufyani will come forth and this rule will terminate. " 
(f. 161) 

29) `Ali said, "The Sufyäni will dominate al-Shäm. Then there will be a 
battle among them at Qargisa at which the birds in the sky and the beasts of 
the earth will eat their fill of their dead. Then a group will break away 
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from their rear and will go out until they reach Khuräsän. The horses of 
the Sufyan will give chase to the people of Khuräsän and will kill the 
supporters of the family of Muhammad at Küfa. Then the people of 
Khuräsän will come out looking for the Mahdi. " 
(f. 162) 

30) Ibn `Abbäs said, "The Sufyäni will come out and fight to the extent that 
he will tear apart the bellies of the women and boil their babies in copper 
cauldrons. " 
(f. 165) 

31) Artät said, "After entering Küfa, the Sufyäni will desecrate it for three 
days, killing sixty thousand of its people, and stay there for eighteen nights 
distributing its wealth. He will enter Makka after his encounter with the 
Turks and Romans at Qarqisa. Then, because of a dissension in their rear, a 
party of them will return to Khuräsän. The Sufyäni's horsemen will 
approach them and destroy their forts until he enters Küfa and searches for 
the people of Khuräsän. Some people at Khuräsän will make propaganda 
for the Mahdi. Then the Sufyäni will send (a party) to Madina where they 
will capture some of the family of Muhammad and bring them back to 
Küfa. Then the Mahdi and Mansur will run away from Küfa, and the 
Sufyäni will commission a party to chase them. As the Mahdi and Mansur 
reach Makka, the contingent of the Sufyäni will encamp at al-Baidä', where 
they will be swallowed up (by the earth). Then the Mahdi will come forth 
and visit Madina, where he will come to the help of the members of Banu 
Häshim left there. The black flags will then come and encamp at (a location 
of) water. As soon as the news of their arrival reaches the people of the 
Sufyäni at Küfa, they will start escaping. He will then come to Küfa and 
liberate all members of Banü Häshim remaining there. A people known as 
`Usab from the heart of Küfa, with few weapons and accompanied by a 
number of the people of Basra, will give chase to the people of the Sufyäni 
and liberate the Küfan captives from their hands. The (people of the) black 
flags will send their oath of alliegance to the Mahdi. " 
(f. 166) 

32) Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya said, "The black flags of the `Abbäsids will 
appear, followed by similar black flags from Khurasan. Their caps will be 
black and their clothes white. They will be led by a man known as Shu'aib 
b. Sälih or Sälih b. Shu'aib, from the tribe of Tamim. They will defeat the 
people of the Sufyäni until he (i. e. Shu`aib) comes to Jerusalem to establish 
the rule of the Mahdi. He will reinforce him with three hundred persons 
from al-Sham. Between his appearance and the establishment of the rule of 
the Mahdi will be seventy-two months. " 
(f. 166) 
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33) `Abdullah b. Mas`üd said, "While we were with the Messenger of 
Allah, there came some youths of the Banü Hashim. When he saw them his 
eyes flowed with tears and his colour changed. We said, `0 Messenger of 
Allah, we have for some time seen in your face something we dislike. ' He 
said, `Allah has chosen for us, the People of the House, the hereafter over 
this world. The People of My House shall meet misfortune, banishment and 
persecution until some people come from the East with black flags. They 
will ask for charity but will not be given it. Then they will fight and be 
victorious. Now they will be given what they had asked for, yet they will 
not accept it but will finally hand it (i. e. rule over the land) over to a man 
of My Family. He will fill it with justice as they had filled it with injustice. 
Whoever of you lives to witness that, let him go there even though it be 
creeping on snow, for that is the Mahdi'. " 
(f. 17) 

34) Thaubän said, "If you happen to see the black flags coming from 
Khurasan, join them even if it means creeping on snow, because among 
them will be the Mahdi, the Khalifa of ARE" 
(f. 167) 

35) Abli Ja'far said, "A young man from Banü Häshim with a mole on his 
right palm will come forth with black flags at Khuräsän. At his head will 
stand Shu'aib b. Sälih, who will fight the people of the Sufydni and defeat 
them. " 
(f. 168) 

36) Said b. al-Musayyib reported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, 
"From the east, black flags of Banu `Abbas will appear and last as long as 
Allah wills; then small black flags will appear from the East and fight a 
man from the posterity of Abü Sufyän and his people. They will pledge to 
obey the Mahdi. " 
(f. 169) 

37) Shuraib b. `Ubaid, Rashid b. Sa'd, Damura b. Habib and their shuyükh 
said, "The Sufyäni will send his horses and armies, which will reach most 
of the East, i. e. Khuräsän and Persia. The people of the East will be 
enraged and will fight them in a number of encounters at different places. 
As the fighting will continue for a long time, they will give an oath of 
allegiance to a Hashmite while in the furthest part of the East. At that time, 
the people of Khuräsän will be led by a man from Banli Tarn-im, one of 
their free slaves, yellowish in colour, having a short beard who will come 
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forth with five thousand men. When he hears about the appearance of the 
Hashmite, he will give him his pledge as well and will be commissioned to 
lead the army. So powerful a man will he be that if confronted by solid 
mountains, he would crush them. On meeting the horses of the Sufyani, he 
will defeat them and kill a great number of them. Eventually, the Sufyani 
will prevail. The Hashmite will flee and Shu'aib b. Sälih will go secretly to 
Jerusalem, where he will pave the way for the Mahdi's rule as soon as he 
hears of the latter's appearance at al-Sham. " 
(f. 174) 

38) Walid said, "It reached me that the said Hashmite is a brother of the 
Mahdi from the same father. Someone else said that he was his cousin. " 

Walid said, "Someone else says that he will not die but proceed to Makka 
after his defeat. He will come forth with the Mahdi when the latter 
a pears. " 
( 174) 

39) `Ali b. Abi Tälib said, "The Sufyäni will write to the one who entered 
Küfa with his horses and left it torn like a skin, ordering him to advance 
towards the Hijäz. So he will proceed to Madina and unleash his sword 
among the Quraish, killing four hundred of them and of the Ansär. He will 
tear bellies apart, slaughter children and kill two brothers from Quraish 
called Muhammad and Fätima; he will then crucify them at the gate of 
Madina. " 
(f. 175) 

40) `Ali said, "An army will be sent to Madina to capture whomsoever of 
the Prophet's family it can, and then it will kill a number of men and 
women from among the Hashmites. At that time, the Mahdi and the white 
one will escape from Madina to Makka. He will despatch (a party) in their 
pursuit while they take refuge at the Sacred Place of Alläh. " 
(f. 175) 

41) Ka'b said, "At that time, Madina will be desecrated and al-Nafs al- 
Zakiyya will be killed. " 
(f. 176) 

42) Hafsa, the wife of the Prophet (SAS) said, "I heard the Messenger of 
Allah saying, `An army from the West will come towards this House (of 
Allah). They will be swallowed up as soon as they reach al-Baidä'. Those 
who will have already proceeded further will return to see what will have 
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happened to their people, and the same fate will befall them. Those at the 
rear will observe this and they too will suffer the same fate. Hence, all will 
face the same end, including those forced to join the army. However, Allah 
Almighty will resurrect them according to their intentions'. " 
(f. 178) 

43) Dhn Qunubät said, "When the news reaches the Sufyäni, while he is in 
Egypt, he will send forth a contingent to the one at Makka. They will bring 
worse ruin upon Madina than occurred on (the day of) Harra. They will be 
swallowed up when they reach al-Baidä'. " 
(f. 179) 

44) Abü Ja'far said, "They will be swallowed up and no one will be saved 
except two men from the tribe of Kalb named Wabr and Wabir. Their 
faces will be turned around to the napes of their necks. " 
(f. 179) 

45) AbU Qäbil said, "None of them will escape except the Bashir (carrier 
of good news) and the Nadhir (warner). As for Bashir, he will come to the 
Mahdi and his companions at Makka and inform them of what happened to 
the rest; his face will be a witness to his story since it will have been turned 
around to his nape. They will believe his story due to the state of his face 
and will know that the people had been swallowed. Another whose face had 
been turned around to his nape will come to the Sufyäni and inform him of 
what happened to his people. He will believe him because of the sign of his 
face. Both will be men from the tribe of Kalb. " 
(f. 180) 

46) `Abdulläh b. `Amr said, "The sign of the appearance of the Mahdi is 
the swallowing up of an army at BaidA. " 
(f. 181) 

47) Ka'b said, "The sign of the appearance of the Mahdi will be the flags 
coming from the West, led by a lame man from the tribe of Kinda ." (f. 181) 

48) ̀ Abbas said, "The Mahdi will not come forth until a sign appears in the 
sun. " 
(f. 181) 
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49) Matar al-Warräq said, "The Mahdi will not come forth until Alläh is 
rejected openly. " 
(f. 181) 

50) `Ali said, "The Mahdi will not come forth until three are killed, three 
face death, and three survive. " 
(f. 181) 

51) Abü Qäbil said, "People will congregate around the Mahdi in the year 
204. " 
Ibn Lahi'a said, "This is according to the calculations of the non-'Arabs, 
but not according to the reckoning of the `Arabs. " 
(f. 182) 

52) A man from the people of the West (Maghrib) said, "The Mahdi will 
not appear until a man comes forth with his beautiful daughter to say to the 
people, `Who will buy this girl for the price of food equal to her weight? ' 
In such times will the Mahdi appear. " 
(f. 182) 

53) Abü Ja'far said, "Someone will pronounce from the sky, `Behold! The 
Right belongs to the family of Muhammad. ' However, someone on earth 
will announce, `Behold! The Right belongs to the family of 'Isa' or 
`Abbäs" ... I am doubtful about which it is... "The lower voice is from 
Satan, intending to confuse the people. " Abü `Abdulläh Nu`aim is the one in 
doubt. 
(f. 183) 

54) Mughira b. `Abd al-Rahmän reported that he said to his mother who 
was very old, "People are dying in the troubles of Ibn al-Zubair. " 
She said, "Never, my son! After this, there will be trouble which will cause 
the people to die. Their affairs will not be set aright until someone calls 
from the sky, `Follow so-and-so'. " 
(f. 184) 

55) `Ammar b. Yasir said, "After the killing of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya and his 
brother at Makka, a pronouncer will call from the heaven, `Your Amir is 
so-and-so. ' That will refer to the Mahdi, who will fill the land with truth 
and justice. " 
(f. 184) 
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56) `Abdulläh b. `Amr said, "People will perform the Hajj together; they 
will go to `Arafät together without being led by an Imäm. While they are at 
Mind, they will become rabied like dogs, one tribe against another. So 
fiercely will they fight each other that `Aqaba will flow with blood. So they 
will come to the best of them: a man crying with his face close to the wall 
of the Ka'ba - it appears to me as if I was looking at his tears. They will 
say to him, `Come, we shall pledge to you. ' He will say, ̀ Woe to you! How 
many promises you have broken! And how many lives you have taken! ' He 
will be forced to accept the pledge of allegiance against his will. If you 
happen to reach him, give your pledge to him, for he is the Mahdi in the 
earth and in the heaven. " 
(f. 186) 

57) Aban b. al-Walid said that he heard Ibn `Abbas saying, "Allah 
Almighty will not send the Mahdi until the people start saying in 
disappointment, ̀There is no Mahdi. ' His helpers will be some people from 
the people of al-Sham, numbering three hundred and fifteen men, similar 
to the number of participants in the battle of Badr. They will come to him 
from al-Sham and will bring him forth from a house at Safä in the heart of 
Makka. They will pledge themselves to him in spite of his unwillingness. 
He will lead them in a prayer consisting of two rak'at, like the traveller's 
prayer, at the Station (of Ibrahim). Then he will ascend the pulpit. " 
(f. 186) 

58) Abu Huraira said, "The Mahdi will be pledged allegiance between the 
Pillar and the Station. He will neither awake the one who is asleep nor shed 
any blood. " 
(f. 186) 

59) Qatäda reported that the Prophet said, "He will leave Madina for 
Makka. The people will bring him forth from among themselves and give 
their pledge to him against his will. " 
(f. 187) 

60) Abü 1-Jalad said, "The leadership will come to him comfortably, while 
he is at his house. " 
(f. 187) 

61) Abü Ja'far said, "Then at `Isha (night prayer), the Mahdi will appear at 
Makka, holding with him the flag of the Messenger of Alldh (SAS), his 
shirt and his sword, as well as other signs such as light and power of 
expression. After praying `Ishä, he will say at the top of his voice, `0 
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people! I remind you of Allah and your standing before your Lord. He 
held forth the proof, sent the Prophets and revealed the Book. He 
commanded you not to join gods with Him. So keep obeying Him and His 
Messenger; revive what the Qur'an has revived and destroy what it has 
destroyed; be supporters of the Guidance and helpers of Righteousness, as 
the world has approached its end and decline and has bid farewell. I call 
you to Allah and His Messenger and to act upon His Book, to destroy 
falsehood and to revive his Sunnah. ' He will appear with three hundred and 
thirteen men, equal in number to the people of Badr, with no appointed 
time, like the pumpkins growing in autumn. They will be ascetics by night, 
and lions by day. Allah will enable the Mahdi to gain victory over the land 
of Hijäz. He will liberate all the Hashimites from prison. The black flag 
reach Küfa and send the pledge to the Mahdi, who will despatch his soldiers 
to every comer and annihilate all injustice and its perpetrators. The towns 
will flourish under him and Allah will honour him by giving him victory 
over Constantine. " 
(f. 188) 

62) 'Abdulldh b. MasUd said, "Seven scholars from various places will 
gather together without prior appointment at a time when trade will cease, 
roads will be cut off and troubles will grow. To each of them, three 
hundred and ten or more people will give their pledge until they assemble 
at Makka. 'Me seven will say to each other, 'What brought you hereT They 
will reply, 'Seeking the man on whose hand troubles will come to an end 
and by whom Constantine will be conquered. We know him by his name, 
his father's and mother's name and his countenance. ' All seven of them 
will agree and start looking for him until they find him in Makka. They 
will say to him, 'Are you so-and-so, the son of so-and-soT He will say, 
'No, I am a man from the Anýdr. ' By saying this he will escape from 
them. They will then describe him to the people of knowledge and 
experience, who will confirm that he is the very man they had been 
seeking, and that he had escaped to Madina. Hence they will search for him 
in Madina, so he will slip away to Makka. Eventually they will catch up 
with him at Makka. They will say to him, 'You are so-and-so, son of so- 
and-so. Your mother is so-and-so, daughter of so-and-so. Such-and-such 
signs are found in you. You have escaped from us once, so stretch out your 
hand, so that we may give. our pledge to you. ' He will say, 'I am not the 
one for whom you are looking. I am so-and-so, a man from the AMdr. Let 
me guide you to your man. ' He will escape from them once again by 
saying this. They will look for him at Madina, while he will once again 
escape to Makka. Eventually they will find him at the Pillar in Makka. 
They will say to him, 'Our sins and our blood will be upon your neck if 
you do not extend your hand so that we may give give a pledge to you. 
Look at the Sufydnl's army which is in pursuit of us; they are led by a man 
from Ijaram. ' At this, the man will take his seat between the Pillar and the 
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Station and extend his hand, and be given the pledge. Allah will make the 
people love him. Hence he will be in the company of people who will be 
lions by day and monks by night. " 
(f. 189) 

63) Qatäda reported that the Messenger of Allah said, "When Abdäl of al- 
Sham and parties of the people of al-`Iraq come to him, they will give him 
their pledge between the Pillar and the Station (of Ibrähim). " 
(f. 189) 

64) Muhammad b. `Ali said, "When the one who takes refuge at Makka 
hears about the sinking into the earth, he will come out with twelve 
thousand, including the Abdäl, until they reach Jerusalem. Hence the one 
who had sent his army (beforehand) will say on hearing the news, `By 
Allah, He has given a lesson through this man. I sent whatever (armies) I 
could towards this man, but they sank into the earth; a lesson as well as an 
admonition. ' So the Sufyäni will give him a pledge of obedience and then 
come out to meet the people of Kalb, his maternal kin, who will blame him 
for what his actions and say, `Alläh clothed you in a shirt which you took 
off. ' He will say, `What do you suggest? Should I withdraw my pledge? ' 
They will reply, `Yes. ' So he will come to Jerusalem and say to him, 
`Accept my withdrawal! ' He will reply, `I will not do that. ' The Sufyäni 
will say, `You must. ' He will say, `Do you want me to kill you? ' He will 
reply, `Yes. ' So he will kill him saying, `This is the man who withdrew the 
pledge of obedience from me. ' Then, by his command, he will be 
slaughtered at the palace of Jerusalem. He will then advance towards Kalb 
and plunder them; so the loser will be the one who misses the day that Kalb 
are plundered. " 
(f. 190) 

65) Wald b. Muslim said that a traditionist told him: "The Mahdi, the 
Sufyänf and the people of Kalb would fight each other in Jerusalem when 
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the Sufyani withdrew his pledge of obedience. He would be brought as a 
prisoner and when the command was given, he would be slaughtered at al- 
Rajah Gate. Their women and booty would then be sold at the stairs of 
Damascus. " 
(f. 191) 

66) Abu Bakr said that his shuyukh told him that the Sufyäni is the one who 
will hand over the Caliphate to the Mahdi. 
(f. 193) 

67) Ka'b said, "He is named as the Mahdi because he guides to a hidden 
matter and brings forth the Taurät and Injil from a land known as Antakiya 
(Antioch). " 
(f. 195) 

68) Nauf al-Bikäli said, "On the flag of the Mahdi is written, `The Pledge is 
for Allah'. " 
(f. 195) 

69) Ibn Sirin said that he is asked, "Who is better: the Mahdi or AbU Bakr 
and Umar (may Allah be pleased with them)? " He replies, "He is better 
than them and equal to a Prophet. " 
(f. 195) 

70) Matar said that `Umar b. `Abdul `Aziz was mentioned to him, so he 
said, "It is reported to us that the Mahdi will do something which `Umar b. 
`Abdul `Aziz could not do. " We (the sub-narrators) said, "What is that? " He 
said, "A man will come to him asking (for money). He will say, `Enter the 
Bait al-Mdl (treasury) and take. ' So he will enter and take, and then come 
out and find the people well-fed. So he will regret and come back to him 
and say, ̀ Take back what you gave to me. ' But he will decline, saying, `We 
are the ones who give but do not take. ' 
(f. 196) 

71) Ka'b said, "He is named the Mahdi because he will guide to the 
scriptures of Taurat. He will bring them forth from the mountains of al- 
Shäm and call the Jews to them, and of them a large number, about thirty 
thousand, will embrace Islam because of these books. " 
(f. 196) 
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72) Qatäda reported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said that he (the 
Mahdi) will bring out treasures, distribute the wealth and establish Islam 
totally. 
(f. 19 

73) Abn Said al-Khudrr said that the Messenger of Allaa said, "With him 
will be pleased the dwellers of Earth and the dwellers of Heaven. Any 
water which the sky will have, it will pour unstintingly, and any plant 
which the earth will have, it will bring it forth, so that eventually the living 
souls will envy the dead. " 
(f. 196) 

74) Abil Said al-Khudrireported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, 
"He will pour out a lot of money and not count it, and he will fill the earth 
with justice just as it had been filled with injustice and tyranny. " 
(f. 196) 

75) Abu- Said al-Khudri reported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, 
"He will fill the earth with justice just as it had been filled with injustice 
and tyranny before him. He will rule for seven years. " 
(f. 196) 

76) Wald said that he heard a man addressing a people saying, "There are 
three Mahdis: the Mahdi of righteousness, that is, `Umar b. `Abd al-'Azrz; 
the Mahdi of blood, that is, matters of blood are referred to him (for 
judgment); and the Mahdi of the religion, that is, `Isä b. Maryam, peace be 
upon him. His Umma: ' will embrace Islam in his times. " 

Wald said, "It has reached me from Ka'b that the Mahdi of righteousness 
will appear after the Sufyänf. " 
(f. 197) 

77) Abü Said al-Khudri reported that the Messenger of Alläh (SAS) said, 
"There will be in my community the Mahdi, if for a short time, seven 
(years), otherwise nine. My community will then enjoy prosperity as they 
will have never enjoyed before. The earth will bring forth its fruit for 
them and will not hoard anything away from them. Money will at that time 
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be in heaps, and whenever a man will get up and say, `0 Mahdi, give me', 
he will say, ̀ Take'. " 
(f. 197) 

78) Sulaimän b. `Isd said, "It reached me that the Tdbüt (chest) of 
tranquillity will appear from the lake of Tabariyya at the hand of the 
Mahdi. It will be carried to him and placed before him at Jerusalem. On 
seeing it, all the Jews will embrace Isläm except a few of them. Then the 
Mahdi will die. " 
(f. 198) 

79) `Ali reported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, "The Mahdi is 
from us, the People of the House. Allah will prepare him in one night. " (f. 198) 

80) Abü Said al-Khudri reported that the Prophet (SAS) said, "A man will 
come forth from my family after an interval of time and the appearance of 
civil wars (fitan), whose liberality will be in throwing about (money). He 
will be called al-Saffdh (the generous). " 
(f. 198) 

81) Abü Said al-Khudri reported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, 
"The Mahdi will have a bald forehead and an aquiline nose. " 
(f. 199) 

82) Ka'b said, "The Mahdi will be fifty-one or fifty-two years old. " 
(f. 200) 

83) `Abdulläh b. al-Härith said, "The Mahdi will appear when he is forty 
years old, as if he were a man of the Israelites. " 
(f. 200) 

84) Abü 1-Tufail reported that the Messenger of Alläh (SAS) described the 
Mahdi and mentioned that he is hard-tongued, that he will strike his left 
thigh with his right hand whenever he finds difficulty in speech, and that 
"his name is the same as mine and his father's name is the same as my 
father's. " 
(f. 200) 
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85) `Ali b. Abi Talib said, "The Mahdi's birthplace is Madina, from among 
the house of the Prophet (SAS). His name is the same as my father's name. 
His place of migration is Jerusalem. He is thick-bearded, black-eyed, with 
shining teeth and a mole on his face, hooked-nosed, having a wide forehead 
and a sign on his shoulder. He will come out with the flag of the Prophet 
(SAS) made of a square, black-velveted garment having gems on it. It has 
not been hoisted since the Messenger of Allah (SAS) died, nor will it be 
hoisted until the Mahdi comes forth. Allah will help him with three 
thousand angels who will strike the faces and backs of his opponents. He 
will be commissioned while he is thirty to forty years old. " 
(f. 201) 

86) Artät said, "The Mahdi will be sixty-years old. " 
(f. 201) 

87) `Abdulläh reported that the Prophet (SAS) said, "The Mahdi's name 
corresponds to my name; his father's name to my father's. " He (the 
narrator) added, "I heard him more than once, not mentioning the name of 
his father. " 
(f. 201) 

88) Abü Said al-Khudri reported that the Prophet (SAS) said, "He is a man 
from my family or (he said) from my household. " 
(f. 202) 

89) Ibn `Abbas said, "The Mahdi is from us, a young man from our 
household. " I (the narrator) said to him, "Your elders are unable to 
achieve (this merit) while your youth expect it. " He responded, "Allah does 
what he likes. " 
(f. 202) 

90) Ibn `Abbas said, "The Mahdi is from us. He will give it (i. e. the rule) 
to `Isä b. Maryam, peace be upon him. " 
(f. 202) 

91) `Ali b. Abi ? a-lib said that he asked the Messenger of Allah, "Will the 
Mahdi be from us, - we, the Imams of guidance - or from others? " He said, 
"No, but from us. The Religion will be sealed by us as it was started by us. 
With our help, the people will be saved from the error of fitnaý, as they 
had been saved from the error of polytheism. Through us, Allah will 
create love between their hearts in the manners of religion after a period 
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of enmity due to fitnai., just as Allah created love between their hearts 
regarding their religion after the enmity of polytheism. " 
(f. 202) 

92) Abn Said al-Khudri reported that the Prophet (SAS) said, "He is a man 
from my Umma, =,. " (f. 203) 

93) `Abdullah b. `Amr, may Allah be pleased with them, said, "A man 
from the offspring of Husain will appear from the East. If the mountains 
were to confront him, he would crush them and dig passages through 
them. " 
(f. 203) 

94) Aflät b. Sälih said that he asked Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya about the 
Mahdi. He replied, "Were he to appear, he would be from the posterity of 
`Abd Shams. " 
(f. 203) 

95) Hasan was asked about the Mahdi. He replied, "I do not see any Mahdi. 
Were there to be one, it would be `Umar b. `Abdul `Aziz. " 
(f. 203) 

96) Ka'b said, "The Mahdi is from the posterity of `Abbäs. " 
(f. 204) 

97) Muhammad said, "The Mahdi is the one of this Umma-: who will lead 
`Isä b. Maryam in prayer. " 
(f. 204) 

98) Hasan said, "The Mahdi is `Isä b. Maryam. " 
(f. 205) 

99) Ka'b said, "The Mahdi is from the posterity of Fätima:.. " 
(f. 204) 

100) `All b. Abi Tdlib said, "The Prophet has named Hasan a Master. Out 
of his posterity a man will appear whose name is that of your Prophet; he 
will fill the land with justice just as it had been filled with injustice. " 
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(f. 204) 

101) Ka'b said, "The Mahdi will come from the Quraish. The Caliphate 
will not continue except among them. Moreover, he will have his origin 
and family line in Yemen. " 
(f. 205) 

102) Salim said that Najdal. wrote to Ibn `Abbas enquiring about the 
Mahdi. He replied that Allah guided this Ummah through the first one 
among the household and will save them through the last of them; during 
the latter's period, not even two goats, one homed and the other hornless, 
will strike each other. He also said, "There are two Mahdis from the tribe 
of Bani3'Abd Shams. One of them is `Umar al-Ashajj. " 
(f. 205) 

103) Artät said, "The Mahdi will live for forty years. 
(f. 205) 

If 

104) Abu Said al-Khudrf reported that the Prophet (SAS) said that the 
Mahdi will live for seven or eight or nine years after coming to rule. 
(f. 205) 

105) Damura b. Habib said, "The life of the Mahdi will last thirty years. " 
(f. 206) 

106) Dinar b. Dinar said, "The Mahdi will live for forty years. " One of 
them (the reporters) said "forty" once and "twenty-four" years another 
time. 

Zuhr said that the Mahdi will live for fourteen years, after which he will 
die. 
(f. 206) 

107) Dinar b. Dinar said, "It reached me that on the death of the Mahdi, 
there will be great trouble among the people; they will start killing each 
other. Non-' Arabs will dominate and the troubles will continue. There will 
be complete anarchy until the appearance of the Dajjäl. " 
(f. 206) 
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108) Abn Huraira said, "The days and nights shall not pass until a man 
from Qahtän leads the people. " 
(f. Tog) . 

109) Ka'b said, "On the hand of that Yemenite, the smaller event of Akka 
wilLoccur, at a time when the fifth from the family of Heraclius would be 
ruling. " 
(f. 209) 

110) `Abdulläh b. Hajjäj said that he heard `Abdulläh b. `Amr b. al-'As 
saying, "After the tyrants will come al-7äbir, then al-Mahdi, then al- 
Mansür, then al-Saläm, followed by the Amir of the confederates. After 
that, whoever finds himself able to die, he should die. " 
(f. 209) 

111) Artät said, "On the hand of this Yemenite Caliph and during his rule, 
Rümiyya will be conquered. " 
(f. 209) 

112) Artat said, "_- Mahdi will come to Jerusalem. Then his successors 
from his family will rule for a long time. They will be tyrants until the 
people start praying for Banu ̀ Abbas and Banu Umayya in the face of their 
ill-treatment. " 
Jarrah said, "Their period is close to one year. " 
(f. 211) 

113) Abü Qabil said, "No-one after the Mahdi, from among his household, 
shall rule justly among the people. So tyrannical will be their rule that 
people will start praying for Banu `Abbas. They will say, `Would that they 
(the `Abbasids) were in their place. ' The people will be so until they invade 
Constantina with their ruler, a righteous man who will hand it over to `Isä 
b. Maryam. The people will have a prosperous life as long as the `Abbasids 
do not break up; as soon as their rule breaks up, they will face troubles 
until the Mahdi arises. " 
(f. 211) 

114) Sulaim. n b. `Isä, a very knowledgeable person in the matters of Fitan 
(troubles) said, "It reached me that the Mahdi will stay for fourteen at 
Jerusalem until his death. After him, there shall be a noble person from 
Tubba, known as Mansur, who will rule for twenty-one years in Jerusalem. 
Of this period, fifteen years will be of justice, three of injustice and three 
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will be (years) when the people will be deprived of money. Not a single 
dirham will be given to anyone. He will divide the Ahl al-Dhimma (non- 
Muslims under pledge) among his fighters. He will exile the free slaves to 
the extreme depth of al-A'maq, and trample on the offspring of Ismd'11 as 
the cow tramples on the ground. Against him will arise a free slave, with a 
name similar to that of a prophet and a nickname similar to that of a 
prophet. Arising from al-A'maq, he will meet al-Manýiir at Ariba (Jericho) 
and fight him until he kills him. Then the free slave will rule. He will exile 
the offspring of Qabtdn and those of Ismd'II to the two cities of treasures of 
the 'Arabs: Madina and San'5. Against him will rise the Turks and the 
Romans until they conquer the territory between AntAkiya and Mount 
Karbal in Palestine, at the meadows of the city of Akka. The free slave will 
be killed after three years' rule. After him, Him will rule, the second 
Mahdi: the one who will fight the Romans and defeat them and conquer 
Constantina. He will stay there for three years, four months and ten days. 
Then 'Isa b. Maryani will descend. So he will hand over the rule to him. " 
(f. 215) 

115) `Abdulläh b. `Amr said, "After the Mahdi shall come one who will 
exile the Yemenites to their land. After him will be Mansur, followed by 
the Mahdi, at whose hand the Roman city will be conquered. " 
(f. 216) 

116) The Prophet said, "The Qahtäni will be after the Mahdi. By the One 
Who sent me with the Truth, he is no less than him. " 
(f. 217) 

117) Artät said, "At the hand of this Yemenite Caliph, the invasion of India 
will occur, as mentioned by Abn Huraira. " 
(f. 219) 

118) Ibn `Abbäs said, when the people mentioned to him the twelve Caliphs 
followed by the Amir, "By Alläh, we have brought out after that al-Saffäh 
and al-Man$Ur and al-Mahdi, who would give it (i. e. the rule) to `Isä b. 
Maryam. " 
(f. 219) 

119) Artät said that it reached him that the Mahdi will live for forty years. 
Then he will die in his bed. Then a man from Qahtän with pierced ears 
will arise. He will follow in the footsteps of the Mahdi and live for twenty 
years, but will be killed by a weapon. Then another man, from the 
household of the Prophet, will arise. He will be guided (mahdi) and have a 
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good character. He will conquer the city of Caesar (Qaisar). He will be the 
last ruler (Amir) in the Ummdý, of Muhammad. During his period, the 
Impostor (Dajjäl) will arise and ̀ Isä b. Maryam will descend. " 
(f. 221) 

120) The Prophet said, "A people of my Umma . will invade India. Alläh 
shall bring victory at their hands until they bring back the kings of India 
chained in iron. Allah will forgive their sins. They will come to al-Sham 
(Syria), where they will find `Isa b. MaryamfSA S). ' 
(f. 225) 

121) Jäbir b. Samura said that he heard the Messenger of Alläh saying, 
"This religion will remain strong until twelve caliphs have ruled over you; 
upon each one of them, the Ummaý. will agree. " 
(Jäbir added: ) Then I heard some words from the Prophet (SAW) which I 
could not understand, so I asked my father what he was saying. He said, 
"Every one of them will be from the Quraish. " 

(Nu'aim, f. 40 
Abü Däwüd, 6: 4110. 

Tabaräni, 2: 1791,1801,1849,1852,1896,2007,2011,2044. ) 

121-a) Jäbir b. Samura said that he heard the Messenger of Allah saying, 
"This religion will remain in existence until twelve caliphs (have ruled). " 
He (Jäbir) said, "The people shouted, 'Allahu Akbar' and clamoured 
(aloud). Then he said a quiet word. I said to my father, `0 father, what did 
he say? ' He replied, `Every one of them will be from the Quraish'. " 

(Nu'aim, f. 40 
Abü Däwüd, 6: 4111 
Muslim, 3: 1452) 

121-b) Jäbir b. Samura reported the aforesaid hadith and added, "When he 
came back to his house, the Quraish came to him and said, `What will 
happen (after that time) ?' He said, Then there will be turmoil'. " 

(Nu'aim, f. 40 
Abü Däwüd, 6: 4112) 

122) Abü Umäma reported that the Messenger of Allah delivered a 
sermon. He mentioned the Dajjal (Anti-Christ) and said, "Madina will 
expel the dirt as the bellow expels dirt from iron. That day will be known 
as the day of salvation. " Umm Shank saaid, "Where will the, Arabs be that 
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day, 0 Messenger of Alläh ?" He said, "That day they will be few. Most of 
them will be at Jerusalem. Their Imäm, the Mahdi, will be a pious man. " 

(Nu`aim, f. 319 
Abü Nu'aim, cf. Suyüri: Al-Häwi, 2: 135) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

AHÄDITH OF LATER TRADITIONISTS 

Several later traditionists also transmitted ahädith about the Mahdi with their 
own asänid; a selection of allädith from al-Musnad of Yahyä b. `Abd al-Ijamid 
al-Ijimmäni (d. 228), al-Musannaf of Ibn Abi Shaiba (d. 235), al-Musnad of 
Abmad b. Ijanbal (d. 241), al-Sunan of Ibn Mäja (d. 273), al-Sunan of Abu 
Däwüd (d. 275), al-Sunan of Tirmidhi (d. 279), al-Musnad of al-Härith b. Abi 
Usäma (d. 282), al-Mu `jam al-Kabär of Tabaran (d. 360) and -lilyat al-Awliyä 
of Abu Nu`aim al-Isbahini (d. 430) is translated below; these ahädith deal with 
issues not covered in the previous sections. 

1) `Ali reported that the Prophet (SAS) said, "Were there not but a (single) 
day left of Time, Allah would send a man from my household to fill it (the 
earth) with justice, as it had been filled with tyranny. 

(Abti Däwüd, 6: 4114 
Abmad, 1: 448 
Tirmidhi, 6: 2231-2) 

2) Hilaal b. `Amr said that he heard ̀ Ali (may Allah bless his face), saying that 
the Prophet said, "A man known as al-Härith b. al-Harrän will come out from 
beyond the River (i. e. Transoxiama), heralded by a man called Mansur who 
will pave the way for the family of Muhammad as the Quraish established it 
for the Messenger of Allah (SAS). It is a duty upon every believer to help him 
or answer (his call). " 

(Ab!! Dävwd, 6: 4122) 

3) `Abdullah b. al-Härith b. Jäz al-Zubaidi reported that the Messenger of 
Allah (SAS) said, "People will come from the East and pave the way for the 
(rule of the) Mahdi. " 

(Ibn Mäja, 2: 1368) 
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4) Anas b. Malik reported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, "This 
matter will not grow but adversely, this world but regressively, and the people 
but niggardly; the Hour will not be established except on the wicked people; 
and there is no Mahdi except ̀ Isä b. Maryam. " 

(Ibn Mäja, 2: 1340-1) 

5) `Abd al-Rajvnän b. `Auf said that the Messenger of Alldh (SAS) said, "Alldh 
will certainly send from my offspring a man, having parted teeth and a wide 
forehead, who will fill the earth with justice. During his times, wealth will 
overflow. " 

(Abü Nu'aim, cf. Suyüp: al"NmvF, 2: 220) 

6) Abü Huraira reported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, "The Hour 
will not occur until a man from my household rules. He will conquer 
Constantinople and the mount of Dailum. Were there not but a (single) day 
remaining, Allah would prolong that day until he conquers it. " 

(A1-Himmäni, cf. Ibn Qayyim: Al-Manär, p. 147) 

7) Abü Said reported that the Messenger of Alldh (SAS) said, "From us will 
be the one behind whom `Isä b. Maryam will pray. " 

(Abü Nu'aim, cf. Suyüti: Al-tläwi, 2: 222 and AI-Manär, p. 147) 

8) Jäbir reported that the Messenger of Allah (SAS) said, "`Isa b. Maryam will 
descend (among the people). So their leader, the Mahdi, will say, 'Come and 
lead us in the prayer'. He will reply, 'No; some are leaders of others' -a token 
of honour from Alläh for this Umma 

_. 
" 

(Al-Härith, cf. Al-Manär, p. 147) 

9) AN Sa'Id al-Khudri reported that the Messenger of Alldh said, "A man 
from my household will emerge and practise my Sunnah. Alldh will shower 
blessings from heaven upon him, and the earth will bring forth its blessings 
for him. He will fill the earth with justice, as it had been filled with tyranny. 
He will stay for seven years among this Umma:. and will come to the Sacred 
House (at Jerusalem). " 

(Aba Waim, cf. SuyUri: At-II&T, 2: 219 
Tabarini: At-Mu 7am al-Awsal, 2: 47 

cE lWth=i: Mqjma'aI-Zaw0d, '7: 317) 
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10) `Abdulläh b. `Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said, "That 
Umma. shall not perish which has myself at its beginning, `Isa b. Maryam at 
its end, and the Mahdi in its middle. " 

(Abii Nu'aim, cf. Suyüd: Al-HM, 2: 222) 

11) One of the Companions of the Prophet (SAS) said, "The Mahdi will not 
come out until al-Nafs al-Zakiyya is killed; when al-Nafs al-Zakiyya is killed, 
everyone in the heaven and the earth will be angry with them (his killers). 
Then the people will come to the Mahdi and escort him as the bride is escorted 
to her groom. He will fill the earth with equity and justice; the earth will 
bring forth its shoots; the sky will rain and my people will be comfortable 
during his reign, in a way which they would never have experienced before. " 

(Ibn Abi Shaibah, 15: 19499) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The picture of the Mahdi in the light of ah idith 
collected by the end of the third century 

From the vast amount of information in the preceding pages, the prominent 
features of the Mahdi which emerge are listed below. Since the criterion for 
authenticity of each narration is its isnad, discussion on the historical aspects 
of these reports will be done after the analysis of the asanid, in Chapter Five, 
Part Two, and in the Conclusion. 

A. Events preceding the advent of the Mahdi 

1) The Mahdi will appear after the decline of Bann ̀ Abbas. 

2) The Mahdi will appear after the death of the seventh from among the 
Household of the Prophet. 

3) A star with a shining tail will appear before the Mahdi. 

4) The sun will eclipse twice during the month of Ramadan before the 
appearance of the Mahdi. 

5) Before the Mahdi, three will be killed, three will die and three will live. 

6) Al-Nafs al-Zakiyya will be killed before the Mahdi appears. 

7) People with black flags will come out from the east and pave the way for 
the Mahdi's rule. 

8) The man who will establish the rule for the Mahdi is called Mansur. He will 
be the commander of an army sent by Härith from mä ward' al-nahr (i. e. the 
land beyond the river: Transoxiama). 

9) Even if only one day or night were left of this world, Allah will prolong 
that day to enable him to appear. 
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B. About the Mahdi's lineage and hý ysiaue 

1. a) His name will be Muhammad and his father's name ̀Abdullah, similar 
to the names of the Prophet and his father. 

b) The Mahdi is none but ̀ Isa, the son of Maryam. 

2. a) He will come from the family of Ijasan, the son of Fatima. Hence he 
will belong to the household of the Prophet. 

b) He will stem from the family of `Abbas, the uncle of the Prophet. 
c) According to Ibn `Abbas, the Mahdi will be from his family. 
d) The Mahdi will be from the family of Husain. 

3. He will be prepared in a single night. 

4. He will be of a wide forehead and high nose. 

C. Events related to Sufyän3 and the black flags 

1) There will be seventy-two days between the march of black flags from 
Khuräsän with Shu`aib b. Sälih and the appearance of the Mahdi and his 
dominance as a ruler. 

2) A man from Banü Häshim will slay the Banü Umayya, leaving only a few 
of them. Then a man from Banü Umayya will kill two in revenge for every 
one of them until no-one will be left except the women. Then the Mahdi will 
come. 

3) Sufyäni will appear in the year 37. 

4) Sufyäni will stay four months in Egypt and kill its people ruthlessly. 

5) Sufydni will stay at Küfa for three days and kill sixty thousand of them. 

6) Black flags of BanU ̀Abbas will come out. Similar flags will come out from 
Khuräsän with people having black caps and clad in white, headed by a man 
called Shuaib b. Sälih or Sälih b. Shü aib from the tribe of Tamim. They will 
defeat the people of Sufyäni, and then reach Jerusalem to pave the way for the 
Mahdi, who will be helped by three thousand Syrians. There will be seventy- 
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two months between Sufyani's appearance and the establishment of the Mahdi's 
rule. 

7) Sufyfini will ask his warriors in Kiifa to set out for Madina. They will 
massacre more than four hundred Anýdr of Madina. Two persons, a man 
named Mubammad and his sister FaRtima, will be killed and hanged at the door 
of the Mosque of Madina. Among those killed will be al-Nafs al-Zakiyya. 

8) At the killing of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya, a caller will announce from the 
heaven, "Your Amir is so-and-so", i. e. the Mahdi who will fill the earth with 
equity and justice. 

9) When Sufydni and Mahdi meet to fight, a cry will be heard from the 
heaven, "The friends of Alldh are the people of so-and-so", i. e. the Mahdi. A 
hand will be seen protruding from the heaven. 

10) The contingent sent by SufyWi to fight the Mahdi will sink at al-Baidd' (an 
area of desert between Makkah and Madina). Their number will be twelve 
thousand. 

11) The Mahdi will meet Sufyäni in Syria, where the latter will pledge his 
allegiance to the former and hand over the khiläfa to him. 

D. Events related to the Mahdi's life 

1) Madina will be the birthplace of the Mahdi. He will belong to the house of 
the Prophet, and his name will be similar to his father's name. Jerusalem will 
be his destination on emigration. He will have a thick beard, black eyes, 
shining teeth, and have a mole on his face. He will be high of nose and wide of 
forehead, and have the sign of the Prophet on his shoulder. He will come out 
with the flag of the Prophet which is black, quadrant-strafed, made of velvet, 
and contains a stone in it. It will not be unwrapped from the time of the death 
of the Prophet until the advent of the Mahdi, who will be supported by three 
thousand angels. The Mahdi will be thirty to forty years old at the time of his 
appearance. 

2 a) An announcer from the heaven will say, "The right belongs to the 
family of Muhammad SAWS". Another from the earth will say, "The right is 

with the family of "Isä (or `Abbäs. )" The lower cry is from Satan who will 
try to create suspicion among the people. " 

b) The cry from the heaven would be in the month of Muharram. 
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3) He will come to Makka, fleeing from Madina. 

4) The people will perform Ijajj without an Im5m. At Mini they will start 
fighting each other until they come to the best of them: a man leaning his face 
on the wall of the Ka%a. they will declare him as their ruler and will give 
their pledge to him. He will be the Mahdi. 

5) At the request of the people, he will come out from his house unwillingly. 

6) They will give him their pledge at the Ka7ba, between the Pillar and the 
Station. 

7) At the time of his appearance, the Mahdi will be forty or fifty-one or fifty- 
two years old. 

8) Abdil of Syria and nobles of Iraq will be at his side. 

9) The supporters of the Mahdi, three hundred and thirteen in number, 
will be from Syria. 

10) A contingent from Syria (al-Sh5m) will come to invade but will sink into 
the desert between Makka.. and Madina. 

11) A Quraishi having in-laws from the tribe of Kalb will attack him, but will 
be defeated, and the war-booty will be distributed among the followers of the 
Mahdi. 

12) The army of the Mahdi will be around twelve or fifteen thousand in 
number. 

13) The slogan on the flag of the Mahdi will be "The Pledge is for Allah. " 

14) Alläh will give him victory over the land of Hijäz, Küfa, Constantinople 
and a number of other places. 

15) The Mahdi will send his forces against the Turks and conquer them. Then 
he will turn to al-Sham, eventually to enter Jerusalem. 

16) During his encounters with the Romans, the Mahdi . will discover the 
Taurat and the Injil in the Ark (Täbüt) of Tranquillity, found in a cave in 
Antioch. Then he will judge among Jews and Christians according to their 
books. 

17) On the discovery of the Taurat, a great number of Jews, as many as thirty 
thousand, will embrace Islam. 
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18) The Ark (Täbüt) of Tranquillity will come out from Lake Tabariyya. 
Eventually it will be placed before the Mahdi at Jerusalem. A great number of 
Jews will embrace Islam at the sight of the Täbüt. Later, the Mahdi will die. 

19) A king of Jerusalem will send an army to India which would conquer it 
and bring forth its treasures, with which Jerusalem would be ornamented. The 
Kings of Yemen will be brought to him in chains. '111at army will stay in India 
until the appearance of the Dajjffl. 

20) The Mahdi will live for thirty years or forty years. 

21) The Mahdi will rule for seven or eight or nine years. 

22) He will rule for fourteen years. 

23) Wealth will be abundant in his times; he will give it to people without 
counting. 

24) He will fill the earth with equity and justice. 

25) Everyone in the heaven and the earth will be pleased with him. 

26) The sky will rain heavily and the earth will produce abundantly. 

27) He will visit Jerusalem. 

28) 'Is*d b. Maryam will pray behind him. 

29) On his death, the Muslims will pray for him. 
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PART TWO 

ANALYSIS OF THE AHÄDITH ON FITAN 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN PART TWO 

Books related to Hadith belong to two categories: 

1. Collections of ahädith 

Each hadith is preceded by an isnäd consisting of a number of reporters. The first one among 
them is the collector himself who goes back to an earlier authority such as a Successor, 
Companion or the Prophet himself through his shaikh (teacher). To find out which badith is 
authentic and which one is not, the books in the second category provide the necessary 
material: 

2, Books of Riiäl 

These books provide either brief or exhaustive studies about the reporters of Hadith, especially 
of the first three centuries during which the knowledge of Hadith reached its summit. Under 
each name, a host of remarks by prominent traditionists, either authenticating the reporter or 
disparaging him, are recorded. The study of such remarks, along with the dates of birth and 
death of each reporter, are usually vital in arriving at a verdict regarding the authenticity of a 
particular badith. 

In the following chapters, and particularly the first one, frequent references are given to books 
of both of the above categories. In order to avoid repetition of the names of traditionists and 
titles, the following abbreviation scheme has been used by the author: 

The first letter, or occasionally first two letters in a three-letter abbreviation, indicate the name 
of the author, while the second letter, or last two letters, specifies the title of the book. The 
letter ,S at the end of an abbreviation mostly stands for ýam or Sunan whereas "D" always 
stands for D". 

AHK Ibn Abi Hätim: Kitäb al Jar! wa al-Ta`dil 
AHL Ibn Abi Hätim: Kitäb al-`Ilal 
AM Ahmad b. Hanbal: al-Musnad 
AQM `Abd al-Razzäq b. Hammäm: al-Musannaf 

BA al-Bukhäri: al Adab al-Mufrad 
BD al-Bukhäri: al Du`afä al-SaghFr 
BQS al-Baihagi: al-Sunan 
BS al-Bukhäri: al-$abi! 
BTK al-Bukhäri: al-Tarikh al-Kabir 
BTS al-Bukhäri: al-Tarikh al-Saghir 

DAS al-Därimi: al-Sunan 
DHD al-Dhahabi: al-Mughni fial-Du`afa- 
DHH al-Dhahabi: Tadhkira al-Huff`az 
DHK al-Dhahabi: al-Käuhif 
DHM al-Dhahabi: Mizän al l `tidäl 
DHN al-Dhahabi: SiyarA`läm al-Nubalä 
DHT al-Dhahabi: Talkh4 al-Mustadrak 
DQT al-Däraqumi: al-Du`afä wa al-Matrükün 
DQS al-D'araqupü: al-Sunan 
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DS Abii Däwud: al-Sunan 
DSA Al-`Agim Äbädi: `Aun al-Ma`bi-td Sharh Sunan Abi Däwial 

HMK al-Häkim: al-Mustadrak 
HIS Ibn Hajar. al Isäaba ft Tamyiz Asmä al-Sahitba 
HL Ibn Hajar. Lisän al-MizcFn 
HTH Ibn Uajar. TahdhO al-Tahdhtä 
HTM Ibn Hajar. Tabagät al Mudallisin 
HTQ Ibn Hajar. Taqrt7a al-Tahdlu'b 

IAD Ibn `Adi: al-Kämil fi al-Du`äfa 
IHD Ibn I; iibbän: Kitäb al-Majri-, thin 
IJK Ibn al-Jauzi: Kitab al-Maudti`ät 
IJL Ibn al-Jauzi: Kitäb al-`Ilal al-Mutanähiya 
IRL Ibn Rajab: Sharh ̀ llal al-Tirmidhi 

JS Ibn Mäja_:: al-Sunan 

K'T al-Khaýb: Tdnkh Baghdid 
KZK al-Khazraj-1: al-Khuldp 

WS al-Albid. $agb al-Jdmi'al-ýagh& 
IJD al-Albdd: Da'If al-Aind'al4aghir 
IMS al-Alb-ad. Notes on Mishk& al-Masdbl-b 
LSS al-Albid: Silsila al-AbWth ab$aolp 
LSD al-Albdni. - Silsila at-AWth at-Pa'Ifa 

MS Muslim: al-$aldb 
MSN al-NawaW'l: Sharh SaN4 Muslim 

, a-Mu, mr MAR: ; r; lttý 
UM Muhammad b. . ýa'd: al-Tabaqdt 
ND al-14asXf: Kitdb al-puafa- wa al-Matriikfn 
NS al-Nasd'P al-Sunan 
NKF Nu'am b. Uamm5d: Kitdb al-Fitan 

SHM Ibn AYI Shaiba: al-Muýannaf 
SH al-SuyUq. al-, Udwili I-Fatawl 
Si al-SuygO: al-J&? d'al-$agh[r 
ST al-Suygo: Tabaq& al-yuffa-; 

TS al-Tumidhi: al-Sunan 
TMS al-Tabaräni: al-Mujam al-Saghir 
TMK al-Tabaräni: al Mu`jam al-Kabir 

*ý* 
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CHAPTER ONE 

RULES GOVERNING THE CRITICISM OF HADITH 

SECTION A 

INTRODUCTION 

A hadith (pl. ahädith) is composed of two parts: the matn (text) and the isnäd 
(chain of reporters). A text may seem to be logical and reasonable but it needs 
an authentic isnäd with reliable reporters to be acceptable; `Abdulläh b. 
al-Mubärak (d. 181 AH) is reported to have said, "The isnäd is part of the 
religion: had it not been for the isnäd, whoever wished to would have said 
whatever he liked. " 1 

During the lifetime of the Prophet (SAS) and after his death, his Companions 
(ýa6dba ) used to refer to him when quoting his sayings. The Successors 
(Tilbi'fin) followed suit; some of them used to quote the Prophet (SAS) 
through the Companions while others would omit the intermediate authority - 
such a ýadith was known as mursal (loose). It was found that the missing link 
between the Successor and the Prophet (SAS) might be one person, i. e. a 
Companion, or two persons, the extra person being an older Successor who 
heard the badith from the Companion. Ibis is an example of how the need for 
the verification of each isndd arose. Mdlik (d. 179) said, "Ile first one to 
utilise the isndd was Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri"2 (d. 124 AH). 

Mustalah al-Hadith and Riiäl 

As time passed, more reporters were involved in each isnäd, and so the 
situation demanded strict discipline in the acceptance of ahädith; the rules 
regulating this discipline are known as Mustalah al-Hadith (the Science of 
Hadith). 

Mustalah books speak of a number of classes of hadith in accordance with 
their status. The following classifications can be made, each of which is 
explained later: 

1. According to the reference to a particular authority, e. g. the Prophet 
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(SAS), a Companion, or a Successor; such ahädith are called marf l` 
(elevated), mauqüf (delayed) and magtü ̀  (severed) respectively . 

2. According to the nature of the chain of reporters, i. e. whether interrupted 
or uninterrupted, e. g. musnad (supported), muttasil (continuous), 
mungati "(broken), mu'allaq (suspended), mu ̀ dal (perplexing) and mursal 
(loose). 

3. According to the number of reporters involved in each isnad, e. g. 
mutawdtir (consecutive) and dhdd (isolated), the latter being divided into 
ghari-b (rare), 'azlz (scarce), and mash-hfir (widespread) . 

4. According to the way in which a saying has been reported such as using the 
words 'an ( c>. r- - "on the authority of'), haddathand (- "he 
narrated to us"), akhbarand LtAýý ýIt "he informed us") or samPtu 
I heard"). In this category falls the discussion about mudallas (concealed) and 
musalsal (connected) ahadith. 

5. According to the nature of the matn and isn7ad, e. g. an addition by a reliable 
reporter, known as ziyJdatv thiqa, or opposition by a lesser authority to a 
more reliable one, known as shildh (aloof). In some cases a text containing a 
vulgar expression, unreasonable remark or an apparently erroneous statement 
is rejected by the traditionists outright without consideration of the i0ad. Such 
a badith is known as munkar (denounced). If an expression or statement is 
proved to be an addition by a reporter to the text, it is declared as mudraj 
(added). 

6. According to a hidden defect found in the isnad or text of a badith. 
Although it could be included in some of the previous categories, With 
mu'allal (defective hadith) is worthy to be explained separately. Ile defect can 
be caused in many ways; e. g. two types of ýadfth mu'allal are known as 
maqlab (overturned) and =4ýtarib (shaky). 

7. According to the reliability and memory of the reporters; the final verdict 
on a ýadlth depends mainly on this classification: verdicts such as ýaNý 
(sound), basan (good), ga'If (weak) and mau4W (fabricated) rest mainly upon 
the nature of the reporters in the isn5d. 

Mus plaý al-ýiadlth is strongly associated with Rijill al-4adith (the study of the 
reporters. of hadith). In scrutinising the reporters of a badith, authenticating or 
disparaging remarks made by recognised experts, whether among the 
Successors or those after them, were found to be of great help. The earliest 
remarks cited in the books of Rijill go back to a host of Successors and those 
after during the first three centuries of Isldm. A list of such names is provided 
by the author in his thesis, Criticism of t1adith among Muslims with reference 
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to Sunan Ibn Mz7ja, at the end of chapters IV, V and VI. Among the earliest 
available works in this field are T! Tr-tkh of Ibn Ma'rh (d. 233), Tabaqjt of 
Khaltfa b. Khayy5t (d. 240), TiM-kh of BukhMi (d. 256), Kifi7b al-Jarh. wa 
al-Ta'dtl of Ibn Ab'1 H. Atim (d. 327) and TabaqUt of Mubammad b. Sa'd 
al-Zuhri* (d. 320). 

A number of traditionists made efforts specifically for the gathering of 
information about the reporters of the five famous collections of hadith: those 
of Bukhari (d. 256), Muslim (d. 261), Abu Dawud (d. 275), Tirmidhi (d. 279) 
and Nasa'i (d. 303), giving authenticating and disparaging remarks in detail. 
The first major such work to include also the reporters of Ibn Maja (d. 273) is 
the ten-volume collection of al-Hafiz 'ý. bd. al-Ghani al-Maqdisi (d. 600), 

.' 
known as Al-Kamdl ft Asmd' al-Rijdl. Later, Janidl al-Din 'Abd al- 

tlajjdj Yusuf b. 'Abd al-Raýmdn al-Mizzi (d. 742) prepared an edited and 
abridged version of this work, but made a number of additions and 
punctuation of the names, by names, places and countries of origin of the 
reporters. He named it Tahdhib al-Kamdlft Asmdal-Rijdl and produced it in 
twelve volumes. Further, one of al-Mizi-i's gifted pupils, Shams al-Din Abli 
'Abdull5h Mubammad b. Abmad b. 'Uthman b. Qa'imaz al-Dhahabi (d. 748), 
summarised his shaikh's work and produced two abridgements: a longer one 
called Tadhýhfb al-Tahdhfb and a shorter one called Al-Kiishiffit Asma' Ryal 
al-Kutub al-Siua. 

A similar effort with the work of Mizzi was made by Ibn Hajar (d. 852), who 
prepared a lengthy but abridged version, with about one-third of the original 
omitted, entitled Tahdhib al-Tahdhib in twelve shorter volumes. Later, he 
abridged this further to a relatively humble two-volume work called Tagrib 
al-Tahdhib. 

The work of Dhahabi was not left unedited; Khazrajr (Saif al-DTh Aýmad b. 
'Abdulliih, d. after 923) summarised it and also made valuable additions, 
producing his KhulUp. 

A number of similar works deal with either trustworthy authorities, e. g. Kitdb 
al-Thiq& by 'Ijll'(d. 261) and Tadhkira al-yqffiýz by Dhahabi', or with 
disparaged authorities, e. g. Kitilb al-pu"afa , wa al-Matru-klin by NasR'f*and 
Kitab al-Mqj'r-uýrn by Muýammad b. tiibb; a-n al-Bust-i(d. 354). 

Two more works in this field, which include a large number of reporters, 
both authenticated and disparaged, are Mtzün al-1 ̀tidal of Dhahabi and Lisan 
al-Mizän of Ibn Hajar. 
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SECTION B 

THE CLASSIFICATION OF HADITH 

1. According to the reference to a particular authority. 

The following principal types of hadith are important: 

Marta-`: A hadith referred back to the Prophet, e. g. a reporter (whether a 
Companion, Successor or other) says, "The Messenger of Alläh said ... " 

Mauqüf: A hadith referred back to a Companion, e. g. "Ibn `Abbas said ... ", 
without being attributed to the Prophet. 

Magtü `: A hadith referred back to a Successor, e. g. "Al-Hasan al-Basri said 

Ile authenticity of each of these three types of badith depends on other factors 
such as the reliability of its reporters, the nature of linkage among them, etc. 
However, the above classification is extremely useful since through it the 
sayings of the Prophet can be distinguished at once from those of Companions 
or Successors; this is especially helpful in debate in matters offlqh. 

Im5m Mfilik's al-Muwat! U', one of the early collections of hadith, contains a 
relatively even ratio of these types of hadith, as well as mursal ah5dIth (which 
are discussed below). According to Abli Bakr al-Abhari (d. 375ý, al-Muwattd' 
contains the following: 

600 mar. ffi` ahädith, 
613 mauqüf ahädith, 
285 magtü ̀ ahädith, and 
228 mursal ahädith; a total of 1726 ahädith. 3 

Among other collections, relatively more mauqüf and magtü ` ahädith are 
found in al-Musannaf of Ibn Abi Shaiba (d. 235), al-Musannaf of `Abd al- 
Razzäq (d. 211) and the Tafsirs of Ibn Jarir (d. 310), Ibn Abi Hätim (d. 327) 
and Ibn al-Mundhir (d. 319). 4 
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2. According to the link found among the reporters; the following categories 
fall under this heading: 

Musnad 
Häkim defines it as follows: 

"A badith which a traditionist reports from his shaikh from 
whom he is known to have heard (ahädith) at a time of life 
suitable for learning, and (similarly in turn for each, shaikh, until 
the isnäd reaches a well-known Companion who4turn reports 
from the Prophet. "5 

By this definition, an ordinary muttasil hadith (i. e. one with an uninterrupted 
isnad) is excluded if it goes back only to a Companion or Successor, as is a 
marfü ̀  hädlth which has an interrupted isnäd. 

kläkim gave the following example of a musnad hadith: 

We reported from Abd 'Amr 'Uthmqn b. Abmad al-Sammak al- 
Baghdddi === Al-Hasan b. Mukarram === 'Uthmdn b. 'Amr 
=== YUnus --- al-Zuhri --- 'Abdull5h b. Ka'b b. Mdlik --- his 
father, who asked Ibn Abi Hadrad for payment of a debt he 
owed to him, in the mosque. During the argument, their voices 
were raised until heard by the Messenger of Alldh who 
eventually lifted the curtain of his apartment and said, "0 Ka'b! 
Write off a part of your debt. " He meant remission of half of it. 
So he agreed and the man paid him. 

-Hakim then remarks, 

"Now, my hearing from Ibn al-Simäk is well-known, as is his 
from Ibn Mukarram. . Hasan's link with `Uthmän b. `Amr and 
the latter's with Ynnus b. Zaid are known as well. Yünus is 
always remembered with '_ Zuhri, and the latter with the sons 
of Ka`b b. Mälik, whose link to their father and his 
companionship of the Prophet are well-established. "6 

The term musnad is applied also to those collections of ahadith which give the 
ahadith of each Companion separately. Among the early compilers of such a 
Musnad were Yahya b. `Abd al-Hamid al-Himmani (d. 228) at Ufa and 
Musaddad b. Musarhad (d. 228) at Basra.? The largest existing collection of 
ahadith of Companions arranged in this manner is that of Imam Ahmad b. 
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Hanbal (d. 241), which contains around thirty thousand ahädith. Another 
larger work is attributed to the famous Andalusian traditionist Baqi b. 
Makhlad al-Qurtubi (d. 276), but unfortunately it is now untraceable. 

Mursal. Munaati ̀ . Mu ̀ dal. and Mu ̀ allaa ahädith 

If the link between the Successor and the Prophet is missing, the badith is 
mursal. In other words, when a Successor says, "'Ibe Prophet said ... It . 
However, if a link anywhere before the Successor (i. e. closer to the traditionist 
recording the badith) is missing, the badith is munqaji'. Ilis applies even if 
there is an apparent link, e. g. a reporter says, "A shaikh or a man reported to 
me ... " without naming this authority, or when an isndd is apparently muttaqil 
(uninterrupted) but in reality a reporter is found not to have heard from his 
shaikh. 

If the number of missing reporters in the isnad exceeds one, the isndd is 
mu'4al. If the reporter omits the whole isn5d and quotes the Prophet directly 
(i. e. the link is missing at the beginning, unlike the case with a mursal isn5d), 
the ýafflth is called mu'allaq (hanging); sometimes it is known as baldghat. For 
example, Mdlik says, "It reached me that the Messenger of Alldh said ... " 

Authenticity of the Mursal Hadith 

There has been a great deal of discussion regarding the authenticity of the 
Mursal Hadith, since it is quite probable that a Successor might have omitted 
two names, those of an elder Successor and a Companion, rather than just one 
name, that of a Companion. 

If the Successor is known to have omitted the name of a Companion only, then 
the hadith is held to be authentic, for a Successor can only report from the 
Prophet through a Companion; the omission of the name of the Companion 
does not affect the authenticity of the isnäd since all Companions are held to be 
trustworthy and reliable, both by Qur'änic injunctions and sayings of the 
Prophet. 

However, opinions vary in the case where the Successor might have omitted 
the names of two authorities: 

(i) The Mards1l of elder Successors such as Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab and 'Atd' b. 
Ab! Rabdý Are acceptable because all their Mardsil, after investigation, are 
found to come through the Companions only. However, the Mards1l of 
younger Successors are only acceptable if the names of their immedeiate 
authorities are known through different sources; if not, they are rejected 
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outright. 

(ii) The Maräsil of Successors and those who report from them are acceptable 
without any investigation at all. This opinion is strongly supported by the Küfi 
school of traditionists. 

To be precise in this issue, let us investigate in detail the various opinions 
regarding the Mursal Ijadith: 

1) Ibn 'Abd al-Barr (d. 463) says that the opinion held by Irniim Mdlik and all 
jurists of their school is that the Mursal of a trustworthy person is valid as 
proof and as justification for a practice, just like a musnad badith. 8 

To some jurists, such as the Mälikiyya, the Mursal is better than the Musnad. 
Their reasoning is as follows: 

"the one who reports a musnad hadith leaves you with the names 
of the reporters for further investigation and scrutiny, while the 
one who narrates by way of Irsäl, being a knowledgeable and 
trustworthy person himself, has already done so and the hadith 
is sound. In fact, he saves you from further research. "9 

2) Abil Uanifa (d. 150) holds the same opinion as Mälik; he accepts the Mursal 
Hadith whether or not it is supported by another hadith. 10 

3) _ Shäfi`i (d. 204) has discussed this issue in detail in his al-Risäla; he 
requires the following conditions to be met before accepting a mursal hadith: 

(i) In the narrative, he requires that one of the following conditions be met: 

a) that it be reported also as musnad through another isnäd; 
b) that its contents be reported as mursal through another reliable source with 
a different isnäd; 
c) that the meaning be supported by the sayings of some Companions; or 
d) that most scholars hold the same opinion as conveyed by the mursal hadith. 

(ii) Regarding the narrator, he requires that one of the following conditions be 
met: 

a) he be an elder Successor, 
b) if he names the missing person in the isnäd, he does not usually name an 
unknown person or someone not suitable for reporting from acceptably; or 
c) he does not contradict a reliable person when he happens to share with him 
in a narration. 11 
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On the basis of these arguments, al-Sh5fi'I accepts the Irs! II of Sa'id b. 
al-Musayyab, one of the elder Successors. For example, , --Sh5fi'I considers 
the issue of selling meat in exchange for a living animal. He says that Malik 
told him, reporting from Zaid b. Aslam, who reported from Ibn al-Musayyab 
that the Messenger of Allah forbade the selling of meat in exchange for an 
animal. He then says, "This is our opinion, for the Irsdl of Ibn al-Musayyib is 
sound. "12 

4) Ahmad b. Hanbal (d. 241), according to Ibn Qayyim, accepts mursal and 
ga'Tj abidith* if nothing opposing them is found in a particular issue, 
preferring them to analogy-13 He classifies abddith into ýaýfh and ad'if only 
rather into sabib, basan and 4a7f, the preference of most later traditionists. 
Consequently, a ga'If hadith may stand close to flablb in the opinion of AJýmad 
because of the grading of the Mursal liadith in fourth position, unlike Malik 
who regards mursal as equal to musnad. 

5) Ibn Ijazm (d. 456) rejects the Mursal Hadith outright; he says that the 
Mursal is unacceptable, whether it comes ihrough Sa'id b. al-Musayyib or 
al-Hasan al-Baýff. To him, even the Mursal of a Companion who was not 
weft-known among the Companions is unacceptable. 14 

6) AN Ddwfld (d . 275) accepts the Mursal with two conditions: 
a) that no musnad badith is found regarding that issue; and 
b) that if a musnad ýadith is found, it is not contradicted by the mursal 
hadith. 15 

7) Ibn Abi ljdtim (d. 327) does not give a specific opinion about the Mursal 
Ijadith. However, he did collect an anthology of 469 reporters of hadith, 
including four female reporters, whose narratives were subjected to criticism 
due to Irsal. 71iis collection is known as Kitdb al-Mardsil. 

8) IjRkim (d. 405) is extremely reluctant to accept the Mursal except in the 
case of elder Successors. He holds, on the basis of the Qurdn, that knowledge 
is based on what is heard and not on what is reported. In this regard, he quotes 
Yazid b. Har-un who asked t1anundd b. Laith: 

"0 Abü Ismä`il! Did Allah mention the people of Hadith in the 
Qur'an? " He replied, "Yes! Did you not hear the saying of 
Allah, 
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If a party from every expedition remained behind, they could 
devote themselves to studies in religion and admonish the people 
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when they return to them, that thus they (may learn) to guard 
themselves (against evil)' (Q., 9: 122). 
This concerns those who set off to seek knowledge, and then 
return to those who remained behind in order to teach them. " 16 

Hakim then remarks: 
"This verse shows that the acceptable knowledge is the one 
which is being heard, not just received by way of Irsäl. "17 

9) Khatib al-Baghdädi (d. 462) strongly supports the view of those who 
reject the Mursal except if it comes through elder Successors. He concludes, 
after giving a perusal of different opinions about this issue: 

"What we select out of these sayings is that the Mursal is not to 
be practised nor is it acceptable as proof. We say that Irsal leads 
to one reporter being ambiguous; if he is ambiguous, to 
ascertain his reliability is impossible. We have already explained 
that a narration is only acceptable if it comes through a reporter 
known for reliability. Hence, the Mursal should not be accepted 
at all. " 18 

. 
Khatib gives the following example, showing that a narrative which has 

been reported through both musnad and mursdl isnads is acceptable, not 
because of the reliability of those who narrated it by way of Irsal but because 
of an uninterrupted isnlid, even through less reliable reporters: 

rnie text of the badith is: "No marriage is valid except by the consent of the 
guardian"; - -Khat-ib gives two isnads going back to Shu'ba and Sufyan al- 
rMauri; the remainder of each isnad is: Sufydn al-lbauri and Shu'ba --- AbU 
lsýdq --- AM Barda --- the Prophet. 

This isndd is mursal because AbU Burda, a Successor, narrates directly from 
the Prophet. However, al-Khat-ib gives three isndds going back to Yfinus b. AM 
Isb5q, Isrd'il b. Yflnus and Qais b. al-Rabi'; the remainder of the first isnad is: 
Yrinus b. Abi Isbaq --- Abii Isbaq --- Abil Burda --- Abil Wasd --- the Prophet. 
The other two reporters narrate similarly, including the name of Aba Musa, 
the Companion from whom Aba Burda has reported. 

Khatib further proves that both lbauri and Shu' ba heard this badith 
from Abu IsbRq in one sitting while the other three reporters listened to him 
in different sittings. Hence this addition of Abd Mflsa in the isnad is quite 
acceptable. 19 
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10) Ibn al-Saläh (d. 643) agrees with : , Shäf`i in rejecting the Mursal Hadith 
unless it is proved to have come through a musnad route 2O 

1) Ibn Taimiyya (d. 728) classifies Mursal into three categories. He says, 

"There are some acceptable, others unacceptable, and some 
which require further investigation: if it is known that the 
reporter does so (i. e. narrates by Irs5l) from reliable 
authorities, then his report will be accepted; if he does so from 
both classes of authorities, i. e. reliable and unreliable, we shall 
cease to accept his narration if it is proved that sometimes he 
reports from unknown authorities as well. All such mursal 
abddith which go against the reports made by reliable authorities 
will be rejected completely. "21 

12) - ... Dhahabi (d. 748) regards the Mursal of younger Successors such as 
al-Hasan al-Basri, -"Zuhri, 

Qatäda and Humaid al-Tawil as the weakest type 
of Mursal. 22 

Later scholars such as Ibn Kathir (d. 744), al-'Irdq! (d. 806), Ibn t1ajar (d. 
852), al-Suy-fi! i (d. 910), Muhammad b. lbrdh7im al-Waeir (d. 840), Tahir 
al-Jazd'ir'i (d. 1338) and JamRI al-D-in al-Qftsm! (d. 1332) have given 
exhaustive discussions about this issue, but none of them holds an opinion 
different to those mentioned above. 

3. Mutawätir and Ähdd ahädith 

Depending on the number of the reporters of the hadith, it can be classified 
into the general categories of mutawätir or ähäd hadith. 

A mutawdtir hadith is one which is reported by such a large number of people 
that they cannot be expected to agree upon a lie, all of them together. 23 

ý_ -Ghaz7ari (d. 505) stipulates that a mutawiltir narration be known by the 
great number of its reporters equally in the beginning, in the middle and at the 
end. 24 He is correct in this stipulation because some narrations, although 
known as mutawatir among some people, whether Muslims or non-Muslims, 
have no tawdtur in the beginning . 

Examples of mutawdtir practices are the five daily prayers, fasting, zakdt, the 
tlajj and recitation of the Qur'dn. Among the verbal mutawitir ahadith, the 
following has been reported by more than sixty-two Companions and has been 
widely known among the Muslims throughout the ages: 
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"Whoever lies about me intentionally, let him reserve his seat in the Fire. "25 

Ahlidith related to the description of the Haud Kauthar (the Basin of 
Aýundance) in the Hereafter, raising the hands' at certain postures during 
prayer, rubbing wet hands on the leather socks during ablution, revelation of 
the Qur'dn in seven modes, and the prohibition of every intoxicant are further 
examples of verbal mutawdtir aýddith. 26 

A hadithahad or khabar wilhid is one which is narrated by people whose 
nurilber does not reach that oi the mutawdtir case. Add is further classified 
into mashhiir, 'azlz and gharib. 

A hadith is termed gharib when a single reporter is found relating it, usually 
at the beginning of the isnäd (i. e., only one Companion relates it from the 
Prophet). For example, the saying of the Prophet, 

\w ~1 

"Travel is a part of torment" is gharlb; the isn5d of this badith contains only 
one reporter in each stage: Malik --- YOyd b. Abi $dlib --- Abil Huraira --- 
Ile Prophet. With regard to its isnad, this badith is ýahiý, although most 
gharlb Oadith are weak; Abmad b. Ijanbal said, "Do not write these gharib 
abAdith because they are munkar and most of them are weak. "27 

A type of hadith similar to gharib is al-afräd (the solitary ones); it is known in 
three ways: 

(i) Similar to ghar[b, i. e. a single person is found reporting it from a 
well-known Im&n. 
(ii) People of one locality are known to narrate a hadith. 
(iii) People of one locality are known to report a badith from the people of 
another locality, such as Makkan people reporting from Madinan. 28 

If at any stage in the isnAds, only two reporters are found to narrate the 
had'ith, it is termed 'azlz. For example, Anas reported that the Messenger of X115h said, 

"None of you believes until I become more beloved to him than 
his own son, his father and all mankind. " 

Two reporters, Qatäda ' and ̀ Abd, at tAziz b. Shu'aib, report this hadith from 
Anas, and two more reporters narrate from each of them: Shu'ba and Said 
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report from Qatdda,. and Ismd'-il b. Ulayya and 'Abd al-Wdrith from 'Abd al- 
'A2ýiz. Then a group of people report from each of them. 29 

A badith which is reported by more than two reporters is known as mashhjjr. 
According to some scholars, every narrative which comes to be known widely, 
whether or not it has an authentic origin, is called mashhRr. A mashhiir badith 
might be reported by only one or two reporters in the beginnning but become 
widely-known later, unlike gharTb or 'azfz, which are reported by one or two 
reporters in the beginning and continue to have the same number even in the 
times of the Successors and those after them. For example, if only one or two 
reporters are found narrating badlith from a reliable authority in Ijadith such 
as al-Zuhri and Qatdda, the badith will remain either gharlb or 'aziz. On the 
other hand, if a group of people narrate from them it will be then known as 
mashh5r. 30 An example of a mashhRr badith is the famous saying of the 
Prophet, 

4- -: -[iyC-1.. 
"Actions are (judged) according to their intentions. " 

According to -- . 'Ald'i (AbU SaId Khalil ýaldh al-Din; d. 76 1), a badith may 
be known as 'aziz and mashhiir at the same iime. By this he means a hadith 
which is left with only two reporters in its isrfa-d at any stage while it enjoys a 
host of reporters in other stages, such as the saying of the Prophet, 

"We are the last but (will be) in the first (rank) on the Day of 
Resurrection. " 

Ibis hadith is 'aziz in its first stage, as it is reported by Hudhaifa b. al-Yarn5n 
and Abli Huraira only. Later it becomes mashhRr as seven people report it 
from Abri Huraira. 31 

4. According to the manner in which the hadith is reported. 

1 .0 

Different ways of reporting, e. g. (he narrated to us), 
(he informed us), :: ýL (I heard), and (on the 
authority of) are used by the reporter's' of badith. Ile first three usually 
indicate that the reporter heard in person from his shaikh. The mode 
can denote either hearing in person or through another reporter. 

Tadlis (concealing) refers to an isnäd where a reporter may have concealed the 
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identity of his shaikh. Ibn al-ýal-aý describes two types of Yadlis: 

a) Tadlis al-IsnW; A person reports from his shaikh, whom he met, what he 
did not hear from him, or from a contemporary of his whom he did not meet, 
in such a way as to create the impression that he heard the ýadith in person. 

A mudallis normally uses the mode c, -z or 1.:. ' to conceal 
the truth about the isnäd. 

b) Tadlis al-ShuyW&: The reporter does mention his shaikh by his usual name, 
but instead with a less well-known name, by-name, nickname or another less 
well-known identity, in order not to disclose his shaiklYs identity. 32 

Al-'Ir-aq7i (d. 806), in his notes on Muqaddima Ibn al-Sali! 4, adds a third type 
of Vadlis, known as Tadlis al-Taswiyya. To explain it, let us assume an isnad 
which contains a trustworthy shaikh reporting from a weak authority, who in 
turn reports from another trustworthy shaikh. Now, the reporter of this isn5d 
omits the intermediate weak authority, leaving the isnad apparently consisting 
of reliable authorities. He plainly shows that he heard it from his shaikh but he 
uses the mode 'an to link his immediate shaikh with the next trustworthy one, 
thus omitting the intermediate authority. To an average reader, this ishla-d 
seems free of any doubt or discrepancy. This is known to have been practised 
by Baqiyya b. al-Walid, Walid b. Muslim, A'mash and al-Thauri. It is said to 
be the worst among the three kinds of Vadifs. 33 

Ibn Ijajar (d. 852) classifies the mudallisiln into five categories in his essay 
Tabaqdt al-Mudallisin: 
a) Those who are known to do it occasionally, such as Yaýyd b. Sa'id 
al-An*i. 
b) Those who are accepted by the traditionists, either because of their good 
reputation and relatively few cases of tadlTs, e. g. .. Thauri, or because they 
reported from authentic authorities only, e. g. Ibn 'Uyaina. 
c) Those who practised it a great deal. The traditionists have accepted only 
such abadith from them which were reported with a clear mention of hearing 
directly. Among these are AbU Zubair al-Makkii. Opinions differ regarding 
whether they are acceptable or not. 
d) Similar to the previous category, but the traditionists agree that their 
ahlidfth are to be rejected unless they clearly admit of their hearing, such as 
Baqiyya b. al-Walid. 
e) Those who are disparaged due to another reason apart from fadlis; their 
abadith are rejected, even though they admit of hearing them directly. 
Exempted from them are reporters such as Ibn Lah-Pa, whose weakness is 
found to be of a lesser degree. Ibn Uajar gives the names of 152 such 
reporters. 34 

Tadlis, especially of those in the last three categories, is so disliked that Shu'ba 
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said, "f'adlis is the brother of lying" and "To commit adultery is more 
favourable to me than to report by way of tadlis. "35 

A musalsal (continued) isn5d is one in which all the reporters as well as the 
Prophet use the same mode of transmission such as 'an, Oddathand, etc., 
repeat any other additional statement or remark, or act in a particular manner 
while narrating the ýadlth. 

Al-Udkim (d. 405) gives eight examples of such asamd, each having a different 
characteristic repeated feature: 

a) use of the phrase sami'tu (I heard); 
b) an expression such as "stand and pour water for me so that I may illustrate 
the way my shaikh performed ablution"; 
c) ha&athand (he narrated to us); 
d) an expression such as amaranT (he commanded me); 
e) an action such as holding one's beard; 
f) illustrating by counting on five fingers; 
g) an expression such as I testify that ... "; and 
h) interlocking the fingers. 36 

Knowledge of musalsal helps in discounting the possibility of Jadlis. 

5. According to the nature of the text itself: shädhdh (aloof) and munkar 
(reie_ cted) 

According to al-Shlifi'i, a shddhcth badith is one which is reported by a 
trustworthy person but goes against the narration of a person more authentic 
than him. It does not include a badith which is unique in its contents and is not 
narrated by someone else. 37 In the light of this definition, the well-known 
ýadith, 

"Actions are audged) according to intentions", is not considered shadhdh since 
it has been narrated by YahyR b. Sa'Id al-Anýdri from Muhammad b. Ibr-aYlm 
al-Taimli from 'Alqama from 'Umar, all of whom are trustworthy authorities, 
although each one of them is the only reporter at that stage. 38 

According to Ibn Hajar, if a narration which goes against another authentic 
ýadith is reported by a weak narrator, it is known as munkar. 39 

Traditionists as late as Ahmad used to simply label any hadith of a weak 
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reporter as munkar. 40 

Sometimes, a bacrith is labelled as munkar because of its contents being 
contrary to general sayings of the Prophet. -Khafib (d. 463) quotes -Rabi' b. Khaitham, as saying, 

"Some abdd-ith have a light like that of a day which is known to 
us. Some abddith have darkness like that of night which makes 
us reject it. " He also quotes al-Auzd'-i as saying, "We used to 
listen to abddlth and present them to fellow traditionists just as 
we present forged coins to a money-exchanger: whatever they 
recognise of them, we accept, and whatever they reject of them, 
we'also reject. "41 

Ibn Kathir quotes the following two ab5dith in his Taffir, the first of which is 
acceptable, while the second contradicts it and is unreliable: 

(i) Aýmad =--= AbT1 Mu'dwiya === Hisham b. 'Urwa --- Fatima 
bint al-Mundhir --- Asmd'bint AM Bakr, who said, "My mother 
came (to Madlina) during the treaty Quraish had made, while she 
was still a polytheist. So I came to the Prophet and said to him, 
'0 Messenger of Allah, my mother has come willingly: should I 
treat her with kindnessT He replied, 'Yes! Treat her with 
kindness'. " 

(ii) .- -Bazz5r === 'Abdulldh b. Shabib === AbU Bakr b. AbI 
Shaiba === AbU Qatada al-'Adawl --- the nephew of , -ZuM -- 
-, -Zuhri --- 'Urwa --- 'A'isha and Asma', both of whom said, 
"Our mother came to us in Madina while she was a polytheist, 
during the peace treaty between the Quraish and the Messenger 
of Allah. So we said, '0 Messenger of All5h, our mother has 
come to Madina willingly. Do we treat her kindlyT He said, 
'Yes! Treat her kindly'. " 

Ibn Kathir then remarks: 

"Ibis (latter) ýadlth, to our knowledge is reported only through 
this route of . Zuhrii --- 'Urwa --- 'Aisha. It is a munkar 
hadith with this text because the mother of 'A'isha is Umm 
kum5n, who was already a Muslim emigrant, while the mother 
of Asmd' was another woman as mentioned by name in other 
aýddfth. "42 
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In contrast to a munkar badith, if a reliable reporter is found to add something 
which is not narrated by other authentic sources, his addition is normally 
accepted as long as it does not contradict them; such an addition is known as 
ziyddatthiqa (an addition by one trustworthy). 43 

An addition by a Companion to the saying of the Prophet is termed mudraj 
(added). 44 For example, al-Khat-ib relates via AbU Qattan and Shab5ba --- 
Shu'ba -- Moammad b. Ziydd --- Abil Huraira. ---'Ilie Prophet, who said, 

wý/r, 
''""ýý ý %ý ý)t 

N Jj Iý 1� 
-, . 

"Perform the ablution fully; woe to the heels from the Fire! " 

. "Khatib then remarks, 

"Ile statement, 'Perform the ablution fully' is made by Abu. 
Huraira, while the statement afterwards, 'Woe to the heels from 
the Firel', is that of the Prophet. The distinction between the 
two is understood from the narration of al-Bukhdf-i, who 
transmits the same Whh and quotes AbU Huraira as saying, 
"Complete the ablution, for AbUI-Qasirn said, 'Woe to the heels 
from the Fire! ...... 45 

Such an addition may be found in the beginning, in the middle, or at the end, 
in explanation of a term used. ldriij (addition) is mostly found in the text, 
although a few examples show that such additions are found in the isndd as 
well, where the reporter grafts a part of one isn5d to another. 

A reporter found to be in the habit of intentional idraj is generally 
unacceptable and considered a liar. 46 However, the traditionists are more 
lenient towards such reporters who may do so forgetfully or in order to 
explain a difficult word. 

6. According to a hidden defect found in the isnäd or text of a hadith. 

Before discussing ma'lal (defective) aýddith, a brief note on mu(ýtarib (shaky) 
and maqlilb (reversed) aýRdlth would help in understanding maTI1. 

According to In Kathir, if reporters disagree about a particular shaikh, about 
some otherpoints in the isndd or about the text in such a way that none of the 
opinions can be preferred over another, such a ýadith is called =4! arib. 
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For example with regard to idtirdb in the isnad, it is reported on the authority 
of AbU Bakr that he said: "0 Messenger of All-ah! I see you getting older? " He 
replied, "What made me old are SUra HUd and its sister sliras. " , 

Däraqutni says, 

"This is an example of a mudtarib hadith. It is reported through 
AM Ishdq, but as many as teý diffýrent opinions are held about 
this isnad; some report it as mursal, others as muttasil; some take 
it as musnad of Abd Bakr, others as musnad of Sa; d or 'A'isha. 
Since all these reports are reliable, it is difficult to prefer one to 
the other: hence, the hadith is termed as mudtarib. "47 

Saize 
As an example of i4flKib in the text, Rdfi' b. Khad! jAat the Messenger of 
Alldh forbade the renting of land. The reporters narrating from Rafi' give 
different statements as follows: 

(i) Ijan?. ala asked Rdfi', "What about renting on gold and silver? " He replied, 
"It does not matter if it is lent on gold and silver. " 
(ii) Rifa"a --- Rdfi' --- the Prophet, who said, "Whoever owns a piece of land 
should cultivate it, give it to his brother to cultivate, or abandon it. 
(iii) Salim --- Rdfi' --- his two uncles --- the Prophet, who forbade the renting 
of farming land. 
(iv) The son of RHfi' --- Rdfi' --- the Prophet, who forbade the renting of 
land. 
(v) A different 

i 
narration by Rdfi' from the Prophet, who said, "Whoever 

owns a piece of land should either cultivate it or give it to his brother to 
cultivate. He must not rent it on a third or fourth part (of the produce) or on a 
given quantity of the produce. " 
(vi) Zaid b. 715bit said, "May Allah forgive RUN I am more aware of the 
badith than he; what happened was that two Helpers had a dispute, so they 
came to the Prophet, who (after listening to their cases) said, 'If this is your 
position, then do not rent the farms. ' Rdfi' has just heard the last phrase, i. e., 
'Do not rent the farms'. " 

Because of these various versions, Ahmad says, 

"Ile abddith reported by Rdfi' about the renting of land are 
mudtarib. Iley are not to be accepted, especially when they go 
agaiýst the well-established badith of Ibn 'Umar that the 
Messenger of Alldh gaye the land of Khaibar to the Jews on 
condition that they Work on it and take half of the produce. "48 
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M-aqlRb (reversed) ahadith 

A had-ith is known as maqliib when its isnad is grafted to a different text or 
vice versa, or if a reporter happens to reverse the order of phrases in a 
sentence in the text. 

As an example relating to text, Muslim, in his transmission of the famous 
baffith describing the seven who will be under the shelter of Allah on the Day 
of Judgment, quotes one of the categories as, "A man who conceals his act of 
charity to an extent that his right hand does not know what his left hand gives 
in charity. " Ilis sentence has clearly been reversed by a reporter, because the 
correct wording is recorded in other narrations of both al-Bukhlif'i and 
Muslim as follows, that his left hand does not know what his right hand 
gives in charity. "49 

The famous trial of Bukhaff by the scholars of Baghddd provides a good 
example of a maqlUb isnad. The traditionists, in order to test their visitor, 
. -, -Bukharl, appointed ten men, each with ten ahddlth. Now, each badith of 
these ten was grafted with the isnad of another. Imlim ., Bukhdii listened to 
each of the ten men and denied the authenticity of every badith. When they had 
finished narrating these abddith, al-Bukhdri turned to each person inturn and 
recounted to him each badith with its correct isnad. This trial won him great 
honour among the scholars of Baghd5d. 50 

Other ways of rendering a badith maqlilb are by replacing the name of a 
reporter with another, e. g. quoting AbU Huraira as the reporter from the 
Prophet although the actual reporter is someone else, or by reversing the name 
of the reporter, e. g. mentioning Walld b. Muslim instead of Muslim b. Warid, 
or Ka'b b. Murra instead of Murra b. Ka'b. 51 

Ma'IRI or Muotallal (defective) hadith 

Ibn al-Salah says, "A ma'lill ýadith is one which appears to be sound, but 
thoroujh res*earch reveals a disparaging factor. " Such factors can be: 
(i) declaring a bad-ith musnad when it is in fact mursal, or marful' when it is in 
fact mauqr4f, and 
(ii) showing a reporter to narrate from his shaikh when in fact he did not meet 
the latter; or attributing a badith to one Companion when it in fact comes 
through another. 52 

Ibn al-Madin! (d. Z? ý) says that such a defect can only be revealed if all the 
asanid of a particuiar hadith are collated. In his book al-Wal, he gives 
thirty-four Successors and the names of those Companions from whom each of 
them heard directly. For example, he says that al-Uasan al-Basd did not see 
"Ali, although he adds there is a slight possibility that he may have seen him 
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during his childhood in Madina. 53 Such information is very important since 
many ýTaifif traditions go back to al-Ijasan al-Baýii, who is claimed to report 
directly from 'Ali. 

Being a very delicate branch of Mustalah al-Hadith, only a few well-known 
traditionists such as Ibn al-Madin7i ýa. 2j4), Ibn Abi Ijdtim al-Rdzi (d. 327), 

_ý_ Khalral (d. 311) and L. ý -Ddmqu! ni (d. 3 85), have compiled books about it. 
Ibn AM HAtirn has given 2840 examples of maTil aýddiith related to different 
issues in ýis Kitab al-7161. 

An example of a maTil badith is one transmitted by Muslim on the authority 
of AbU Huraira, who reports the Prophet as saying, 

"Allah created Land on Saturday, the Mountain on Monday, 
despised things on Tuesday, Light on Wednesday, scattered the 
cattle in it (the earth). on Thursday, and created Adam on 
Friday. "54 

About it, Ibn Taimiyya says, 

"Men more knowledgeable than Muslim, such as al-Bukhiiii and 
Yabyd b. Win, have criticised it.. ' Bukhdri said, "Mis saying 
is not that of the Prophet, but one of Ka'b al-Ahbar. "55 

7. According to the reliability and memory of the reporters 

Under this classification falls the final verdict on a hadith, being one of the 
following: p0k basan, 4a7f or mau4a'. 

Among the early traditionists, mostly of the first two centuries, abadith were 
classified into two categories only: sahfb and da'If, 

- 
Tirmidhi was to be the 

first to distinguish hasan from 4a7j. Ilis is Ay traditionists; and jurists such 
as Aýmad, who seemed to argue on the basis of 4a'if abddith sometimes, were 
in fact basing their argument on the abdd-ith which were later to be known as 
hasan. 56 

We now examine in more detail these four important classes of ahädith. 

. ahih (sound) 

-., 
Sh5fli'i states the following requirement in order for a ýadith which is not 

mutawatir to be acceptable: 
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"Each reporter should be trustworthy in his religion; he should 
be known to be truthful in his narrating, to understand what he 
narrates, to know how a different expression can alter the 
meaning, and report the wording of the badith verbatim, not 
only its meaning. Ibis is because if he does not know how a 
different expression can change the whole meaning, he will not 
know if he has changed what is lawful into what is prohibited. 
Hence, if he reports the badith according to its wording, no 
change of meaning is found at all. Moreover, he should be a 
good memoriser if he happens to report from his memory, or a 
good preserver of his book if he happens to report from it. He 
shouId agree with the narrations of theýuffdF, if he reports 
something which they also do. He should not be a mudallis, who 
narrates from someone he met something he did not hear, nor 
should he report from the Prophet contrary to what reliable 
sources have reported from him. In addition, the one who is 
above him (in the isnad) should be of the same quality until the 
hadith goes back uninterrupted to the Prophet or any authority ýelow hiM. "57 

Ibn al-ýaldý, however, defines a ýaýýh badith more precisely by saying: 

"A xb[4 badith is the one which has a continuous isnad, made up 
of reporters of trustworthy preservers from similar authorities, 
and which is found to be clear from shudhildh and any defects. " 

By the above definition, no room is left for any weak badith, whether, for 
example, it is munqafl', mud. al, mudtarib, maqIi! b, shddhdh, munkar, maTil, 
or contains a mudallis. 7be definition also excludes ýasan abddith, as will be 
shown under that heading. 

Of all the collectors of hadlith, 
- -BukhdrT and Muslim were greatly admired 

because of their tireless attempt to collect sahT4 badith only. It is generally 
understood that the more trustworthy and of good memory the reporters, the 
more authentic the badith. Ile isndd: - -Shdfi'i --- Mdlik --- Ndfi6 --- 'Abdulldh b. 'Umar --- The Prophet, is called a "golden isn5d" because of its 
renowned reporters. 58 

Some traditionists prefer $ablilý al-Bukhdri to ýahlih Muslim because 
. --Bukhdd always looked for those reporters who have eiiher accompanied or met each 

other, even if only once in their lifetime. On the other hand, Muslim would 
accept a reporter who is simply found to be contemporary to his immediate 
authority in reporting. 59 
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The following grading is given for sahib ahädith only: 

(i) those which are transmitted by both , --Bukhdri and Muslim; 
(ii) those which are transmitted by . --Bukh5r! only; 
(iii) those which are transmitted by Muslim only; 
(iv) those which agree with the requirements of both , -Bukhdd and Muslim 
but are not found in their collections; 
(v) those which agree with the requirements of --Bukharl only; 
(vi) those which agree with the requirements of Muslim only; and 
(vii) those declared ýaý[4 by other traditionists. 60 

Has n (agreeable) 

-Tirmidh! means by badith ýasan, a badith which is not shddhdh, which does 
not contain a disparaged reporter in its isnad, and which is reported through 
more than one route of narrationfil 

Khattäbi (d. 388) states a very concise definition, 

"It is the one where its source is known and its reporters are 
prominent. " 

By this he means that the badith should not be of an ambiguous nature like the 
mursal or munqa#' badith, or one containing a mudallis. 

Ibn al-ýaldý classifies Osan into two categories: 

(i) one with an isnad containing a reporter who is mastar (i. e., no prominent 
person reported from him) but is not totally careless in his reporting, 
provided that a similar text is reported through another isndd as well; 
(ii) one with an isn5d containing a reporter who is known to be truthful and 
reliable, but is a degree less in his preservation of ýadith in comparison to the 
reporters of ; aKh aýddlith- 

In both categories, Ibn al-ý054 requires that the badith be free of any 
shudhiWh. 62 

Dhahabi, after giving the various definitions, says, "A basan badith is one 
which excels the Oa'If but nevertheless does not reach the standard of a sahih 
ýadith. "63 In the light of this definition, the following isn7ads are ýasan 
according to al-Dhahab^i: 

(i) Bahz b. Hakam --- his father --- his grandfather; 
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(ii) `Amr b. Shu'aib --= his father --- his grandfather; 
(iii) Muhammad b. `Amr --- Abü Salama --- Abü Huraira. 

Reporters such as al-Ha-nth b. 'Abdullah, 'Asim b. Damura, Ijajjdj b. Artat, 
Khu§aif b. 'Abd al-Raýnidn and Darraj Abu- ai-Samb Ltract different verdicts: 
some traditionists, declare their aliddlith hasan, others declare them da'If. 64 

According to the definition of -TirTnidh7i and Ibn al-5al5b, a number of weak 
abadith on a particular issue can be raised to the degree of ýasan if the 
weakness found in their reporters is of a mild nature. However, in case the 
weakness is severe, (i. e., the reporter is a liar or the badtth is itself shddhdh), 
such weak abdd-ith will not support each other and will remain weak. For 
example, the famous badlith, 

__V 11 
L; 

"He who preservesforty ýadi-thsjbr my Umma. ý' will be raised by MIA on the 
Day of Resurrection among the Fuqahd' ", has been declared to be da'If by 
most of the traditionists, although it is reported through various routes. 65 

Da'Ff (weak) 

A ýadfth which fails to reach the status of hasan is da7f. Usually, the weakness 
is one of discontinuity in the isn5d, in which case ihe badith could be mursal, 
mu'allaq, mudallas, munqa#' or mu'dal, according to the precise nature of the 
discontinuity, or one of a reporter hýving a disparaged character, such as due 
to his telling lies, excessive mistakes, opposition to the narration of more 
reliable sources, involvement in innovation, and ambiguity surrounding his 
own person. 

The smaller the number and importance of defects, the less severe the 
weakness. The more the defects in number and severity, the closer the badith 
will be to being fabricated. 66 

Some aýddith, according to the variation in the nature of the weakness 
associated with its reporters, rank at the bottom of the hasan grade or the top 
of the ga'if grade. Reporters such as 'Abdulldh b. Lahl'a, 'Abd al-Rabmdn b. 
Zaid b. Aslam, Abli Bakr b. AN Maryam al-Himsi, Farai b. Fadala, Rishd^in b. 
Sa'd and the like, attract such types of varying ranks as they are neither 
extremely good preservers nor totally abandoned. 67 

Maudw` fabricated/spurious) 
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- --Dhahabi defines it as a badith, the text of which goes against the established 
norms or its reporters include a liar, e. g. the forty abadith known as 
Wad'aniyya or the copy of 'All al-Riod which was fabricated against him. 68 

A number of traditionists have collected fabricated abddith separately in order 
to distinguish them from other 45dith; among them are Ibn al-Jaui-i in 
al-Maudii'Zit, ý-. -JauzaqWi in Kitdb al-Abiýtil, and . -. --SuyUfi in al-La'dli 
al-Maýnil'afi al-AWith al-Mau4i! 'a. 

Some of these abadlith were known to be spurious by the confession of their 
inventors. For example, Muhammad b. Sa'Id al-Masl-ub used to say, "It is not 
wrong to fabricate an isnný for h sound statement. "69 Another notorious 
inventor, 'Abd al-Karim Abd al-AujX, ' who was killed and crucified by 
Mubammad b. Sulaiman b. 'Ali, governor of Bwa, admitted that he had 
fabricated four thousand aliidith declaring lawful the prohibited and 
vice-versa. 70 

Mau4V abadith are also recognised by external evidence related to a 
discrepancy found in the dates or times of a particular incident. 71 For 
example, when the. second caliph, 'Umar b. al-Khattdb wanted to expel the 
Jews from Khaibar, some Jewish dignitaries brougýt a document to 'Umar 
apparently proving that the Prophet had intended that they stay there by 
exempting them from jizya. The document carried the witness of Sa'd b. 
Mu'Adh and Mu'liwiyah b. Abi Sufydn. 'Umar rejected the document outright, 
knowing that it was fabricated because the conquest of Khaibar took place in 6 
AH, whereas Sa'd b. Mu'ddh died in 3 AH just after the Battle of the Trench, 
and Mu'liwiyah embraced Isram in 8 AH, after the conquest of Makkah. 72 

Ile author, in his thesis, Criticism of 11adt-th among Muslims with reference to 
Sunan Ibn Maja, has given more examples of fabricated abddith under the 
following eight categories of causes of fabrication: 73 

(i) political differences; 
(ii) factions based on issues of creed; 
(iii) fabrications by zanddiqa; 
(iv) fabrications by story-tellers; 
(v) fabrications by ignorant ascetics; 
(vi) prejudice in favour of town, race or a particular imdm; 
(vii) inventions for personal motives; 
(viii) proverbs turned into aýddiith. 
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SECTION C 

FURTHER BRANCHES OF MU$TALAH AND RIJAL AL-HADITH 

The above-mentioned classification of abddith plays a vital role in ascertaining 
the authenticity of a particular narration. Ibn al-Saldh mentions sixty-five 
terms in his book, of which twenty-three have been ýiscussed above. Two 
further types not included by Ibn al-ýaldh, mu'allaq and mutawdtir, have been 
dealt with from other sources. 'Me remaining forty-two types follow in brief, 
which help further distinguish between different types of narrations. 

1) ribe knowledge of i'tibdr, mutdba'a and shahid. Traditionists are always in 
search of more witnesses in favour of a badlith which is reported by one source 
only; such research is termed i'tibdr. If a supporting narration is not found for 
a particular badith, it is declared as fard muflaq (absolutely singular) or 
ghar[b. For example, if a ýaffith is reported through the following isnlid: 
Ijammdd b. Salama --- Ayyub --- Ibn S-irin --- AbU Huraira --- 'Me Prophet, 
research would be done to ascertain whether another trustworthy reporter has 
narrated A from Ayy5b; if so, it will be called mutilbaa tdmma (complete 
mut7aba'a); if not, a reporter other than AyyFab narrating from Ibn S-irin would 
be sought: if so, it will be called mutilbaa qd#ra (incomplete mutdba'a). 74 

2) Afrdd (singular narrations). 

3) Ile type of character required in an acceptable reporter. 

4) Ile way a badith is heard and the different ways of acquiring aýRdlth. 

5) How a ýadlth is written and how punctuation marks are used. 

6) The way a badith is reported. 

7) The manners required in traditionists. 

8) Ile manners required for a student of badith. 

9) The knowledge of a higher or lower isndd (i. e. one with less or more 
reporters respectively). 

10) The knowledge of difficult words. 
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11) The knowledge of abrogated abddith. 

12) The knowledge of altered words in a text or isndd. 

13) 'Me knowledge of contradictory aýddith. 

14) The knowledge of an addition made to an isndd (i. e. by an inserting the 
name of an additional reporter). 

15) 'Me knowledge of a well-concealed type of mursal. 

16) 'Me knowledge of the Companions. 

17) The knowledge of the Successors. 

18) The knowledge of elders reporting from younger reporters. 

19) The knowledge of reporters similar in age reporting from each other. 

20) The knowledge of brothers and sisters among reporters. 

21) Knowledge of fathers reporting from their sons. 

22) Knowledge of sons reporting from their fathers. 

23) Knowledge of such reporters reporting from one authority, one in his 
early life and the other in his old age. In such cases the dates of death of the 
two reporters will be of significance. 

24) Knowledge of such authorities from whom only one person reported. 

25) Knowledge of such reporters who are known by a number of names and 
titles. 

26) Knowledge of unique names among the Companions and the reporters in 
general. 

27) Knowledge of names and by-names (kunya). 

28) 'Me knowledge of by-names for reporters known by their names only. 

29) The knowledge of nicknames (alqab) of the traditionists. 

30) Knowledge of mu'talif and mukhtalif (names written similarly but 
pronounced differently, e. g. Kuraiz and Kaflz. 
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31) The knowledge of muttafiq and muftariq (similar names but different 
identities), e. g. "Uanafi": there are two reporters with this name; one is called 
by this name because of his tribe Bann tlanlfa; the other because of his 
adherence to a particular madh*hab. 

32) Names covering both previous types. 

33) Names looking similar but they differ because of the difference in their 
father's names, e. g. Yaz7id b. al-Aswad and al-Aswad b. Ywýid. 

34) Names attributed to other than their fathers, e. g. Ismd'il b. Umayya; in 
this case Umayya is the mothees name. 

35) Knowledge of such relations (attributed to a place or tribe, etc. ) which 
have a meaning different from what they seem to be apparently, e. g. Abil 
Mas'iid al-Badri, who is known as al-Badri not because he witnessed the battle 
of Badr but because he came to live there. 

36) 'Me knowledge of ambiguous reporters by finding out their names. 

37) The knowledge of the dates of birth and death of reporters. 

38) The knowledge of trustworthy and weak reporters. 

39) Knowledge of such trustworthy reporters who are found to be confused 
in their old age. 

40) Knowledge of contemporaries in a certain period. 

41) The knowledge of free slaves (mawii in among the reporters. 

42) The knowledge of the homelands and home towns of reporters. 75 
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CHAPTER TWO 

ANALYSIS OF THE AHADITH OF `ABD AL- 
RAZZAO AL-SA N`ÄNI 

There now follows an analysis on the abRdTth of al-ýan'FnT (d. 211), of 
which the translation of the texts has been given in Chapter One, Part 
One, preceded by a tarjama (biographical note) of each of the compiler, 
which will be helpful in the evaluation of their collections. 

Tar lama 

Dhahabf(d. 748/1347) says, 

'Abd al-Razzliq b. Hammam b. Ndfi', the great Hdfiz, AbU Bakr, 
from the tribe of Ijimydr. He belongs to them through Wald (i. e. a 
slave, after being set free, attributes himself to the tribe of his 
master), al-ýan'anii. 

He compiled many books. 

He reports a little from 'Ubaidull5h b. 'Umar. He reports from 
Ibn Juraij, Thaur b. Yaeid, Ma'mar, Auzd'!, Thaufi and many 
others. He travelled to Sham in trade journeys and met elders. 

From him report Abmad, Isbdq, Ibn Win, Dhuhli, Abmad b. 
ýdliý, Ramadi, Isbliq b. IbrdYim al-Dabri, and a multitude of 
others. He used to say, I accompanied Ma'mar for seven years. " 

Ahmad said, "'Abd al-Razz7aq used to preserve the ab7acrith of 
Nfa'mar. " 

I say: More than one declared him to be trustworthy. 

His abddith have been transmitted in the $aX6 collections though he 
has some abadith peculiar to him only. They (i. e. the traditionists) 
blamed him because of his inclinations towards the Shiites. He did 
not exaggerate concerning this matter, although he loved 'Ali 
(R. A. ) and despised those who fought against him. 

Salima b. Shab-ib said, "I heard 'Abd al-Razzdq saying, 'By Allah, 
my heart was never inclined towards preferring either 'All or Abd 
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Bakr and 'Umar. ' He was among the sources of knowledge but was 
not to the extent of Wakl' or Ibn Mahdi in the preservation (of 
ýIadith). " 

Ibn Sa'd said, "He died in mid-Shawwäl in 211 AH. " 

I say: He lived for eighty-five years. Were we to carry on 
pursuing the information about him, this book would be too long. 1 

Abu Ijdtim al-RWi (d. 327) says, 

Ibn 'Uyaina reported a single t1adith from him. 

Yahyd b. Ma'in says, "'Abd al-RazzRq is more authentic in 
reporting from Ma'mar than from Hishdm b. YiisuU 

Yahyd further says, "Abia- Ja'far al-Suwaidi told me that they (i. e. 
some traditionists) came to 'Abd al-Razz5q and showed him a 
number of abdd-ith not known to him. Ibey said to him, "Read 
them for us. " 
He said, I do not know them. " 
They said, "Read them to us without using the term Haddathand 
(i. e. so-and-so related to us). 
So he read those *ad-ith to them. "' 

AM lidtim was asked by his son 'Abd al-Rabmlin (the compiler of 
the book al-Jar4 waal-Tadff), "What do you say about 'Abd al- 
Razziq T' He replied, "His Ijadith should be recorded, but it is not 
valid for argument. "2 

The book at-Musanngf 

The early collections of Addlith, mostly of the mid-second century, such 
as those of 'Abd al-Razzdq (D. 211), Sa'Id b. Manýiir (d. 227) and Ibn 
AN Shaiba (d. 235) and Ma'mar b. Rlishlid (d. 153), used to contain 
abddlth placed alongside the sayings and opinions of Companions and 
Successors under one chapter related to a single topic. Moreover, these 
books contained abddith on different subjects like Tafslr (exegesis of the 
Qur'an), 'Aqdid (Beliefs), Aýkdm (verdicts on religious matters) and 
Maghdzf (Battles during the times of the Prophet). They were entitled 
Muýannqf, JC=V, Sunan and Muattd. 3 

'Abd al-Razzdq mostly depends upon his Shaikh, Ma'mar b. Rdshid, who 
compiled al-Jdmi', which is totally absorbed by 'Abd al-Razzdq in his 
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collection. Of the 21033 abdd7ith in al-Musannaf, very few have a source 
in other than Ma'mar; 'Abd al-Razzdq admitted having heard ten thousand 
4dd7ith from Ma'mar. 4 

According to Shdh Wali All5h, al-Muýannaf ranks among the third type 
of Had-ith collections, defining these as "all such collections of Hadith 
which were compiled before, during or after the time of al-Bukhari and 
Muslim, consisting of all types of hadiah, i. e. $ahlh, ýasan, aa'ff, shadhdh 
and munkar ... The intention of t6ir compilers was to collect whatever 
they found, not meaning to scrutinise it. "5 

The reporters who appear in the aslin7id of 'Abd al-Razzdq are of high 
esteem, e. g. Ma'mar, Zuhri (d. 124) and Qatada (d. 117), but according 
to al-tldkim, the weakness found in some of his aslin-id is of such a 
delicate nature that it cannot be perceived by an ordinary reader. He 
quotes as an example the following ýadith with an isndd of 'Abd al- 
Razzdq: 

'Abd al-Razzdq --- Ma'mar --- Muýammad b. Wdsi' --- Ab-v 
Piý --- AbDHuraira that the Messenger of Alldh (S. A. S) said: 

"Whoever forgives a repenter, Alldh will forgive him on the day of 
Resurrection, and whoever relieves a Muslim of a trouble, Alldh 
will relieve him of a trouble on the day of Resurrection, and A115h 
will keep on helping a man as long as he has been helping his 
brother. " 

Ija-kim remarks, 

"A person not fully-versed in this discipline would never doubt the 
authenticity of this isndd at a first glance. But the matter is not as 
simple as that: Ma'mar b. Rdshid al-ýan'Wi is trustworthy and 
reliable, but he did not hear from Muhammad b. Wdsi'; 
Mu4ammad b. Wdsi' is trustworthy and reliiible, but he did not 
hear from Abil $dli4. Commenting fully on the defects of this 
bad-ith would be too lengthy, but this badith stands as an example 
for thousands of similar ones which are known only to those who 
have acquired this knowledge. "6 
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Analysis of the ah5dith-tran-smitted by 'Abd al-Ra - 

'Abd al-Razzaq transmitted thirteen Addith under chapter heading al- 
Mahdt and two under al-Dajjdl of his collection, as quoted in Chapter 
One, Part One. The detailed analysis of each h. adith is given below. 

Hadith Iffhe man who 
_tkes -&-am 

Maana,,, to Makka., ) 

Isnad: 7 'Abd al-Razzdq --- Ma'mar ---. Qat! ida --- The Prophet. 

Isn5d of Abfi Ddwlid: 8 Ab-u Dawod --- Mubammad b. al-Muthannd === 
Muldh b. Hish5m. === his father --- Qatilda --- ýAlih Abil Khalil 
one of his companions --- Umm Salama --- 'llie Prophet. 

Isndd of 'Uthm5n b. AN Shaiba: 9 Udini-an b. Abi Shaiba === Jadr --- 'Abd al-Az7iz b. Rufai' --- 'UbaiduRdh b. al-Qibtiyya --- Umm Salarna - 
-- The Prophet. 

Discussion 

The isnad of 'Abd al-Razzdq is mursal, since Qatada, a Successor narrates 
directly from the Prophet (S. A. S. ); thus, it is unacceptable. 10 

In the isn5d of AbU Ddwild, Qat5da reports by way of 'An. Being a 
mudallis of the third categoryll, as declared by Ibn Hajar12, this renders 
his narration questionable. Morever, this isn7ad contains an unknown 
authority, the companion of ýRE4 Abu I-Khaffl, whose name has been 
provided by Abd DdwUd mi a separate isndd as 'AbduRah b. al-Ijan'th. 

The most authentic isn5d is the third one, transmitted by Muslim through 
'Uthman b. AN Shaiba and Abli Bakr b. AN Shaiba. According to this 
isnad, 'Ubaidulldh b. al-Qibtiyyah said, 

Al-Ijdrith b. Rabiyya, 'Abdulldh b. ýafwdn and I came to Umm 
Salama, the Mother of the Believers, asking her about the 
contingent which is going to sink. 'Mose were the days when 
'Abdulldh b. al-Zubair was in power. She said, "'Me Messenger of 
ARdh said, 'A person will take shelter in the House (of Allah). A 
contingent will be sent to him, which will sink in a desert. ' I asked 
the Prophet, '0 Messenger of Alldh ! What about anyone forced to 
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come out with them T He replied, 'He would sink with them but 
would be resurrected on the Day of Judgment in accordance with 
his intention'. " 

Abü Ja`far said, "The desert is that of Madinah. " 

Qdqi 'IyAj reported AN I-Walld al-Kattan-I as saying, 

"'Mis is not correct because Umm Salama died during the caliphate 
of Mu'iwiya in 59 AH, two years before his death. Therefore, she 
did not live until the time of Ibn al-Zubair. " 

Qdo! 'Iydo then commented, 

"It is also said that she died in the early days of Yaziid b. Mu'dwiya. 
If that is the case, the above report is true because Ibn al-Zubair 
contested Yaii'd the moment he heard about the pledge of caliphate 
in favour of Yazid, as reported by al-Tabari and others. "13 

Al-Alb5nT14 declares the isndd of ME Ddwiid, let alone that of 'Abd al- 
Razi-aq, as ga'Ff. 

Furthermore, there is no mention of the Mahdi in any of these narrations. 
By placing this badlith under the title of the Mahdi, AbU Ddwfid related it 
to this subject but in the light of Muslim's version, it becomes clear that it 
has no connection with the subject of the Mahdi. 15 

Hadlith 2 (The Mahdi: a man ftam my household) 

Isn5d: 16 'Abd al-Razzdq === Ma'mar --- Abii HMn --- Mu'Rwiya b. 
Qurrah --- Abg 1-ýiddiq al-Ndji' --- AbU Sald al-Khudd === The 
Prophet. 

Discussion 

This isnid contains AbU Hdr5n, UmHra b. Juwain al-Abdi, who is 
unanimously held to be a very weak authority. 

ýMiý b. Mu4ammad said about him, "Worse than Pharoah in his lies. "17 

-. -Udkim. transmitted this With in his al-Mustadrak. 18 But al-Dhahabi 
remarked, "Ile isn7ad of this hadi-th is mazliim(darkl"19 
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Hence, this isndd is da"If. However, taking into consideration the other 
ahadith of AbU Sa'ia al-Khudii on the same topiC20, this hadith reaches 
tlie rank of OSan along with them, and is thus acceptable. * 

Hadfth 3 (Qne fitna tallowed by another) 

Isn5d: 21 'Abd al-Razz: a-q --- Ma'mar --- Ayyiib --- Ibn Sirin --- AbU 
Wald. 

Discussion 

The reporter of this narration, Abli Wald Jaildn b. Farwaýi, is held to be a 
man of the books of Taurdt. 22 Although he is trustworthy, he does not 
quote his authority for this saying. As such, this narration has no validity. 

Qrth the Taurdt and hiffiftam Anti Had'ith 4 (He brings f 

L La 1. -, 23 'Abd al-Razz5q --- Ma'mar --- Malar --- Ka'b. sn-d 

Isn5d of -Nu'aim 
I tiammU: 24 Matar al-WarrEq --- someone who 

narrated to him --- Ka'b. 

Discussion 

In this isn7ad, Matar seems to report directly from Ka'b. But according to 
the isnad of Nu'airn b. Ijamm5d, Matar heard from someone who 
reported from Ka'b. Owing to the ambiguous identity of this reporter 
between Matar and Ka'b, as well as the bad memory of Matar25, this 
ýadfth is not authentic (ga'! J). 

Hadith 5 (The Mahdi is hook-nosed) 

Isnad: 26 'Abd al-Razzdq --- Ma'mar --- Matar --- a man --- Abil 
Sa'id al-Khudd. 

Discussion 

This isndd contains an unkown person between Matar and AbU Sa'Id; 
therefore, it is not acceptable (ghair maqbiU). However, it reaches the 
rank of Osan due to suppporting narrations (see Ijadith 2 above). 
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Hadith 6 (He will scatter wealth) 

isnddl27 'Abd al-Razz7aq --- Ma'mar --- Sa'Id al-Juraid --- AbU 
Na4ra --- Jdbir b. 'Abdulldh. 

Discussion 

Of the reporters of this had-ith, Sa'Id al-Jurairi is known to have become 
confused in his old age. i8 Therefore, any narrations of that period of his 
life would not be authentic. 

In any case, the baffith does not specifically speak of the Mahdi, but 
speaks instead of an Imam who will be very generous. 

Hadith 7 (A sign with the sun) 

Isn5d, -29 'Abd al-Razz7aq --- Mamar --- Ibn Td'iis --- 'Ali b. 
', Abdulldh b. 'Abbas. 

Discussion 

Both 'Abdullah b. TMaJS30 and 'Ari b. 'Abdulldh3l are reliable. rMus, the 
bad7ith is sound (ýaKh). 

However, it is the saying of a Successor and is not attributed to the 
Prophet (mauqilft 

Had'ith 8 (The earth filled with iijimstice) 

IsnAd: 32 'Abd al-Razzgq --- Ma'mar --- Abii Isýdq --- 'A§im b. 
Pamura --- 'All. 

Discussion 

Although 'Aýim is considered reliable by Ibn Win, Ibn al-Mad-in-i, 
Alýmad and , -NasTI, there is also no shortage of disparaging remarks 
about him: 

Ibn 'Ad says, "He narrates 4RdIth from 'Ari which are not known 
from other sources. " 
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Abil Bakr b. 'Ayyash says, "I heard MughTra saying, 'Of all those 
who report from 'Ali, only the companions of Ibn MasUd are 
found to be reliable'. " 

Ibn Ijibbdn says, "He reports a lot from 'Ali. He has a bad memory 
and (makes) numerous mistakes, which is why he deserves to be 
abandoned, although he is better than Hdrith al-A'war. "33 

As for AM IsMq, al-Sabi'l, he is known to have become confused in his 
old age. 34 

This isndd is not reliable (4a'lb because of '&im. b. I? amura. However, it 
stands as a supporting narration (shahid) to Similar statements reported 
from 'Al-135, and thus reaches the rank of hasan. 

Hadith 
-9 

Me to the Arabs jf-rQm an ey-iD 

IsnAd-36 'Abd al-Razz7aq --- Ma'mar --- Ismd'il b. Ummayya a 
man he presumes to be Sa'id --- Abii Huraira. 

Discussion 

There are four repoters by the name of Ismd'-il b. Ummayya. Only one of 
them, al-AmaW-i by relation to his tribe, is trUStWorffiy. 37 

-. -thikim has given the name of the reporter from Abill Huraira as 
definitely being Sa'Id. 38 

Both- tIMcim and, ý--, DhahaFi have declared this badith as sound (ýaý! ý). 
However, it has no connection with the issue of the Mahdi. 

Ah5dith 10 & 11 (The excellence al-Sham) 

Neither of these abladiah is related to the subject. 
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b. M 
the Mahdi) 

IsnRd: 39 'Abd al-Razzdq --- Ma'mar --- AyyUb, or another man 
Ibn Sirin. 

Discussion 

A number of similar aVadIth about the descent of 'Isd b. Maryam at the 
white minaret north of Damascus have been reported by Nawwds b. 
Sam'An al-Kalbf4O, Aus b. al-Thaq7if4l and Jdbir b. 'AbdulAh al-AnýArj42. 
The latter one speaks of him praying behind a Muslim AmIr. 

However, al-IjRrith b. AN Usdma transmits the badith of Jdbir in his al- 
Musnad, giving the identity of the Am-ir explicitly as the Mahdi. 43 

Although the interpretation given by Ibn Sirin is confirmed by the above 
narration, it is not authentic in itself, for it is not attributed to the Prophet 
(S. A. S. ) or one of his Companions. 

Like 'Abd al-Razzdq, Nu'aim b. Ijammdd has also given this statement of Ibn 
Sliffn with a munqati' (broken) isnad. 44 The same applies to the saying of 
'Abdulldh b. 'Amr, similar to Ibn Sidn's, which is transmitted by Nu'aim b. 
IjammRd with an isnad containing ambiguous reporters. 45 
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CHAPTER THREE 

ANALYSIS... 
-OF 

THE AHADITH OF NVAIM B. 
HAMMAD'(d. 228 AH 

'Mere now follows the anaylsis of the abddlith whose translations are given in 
Chapter Two, Part One. 11fis Chapter is divided into seven sections: 

Section A deals with the tarjarna of Nu'aim b. Ijamm5d. 

Because of the large number of his aýddith studied, the analysis is done in the 
remaining six sections, as follows: 

Section B: Abddith nos. 1-20 
Section C: nos. 21-40 
Section D: nos. 41-60 
Section E: nos. 61-80 
Section F: nos. 81-100 
Section G: nos. 101-122. 
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SECTION A 

Tariama of Nu'aim b. Hammäd 

The tarjama (biographical notes) of Nu'ahn b. Ijanunad, the author of Kitdb al- 
Fitan has been given by the following traditionists: 

Ibn Sa'd (d. 230 AH) in al-Tabaqw; 
Bukh'ffrr (d. 256) in al-Tarlikh al-Kab-1r; 
Ibn Ab-lUntim al-Razi (d. 327) in Ki0b al-Jarb wa al-Ta'dri; 
Ibn 'Ad'i (d. 365) inal-KUmil fi Du'afa- al-Rijill, 
Khat'ib (d. 463) in Tdi: lkh Baghdad; 

ffa-7, Mizan al-l'tiddl and Siyar A'Idm al- Dhahabt (d. 748) in Tadhkirat al-Hur 
Nubala--, 
Ibn Uajar (d. 852) in Tahdh-ib al-Tahdh7b; 
Khazraj'l (d. 923) in al-Khulasd; 
Fu'ad Sazgin (contemporary) in Mrtkh al-Tur-a-th al-'ArabT. 

The tarjama given by each traditionist, except the last two, who have not given 
anything original, is quoted below; any repetitions, other than the name, are 
omitted. 

1) Ibn Sa`d says: 

Nu'aim belongs to Marw, from the people of Khut-asdn. He acquired 
many ahddlith in'lraq and Ijijdz, and then came to Egypt, where he stayed 
until he left it during the Caliphate of AbU Ishaq b. HArdn. He was asked 
about the Qurdn (i. e. whether or not the Qur'dn is created), but refused 
to answer to their liking, so he was imprisoned at Samarra, where he 
remained until his death in 228 AH. ' 

2) Bukh5rtsaYs: , 

Nu'airn b. IjammAd, al-Marwazi, lived in Egypt. His kunya was AM 
'Abdulldh. He listened to Ibn al-Mubdrak, Ibn 'Uyaina, and al-Fa4l b. 
Mu-sd. He is also known as al-Fiiid. 2 
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3) Ibn AM Ufitim al-Miel says: 

Nu'aim b. Ijamm7ad, Abu 'AbdullAh, al-Marwazi, al-Khuzd'-i, one-eyed, 
known as al-Fdrid, lived in Egypt. He reports from 'Abd al-Mu'min b. 
Kh7alid, 'IsR b. 'Ubaid and AbU Hamza al-Sukii. He listened to only one 
hadlith from IbrWim b. Tahmdn. He also listened from Yabya b. Hamza, 
ibn al-Mubdrak and Ibn 'Ijyaina. 

My father narrated from him; 'Abd al. -RaýmAn told me that he heard my 
father saying so. I asked him about Nu'auin: he said, "He is truthful. " 
I asked him, "Which one is more beloved to you: Nu'aim b. Ijamm5d or 
'Abda b. Sulaimlin T' 
He said, "Ibey are very similar to each other. "3 

4) Ibn `Adi says: 

Aýmad b. Shu'aib said, "He is weak when reporting from Ibn al- 
Mubdrak. " 

It is said that he used to fabricate abddith in order to support the Sunnah 
and stories slandering AM Ijanlfa, which are all a pack of lies. 

AM Yabyd said, I heard Abmad (b. Hanbal) and Yahyd (b. Win) 
saying that Nu'aim was known to be a sýeker of knowledge. But Yabyd 
then criticised him by saying that he used to report from non-trustworthy 
authorities. I heard Abli 'Ardba saying, 'Nu'aim was clouded by 
darkness'. " 

Ahmad b. Hanbal said, "He was one of the trustworthy authorities. " 
He also said, "Nu'aim b. HammAd came to us and accompanied us in 
search of knowledge for al-ifusnad. " 

Ahmad b. Yahyd al-'Albas-i heard Nu'airn b. Ijammid saying, "I saw the 
Prophet (S. A. S) in a dream. He said to me, '0 Nu'aim, are you the one 
who fragments my abdd-ith T 
I said, '0 Messenger of Alldh! I place them (carefully), each in its 
chapter' - the Messenger kept silent. "' 

Similarly, Ibn Salama reported from Nu'airn b. HammAd that he said, I 
said, '0 Messenger of Alldh! Ahadi-th are reported to us from you on 
diverse issues. Should I place everything in its chapter T He kept silent. " 
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Ibn AM Mq'ab'said, "Ibe house of Nu'aini b. Hamm5d al-Farid was by 
the water, in the locality named after AbU ilaniza al-Sukkafl-. He 
compiled books refuting Abil UanIfa and argued against Moammad b. al- 
Hasan. He wrote thirteen books in refutation of the Jahmi a, and was IYY 
among the most knowledgeable persons about Far04 (i. e. the knowledge 
of inheritance). " 

Ibn al-Mubdrak said, "Nu'aim came with terrible matters. He wanted to 
nullify marriages that had already been solemnised and transactions that 
had been made; some people adopted his opinions. Then he came to 
Egypt, where he stayed for more than forty years. Tbe people learnt and 
reported from him. Later, he was taken to 'Irdq in chains over the issue 
of the Qurdn and its creation, along with al-Buwairi. Nu'aim died in the 
camp at Surra-man-Ra'd in the year twenty seven. " 
This is what Ibn al-Mubdrak said, but Nuaim actually died in the year 
twenty nine. 

Ibn Hammdd said, "Nu'aim b. tIammAd fabricated this ýadith", referring 
to thý following: 

Ibn 1jammad === 'Wam b. Rawwdd === Nu'aim b. 1jammad 
--- 'Isd b. Yfa-nus --- Jarir b. 'Uthmfin --- 'Abd al-RaWan b. 
Jubair b. Nufair --- his father --- 'Auf b. Malik, who said that 
he heard the Prophet (S. A. S) saying, 

"The Israelites were divided into seventy factions. My people 
will exceed that by one. There will be no one more harmful to 
my people than those who apply analogy in the matter of 
religion with their own opinions, declaring lawful through it 
something which had been prohibited by Allah, and vice versa. " 

Ibn 'Adii then cites another eight abddidi which were reported through Nu'aim 
only and were not supported by other traditionists. Ibis is why they were not 
considered authentic. The last of them is as follows, with his concluding 
comments: 

'Abd al-Malik === AbG I-Ahwas === Nu'aim === al-Fadl b. 
Mgsd === AbU Bakr al-Hudhaff --- Shahr b. Uaushab --- 

* Ibn 
'Abb5s who said, 

"The Prophet (S. A. S) offered a--- choice to his wives, and they 
opted for him. It was not a matter of divorce. " 

Ibis is also not preserved; Nu'aim had others beside this. Some people 
praise him while some others declare him to be weak. He used to be very 
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strict in the matters of the Sunna. He died while in prison due to the 
issue of the Qur'dn. 

I have mentioned most of what is criticized (about Nu'aim). I hope that 
the rest of his 45dith are acceptable. 4 

5) .. - . 
Khatib says: 

Al-Marwazi said, "I heard Abri 'Abdullah saying, 'Nu'aim. b. Uamm7ad 
came to us while we were discussing the muqatta'at (i. e. the sayings of the 
Companions and Successors). He said to us, "Have you accumulated the 
aliddiah of the Messenger of Alldh ? "; from that day, we began acquiring & badlith. ' 
It is said that the first one to collect a Musnad and compile it was 
Nu'aim. " 

Abmad said, "Nu'aim was the scribe of AbU 'Iýma (Niib), who was a 
strict opponent of the JahmiYya and the people of innovation. Nu'aim 
learnt from him. " 

$ari'b b. Mismar said, "I heard Nu'airn b. Ijammdd saying, 'I used to be a 
JahmT, so I came to know their arguments. But when I began to collect 
abadith, I knew that the Jahmiyya are close toTa'IT1 (i. e. negating the 
attributes of AM). " 

'Arl b. al-Ijusain b. Ijibban says, I found among the works of my father, 
with his own hand-writing, the following: 

"AbU Zakariyya said, "Nu'aim is trustworthy and truthful, a true 
man. I am the closest one to know him - he used to be my 
companion at Baga. He wrote fifty thousand ab7adi-th from Raub. 
I said to him before he left Egypt, Vhat are these abddith which 
you have taken from al-'Asqaldn-i T 
He said to me, '0 Ab-u Zakariyya, a man like you poses me such 
questionsT 
I said, 'I say this just to save you. ' 
He replied, 'I used to have some copies which were spoiled by 
water, this is how some sayings were lost. So I used to check any 
word which was dubious to me with his books: if it was similar 
to my writing, I knew it was correct. As for copying anything 
from him, by AIM with whom there is none to be worshipped, I 
never copied anything from him'. " 
AbU Zakariyya said, "'Men his cousin came to us with the original 
copies from Khurdsdn. " 
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He was, however, prone to uncertainty, and this led to mistakes. 
But he himself is truthful. ' " 

Abmad al-'Ijli said, "Nu'aim b. Ijamm5d, a Marwaili, is trustworthy. " 

Another badith which has been criticized is the one reported by him 
Ibn al-MubRrak --- Ma'mar --- al-Zuhri --- MOammed b. Jubair, who 
heard 'Amr b. al-'Aý saying, 

"The world will not come to an end until a man from Qabtdn rules it. " 
So Mu'iwiya said, "What is this? I heard the Messenger of Alldh saying, 
'That matter will remain with the Quraish; Allah would cause anyone 
who opposed them to fall on his face'. " 

Shu'ba reported it from al-ZuM and said, "Mubammed b. Jubair used to 
narrate it (by way of saying ýaddathand) from Mu'Rwiya from the 
Prophet regarding the rulers. " 
Sdlih Jazra and al-Zuhr! said, "If he says that so-and-so is narrating by 
way of Ta4dfth, it will not be regarded as equal to hearing it. " 

He then said, "Nu'aim reported it --- Ibn al-Mubdrak --- Ma'mar --- al- 
Zulid ... 'Ibis bad-ith has no foundation at all, and is not known from Ibn 
al-Mubdrak ... I do not know from where Nu'aim got it. He used to 
narrate from his memory. He has a lot of munkar atiadlith which are not 
supported by other sources. I heard Ibn Ma'In saying when he was asked 
about him, 'He is of no value in Hadi-th. But he is respected among the 
AN al-Sunna. 

Al-Nas57 said, "He is not trustworthy. " 
On another occasion, he said, "He is weak. " 

AM I-Qdsim al-Baghaw-i, Ibrahim b. 'Arafa Niftwaih and Ibn 'Adli said, 
"He died in the year twenty nine. " 

Niftwaih added: "He was chained and imprisoned because of his refusal to 
say that the Qurdn is a created word. He was dragged in chains and 
thrown into a pit. He was not shrouded, nor did anyone pray over him 
except a friend of Ibn AN Ddw5d (i. e. Caliph Mu'tasim). "5 

Dhahabi says: 

Al-Bukhdri reported from him as a supporter (to a narration). AbU 
Ddwiid, Tinuidh-i and Ibn Maja also reported from him. He is one of 
the foremost hndins, with slight weakness in his -tad-ith. 
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He reports in his books from Ibf-ah-im b. Tabmlin, Abil Haniza al- 
Sukkari, ý_Isd b. Tbaid al-Kindi, Ibn al-Mubdrak, Hushaim, al- 
Daraward-1 and a host of others, and he did see Ijusain b. Wdqid. 
Among those who report from him are Yahfa b. Ma'In, al-Dhuhari, al- 
Darinif, AbU Zur'a and others. The last of them was Haniza b. 
Mu4ammad al-K-atib. 

He was very strongly-opposed to the Jahmiyya; he took this from his 
scribe, Nfib al-Mmi'. ýalib b. Mismdr said that he heard Nu'aim 
saying, "I was a Jahml, so I knew their arguments, but when I acquired 
the knowledge of Ijad-ith, I came to realize that they were close to 
Ta'al" 

Husain b. Hibban said that he heard Y4fa b. Win saying, "Nu'aim is 
tlie first one to hear (abddlth). He is truthful. I know him best because 
he was my companion at Baýra. He wrote fifty thousand badith from 
Raub b. 'Ubdda. " 

Aýmad and Ibn MaIn also declared him to be trustworthy. 

Almad al-'Ijli said, "He is truthful and trustworthy. " 

AbU DdwUd said, "Waim b. Ijammlid had about twenty aýAdlth from 
the Prophet S. A. S. which had no foundation at all. " 

-- 
MOW! said, "He is weak. " 

IM?: AbU 'All al-Naisdbilri said that he heard al-NasK mentioning 
Nu'aim b. ]jammdd and his advanced status in knowledge and the 
Sunna-, He was then queried about the validity of his badith. He 
replied, "He is so often alone in reporting from the Im5ms that he is 
similar to those who are not accepted. " 

Abg Zur'a al-Dimashq-1 said, "I related a badlith to Dubaim which 
Nu'aim had reported to us --- al-WaRd b. Muslim --- Ibn Jdbir --- Ibn 
Zakariyya --- Raja b. Haiwa --- al-Nawwds b. Sam'dn: 'When Allah 
speaks of the revelation.... ' 
Duhaim said, 'It has no foundation at allf. 11 

Another badith of Nu'aim is: === Ibn Wahb === 'Amr b. al-Ijdrith --- 
Sa'id b. Abli Hildl --- Marwdn b. 'Uthmdn --- 'Umdra b. ', kmir ---ý Umm 
Tufail who said that she heard the Prophet saying, "I saw my Lord, in 
ihe best of forms, like a noble young man; his feet in green, having 
shoes of gold. " 
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On hearing this Ab-u 'Abd al-RaWan Nasd'i said, "Who is Marwdn to 
be accepted (in narrating) about AIIAh Tl 

Ibn 'Ad has given a number of aýddfitli which were reported through 
Nu'aim only. 

v ... 0 

Ibn Yfa-nus said, "He used to understand [or he used to be 
.0 .1 .2 

ambiguous (. ) in] badlith. He reported munkar AMU from 
trustworthy authorities. " 

His death occurred at the end of the ninth or the seventh year. The 
fomier is correct. 6 

,. -Dhahabi says elsewhere: 

Nu'airn b. al-Ijdrith b. Hamrn7am b. Salama b. Mdlik, the Im5m, the 
'Alla-ma, the Uafiý, AbU 'Xbdulldh al-Khuzd'i, al-Marwaiii, al-Faraff, the 
one-eyed, compiler of many books. 

He has seen, , Uusain b. Wdqid al-Marwaei. 
He narrates from AbU Hamza al-Sukkari, who is the eldest of his 
shuyfikh, Hushaim, Abil Bakr b. 'Ayydsh, IbrWim b. Tahmdn (a single 
bad-ith only), 'Abdulldh b. al-Mubarak, 'Tsd b. 'Ubaid al-Kind-i, who is one 
of his great shuyUkh, 'Abd al-Mu'min b. Kh5lid al-Uanafi-, NO b. AN 
Maryam, Yabyd b. Hamza al-Q541, 'Abd al-Saldm b. Uarb, 'Abd al-Az-iz 
al-Dardwardi, Fudail b. 'Iy5d, Sufydn b. 'Uyaina, Ibr-alfim b. Sa'd, Jarir 
b. 'Abd al-Ijanfi'ý, Baqiyya' b. al-Warid, Mu'tamir b. Sulaiman, Abii 
Mu'liwiya, Rishd-in b. Sa'ad, Uaf$ b. Giydth, Ibn Wahb, Yabya al-Qatt7an, 
al-Walid b. Muslim, Wak-P, Ibn Idris, Ndh b. Qais, 'Abd al-Razz5q, AbFI 
Diwiid al-Taylilis-i, and many others at Khurdsan, Makka, Mad-ma, 'Ir5q, 
Syria, Yemen and Egypt; there is dispute about the strength of his 
narration. 

The following report from him: al-Bukhdd (as a supporter to another 
reporter), AbU Ddwlid, al-Tirrnidhi, Ibn Maja (through one intervening 
reporter), Yaýyd b. Ma'In, al-Ijasan b. 'Arl al-tlulw5hfi, Abmad b. Y-usuf 
al-Sulami, Muhammad b. Yabyd al-Dhuhali, Muhammad b. 'Auf, al- 
Ram5di, AbU Mubammad al-Ddrim-i, Samm-uya, ýbli I-Dardd 'Abd al- 
'Ai-lz b. Mumb, Ya'q7ub al-Faraw-i, Abil I-Aýwas al-'Ukbad, Bakr b. Sahl 
al-Dimyat-i and, many others, the last of which to die was a young Yriter 
who happened to be with him in prison, Hamza b. Muýammad b. 'Isd al- 
BaghdAd-i. 

AI-MaimUnT reported Aýmad as saying, "Nu'airn b. Ijamm5d was the first 
one we know to compile a Musnad. " 
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IbrWim. b. 'Abdulldh b. al-Junaid reports that he heard Yahya b. Ma'In 
saying, when he was asked about Nu'aim, "He is trustworthy. " 
So he said, "Some people claim that he corrected his books from 'Ari al- 
Khufa-sWi al-'Asqal5n7l. " 
Yahy; 'a' replied, "I asked him about that, saying, 'Did you take the books of 
'AR al-Saidaldei and correct from them T 
He showed his resentment and said, 'My collection was spoiled, so I 
looked in them and whatever I recognized and agreed with my books, I 

1 99 edited appropriately . 

'Abbas b. Mubammad reports Ibn Ma'In as saying, "We visited Nu'aim b. 
UammRd in Egypt. He started reading from one of his books; he read for 
an hour and then said, 'Ibn al-Mubarak narrated to us a number of 
aliddlith from Ibn 'Awn. ' 
I said, Mis one is not from Ibn al-MuFarak. ' 
He became angry and said to me, 'Are you disputing me T 
I said, 'By Allah, I am querying you because I want something glorious 
for you. ' 
However, he refused to withdraw, so I said, 'No, by AIM, you have 
never heard it from Ibn al-Mubdrak, nor did he ever hear it from Ibn 
'Awn. 
At this, he became enraged, as did those that were with him from among 
the Ahl al-YadFth. He stood up to bring forth some manuscripts, and then 
started saying, 'Where are those who claim that Yaýyd b. MaIn is not the 
Chief of the Believers in the field of Uadlith ? Yes, 0 AbU Zakariyya, I 
have been mistaken. Ilere were some other documents which I confused 
with others as I started writing the abdd-ith of Ibn al-Mubdrak from Ibn 
'Awn. But, truly speaking, someone other than Ibn al-Mubdrak has 
reported them from Ibn 'Awn'. " 

Our Shaikh AbFI I-Ijajjdj reported this story to us with a discontinued 
isnad by sa * r! "al-Udfig AM Na§r al-Yunarti reported it with his isn7ad g', 
from Ibn Wyblbas. " 

Abli Zur'a al-Dimashq-i said, "He joins aýddfth which were held as 
mauqUf by others. " 

., Dhahabi comments on the badith concerning the Imamate remaining among 
the tribe of Quraish, as given previously by 

. -Khaf-W by saying, 

'Me badith of the rulers seems to be gharTb and munkar because the rule 
is no more in the hands of Quraish. The Prophet (S. A. S) only speaks the 
truth. A command, rather than a prediction, might have been meant by 
this badith. The bad7ith has its origin from al-Zuhri. Nuaim may have 
taken it from Ibn al-Mubarak. 
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Nu'airn b. Ijamrnad reports from Ibn al-Mubarak --- Mamar --- ., -ZuhrI 
--- Anas that the Messenger of Alldh said at the beginning of Rama4an, 
"A purifying month has come to you.... " 

Al-Udfiz AN I-Qdsim b. 'As5kir mentioned it under tarjama of Nu'airn 
and deciared it to be a sound ýadiith as usual, saying, "Ile companions of 
al-Zuhff reported this ýadfith --- al-Zuhr! --- Ibn Abi Anas --- his father - 
-- Abu- Huraira. " 
I say: Nu'aim is mistaken in his isria-d. 

Nu'aim is the only one to report the following munkar hadith: === 
SufyAn b. 'Uyaina --- Abil I-Zin-ad --- al-A'raj --- Abli liuraira who 
reported the Prophet as saying, "You are in a period when were someone 
to leave one-tenth of what he has been commanded to do, he would 
perish. A time will come upon my Umma. ', when were someone to act 
upon one-tenth of what he has been commanded to do, he would be 
saved. " 

I do not know from where Nu'airn took it. Nu'airn himself has said, '"Me 
people reject this ýadlith. I was with Sufydn who showed dislike of 
something that he came across, and then he narrated this ýadith to me. " 

I say: He is fine in reporting whatever he heard from Sufyan. It appears 
to me - and Alldh knows best - that Sufy5n may have said it on its own, 
without an isnad. The isndd he did give may have been for the badifth he 
was about to narrate, but he was interrupted by something he disliked. 
Having lost his train of thought, he may have then quoted a separate text. 
Unaware of this, Nu'airn took the isn7ad to refer to that text. AlMh knows 
best. 

- -Dhahab-i, foRowing Ibn 'Adi, cited eight other 47adlith of Nu'aim which were 
rejected by the traditionists. 

Ibn Hibb5n mentioned him among the trustworthy names and then 
remaiked, "He sometimes makes mistakes and speculates. " 

I say: No one should quote him regarding authentication of bacrith, for he 
compiled Kitdb al-Fitan, in which he reported strange events and munkar 
abddith. 8 

-', -DhahaFi added in Tadhkiratal-, Uuffa-F, 

"He is one of the founts of knowledge but is not suitable for 
audientication. "9 
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7) Ibn 11ajar cites the discussion between Yah a b. Ma'In and Nu'aim in which 
the latter admitted his mistake. He then quotes Abu Nag al-Yunart-I (the 
narrator of this episode) as saying, "This proves how trustworthy Nu'aim was 
and how honestly he used to accept the truth. " 

About the With of 'Auf b. Mdlik he comments: 

Ibis is actually the ýacfith of Safwdn b. 'Amr (meaning that isndd of this 
badlith is maqfilb, i. e. the isn5d of one badith has been grafted to another. ) 

Ab-u Zur'a said, "I asked Ibn Mam about this bad1th. He did not approve 
it. I said to him, Men from where did Nu'aim get it T 
He replied, 'It has become confused with him'. " 

Because of this badlith, Nu'airn became low in the eyes of many scholars. 
Anyway, Yahyd did not accuse him of lying, but only of speculating. 
Muslima b. Qasim said, "He was truthful, but with many mistakes. He has 
a lot of munkar abdd-ith regarding the fitan which he is the only one to 
report. He had an abominable opinion about the Qur'lin. He used to 
believe that the Qur'dn was of two kinds: the one in al-Lauý al-Mavi-q 
(The Preserved Tablet) is the Word of AIM, while the one which is in 
the hands of the people is created. " 

It seems that he meant by this that that which is in the hands of the people, 
recited by them and written by their hands, is created. Without doubt, the 
ink, the paper, the writer, the reciter and his voice are all created things. 
As for the Words of AIM, they are not created at all. 

I 
- Ddraquttri said, "He is an ImArn in the Sunnah, but with much 

speculation. " 

AM Aýmad al-UAirn said, "He could be opposed in some of his 
abd(rith. "10 

I 

Comments 

After a perusal of all the remarks mentiuoned above, it becomes quite clear that 
the disparaging remarks about Nu'aim b. Uammad outnumber those 
authenticating him, despite his being held as absolutely trustworthy by Ibn AM 
Ijutim, Abmad and - 'IjIT. In fact, some traditionists who declared him 
trustworthy, such as Yaýyld b. Ma'Th and Ibn Ijibban, nevertheless mentioned 
also that he speculated a lot in matters of H. adfth. Nu'aim himself admitted on 
more than one occasion that he erred while reporting from Ibn al-Mubarak and 
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SufyAn b. 'Uyaina. According to Ab-u Zur'a, Nu'aim sometimes declared 
mauql7f narrations (reported from Companions) to be marfiV (on the authority 
of the Prophet SAS), while Ibn 'AdT cited eight ahad-ith reported by Nu'aim 
which were spurious. He has been criticised espeLally heavily regarding his 
aýadtth about the fitan, such as by Dhahab T and Muslima b. Qnsim. 

Owing to the above, according to the way of the traditionists, Nu'aim b. 
Ijammad is to be discarded completely if he is the only reporter of a certain 
narration. However, his hadith is acceptable if it is supported by another 
renowned traditionist. 
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SECTION B 

(Ijadlith nos. 1-20) 

Hadith 
-1 

(Mu'dwiya creating a state) 

IsaRd- Nu'aim === al-Warid --- Ab-u 'Abdull7ah --- al-Warid b. HishNm al- 
Mu'aifii --- Ab5n b. al-Warid b. 'Uqba b. Abli Mu'ait --- Ibn 'Abbds. 

Discussion 

Al-Warid (b. Muslim) is known to be a mudallis; l It has already been stated that 
such a person who relates by way of 'an is not acceptable. 

The other two reporters, AbU 'Abdull5h and Abdn b. al-Walid, are unknown. 

Al-Warid b. Hishlim is declared to be majhfll (unknown) by al-DhahaVi. 2 

Hence, this narration with such reporters is weak (4a'! J). 

Haditb-2-(Black flags approaching from the east. ) 

Isnad: Nu'airn === a man --- DaMid b. 'Abd al-Jabbdr al-Ku-fi--- Salama b. 
Majn-un === AbU Huraira. 

Discussion 

The shaikh of Nu'aim is totally unknown. 

About Ww-ud, Ibn Win said, "He is not trustworthy; he lies. '13 
BukhRd said, "He reports munkar aýMth. "4 
Nasd7 said, "He is ignored. "5 

About Salama b. Majngn, al-Dhahab-I says, "He is not known as a reporter from 
Ibn 'Abbas. But Ddwiid b. 'Abd al-JabbRr, one of the doomed reporters 

Xk'b ) narrates a ýadith from him about black flags. 6 
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This isdad contains one ambiguous and two weak reporters. Thus, this badlith is 
very weak (07ffiddan). 

Hadith 3 (Black flags appearing on the hand of the SufyWi. ) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === Mubammad b. 'Abdulrah AbU 'Abdulldh al-Tiharf-i al- 
Tahinfi --- 'Abd al-Rabmdn b. ZiyRd b. An'am --- Muslim b. Yasdr --- Sa'Id b. 
al-Musayyib === The Prophet. 

Discussion 

No mention of al-Tihaifi is found in the books of Rijdl. 

As for 'Abd al-Rabin-an, known as the QRd-i of Africa, the traditionists have 
different opinions. Al-Bukhdd, Yahyd b. ýa'd and AbU Ddwiid hold a good 
opinion about him, but a majority oi traditionists such as Ibn Malidl, Ibn 'Adi, 
Ibn al-Qattdn, al-Fall5s, Abmad, -., NasTI and -, -Ddraqutn-i disparage him 
strongly; Ibn Ijibb5n goes to the extent of saying that he used to report 
fabricated abddith. 7 Ibn UaJar gives the reason for the disparaging remarks, 
saying that he was weak in his memory. 8 The traditionists give precedence to 
disparaging remarks over the authenticating ones if the reason is known. 

Hence, this bad-ith is very weak (4alfjiddan). 

Hadith 
-4-(Condemning 

Bang Umayya and Ban!! 'Abbas) 

Isndd Nu'aim === 'AbduHdh b. Marw5n Muhammad b. SawwRr 
'Ubaidulldh b. al-Warid --- Muhammad b. 'Ari The Prophet. 

Discussion 

'Abdulrah b. Marw5n, the shaikh of Nu'aim, is held to be trustworthy by 
Sulaim5n but disparaging remarks made against him are very strong: Ibn 'Ad! 
said, "His abddith should be looked at with a critical eye"; In Uibbdn said, "He 
is not suitable to be used as evidence. "9 

Mubammad b. Sawwdr is not mentioned in the books of Rijdl. 
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'UbaiduRMi b. al-Wal'id is declared weak by Atunad, Yabya b. Win and AbG 
Udtim. 10 He is labelled as matrFik (abandoned) by al-Fallas. 11 

Hence, the hadith is weak (adfj). 

Hadith 5 lack flags approaching from the East) 

Isnad: Nu'ahn === 'Abdulldh b. Marwlin --- ArtAt b. al-Mundhir === Tubai' 
--- Ka'b. 

Discussion 

Apart from 'Abdulrah b. MarwRn (cf. Ijadith 4), the reporters seem to be 
authentic. 

Artit is a trustworthy Successor. 12 

Tubai' al-Ilimyfiri is the son of Ka'b's wife, and had a good knowledge of the 
previous scriptures. 13 

Ka'b needs to be introduced in detail: 

Ka'b b. Mdti' al-Uimyaff, AM Isbdq, is known as Ka'b al-Abbar, a trustworthy 
reporter who lived for more than one hundred years. He was a contemporary of 
the Prophet but did not meet him (such a person is known as mukhaaram). He 
lived in Yemen and then moved to Syria, where he died in the last days of 
'Uthmin's caliphate. 

- -. 
Bukhdd transmits none of his narrations except a story about Mu'iwiya. 

Muslim reports only once from him through AbUi Huraira. 14 

Mu'iwiya said, "We did not see, among the traditionists of the People of the 
Book, anyone better than Ka'b, but we sometimes found lies on his part. " 

After quoting the above statement, al-Alban-I comments, "We do not accept the 
mursal ahddlith of even the best of the Successors such as 'AtT, al-Hasan al-Baýn-, 
and AbU I-'. kliya whereas only one or two links may be missing *between them 
and the Prophet, so what about the narrations of Ka'b al-Abbdr, who reports 
from such prophets whom, between him and them there are no less than one 
thousand years! "115 
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Ibus, we can only accept the narration of Ka'b if it comes through a good isn5d. 
In this case, it is not an authentic one because of 'AbduRih b. Marwan. So the 
ýadlith is undoubtedly weak (4a7b. 

Hadith 6 (The Mahdi will come after the caliphate of Banii 'Abb5s) 

Ishad: Nu'aim === Muhammad b. 'Abdull&h --- 'Abd al-Saldm b. Maslama - 
-- AbU Q-abil. 

Discussion 

Both Mubammad b. 'Abdull5h and his shaikh, 'Abd al-Saram, are unknown. 

Abil Qdbil, Ijuyay b. Hdni al-Mu'ififf, is a Successor who is described by Ibn 
Ijajar a truthful person, but prone to speculations. 16 

The badith, which is saying of a Successor, is weak (da'Tj) because of the two 
unknown reporters. 

Hadith T(Division among the holders of black flags) 

Isn5d Nu'airn === al-Warid --- Abli 'Abda al-Mashja'! --- AbU Umayya al- 
Kalb! === an old man. 

Discussion 

rMe ambiguous identity of the old man leaves no need for scrutinising the 
remaining reporters, given already the tadlfs of al-Walld (cf. Ijadith 1). 

Ilerefore, the ýadith is very weak (ga'lffiddan). 

HadTth 8. (Ile infidelity of the seventh 'Abbasid caliph) 

Isn5d--, Nu'aim === AbU'Amral-Ba. sd --- Ibn Lah-l'a --- 'Abd al-Wahh5b b. 
Ijusain --- Mubammad b. TYabit al-Bunan7i --- his father--al-Ijdrith al-IjamdWi 
--- Ibn Mas'fid --- the Prophet. 
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Discussion 

Ibis isn7ad includes a host of weak reporters. 

Abli 'Amr is not known. 

Ibn Lalfli'a has always been a disputed authority. He is considered acceptable by 
'Abdulrah b. Wahb, Abmad b. ýilib and Laith. Disparaging remarks about him 
are made by Ibn Ma'In, Yabyd b. SaId, Ibn Mahd-i, Ahmad, al-Fall5s, AM 
Zur'a,,,, ---NasR'i, Abil UAtim, Alýmad b. Zuhair,. --Jauzajan7i and Ibn Hibban. 17 
Ibn Ijibbdn gave the following reasons for this by saying, "'Abdulrah & Lahl'a, 
the Q541 of Egypt, was born in 96 AH and died in 174 AH. He was a pious 
person, but used to narrate by way of tadlTs from weak reporters. Later his 
books caught fire: our people used to say that whoever heard narrations from 
him before his books caught fire, such as the four 'AbduUdhs (referring to Ibn 
Wahb, Ibn al-Mub5rak, Ibn Yai-id al-Muqri and Ibn Maslama al-Qa'nab-i) is fine 
for reporting from. "18 

As for 'Abd al-WahYab b. Husain'9, Muhammad b. lYabit20, and al-HUrith b. 
'Abdulldh al-A'war2l, they are aH described as weak. 

rlbus this ýadith is very weak (ga'Iffiddan). 

Hadith 9 (Two disputes among Banli 5kbbas) 

Isn5d: Nuairn 'Abdulllih b. Marwan --- Arfa -t b. al-Mundhir --- 
someone --- Ka'b. 

Discussion 

This liadlith is weak *T) because of 'AbduRdh b. Marwdn (cf. Ijadi'th 4) and 
the ambiguous reporter from whom Art-at reports. Furthermore, it is a saying 
of Ka'b. 

Hadith 10 (Fhe Mahdi's coming after corrupt rule of the 'Abbasids) 

IsnAd: Nu'aim === AbU Y-usuf al-Maqdis! al-K7ufi' === Fitr b. Khallfa 
Mundhir al-'Mauff --- Muýammad b. al-Ijanafiyya. 
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Discussion 

Abii Yfisuf al-Maqdis7i is not mentioned in the books of Rijal. 

Fitr b. Kharifa draws contradictory remarks. He is held trustworthy by Abmad, 
Aki Hdtim, Ibn Sa'd, Yahyi and --Nas5T However, he is strongly criticized by 

. --Daraqutni, AbU Bakr b. 'AWash and . -Jauzaj5n!. 
Abmad b. YUnus said, "I ignore him as (one would) a dog. " 
He is known as a staunch Shi'ite. 22 
It has already been quoted that the narration of an innovator (mubtadi') will not 
be accepted if he narrates something which supports his claim. 

This narration, without any doubt, supports the view of the Shi'ites. Hence this 
badlith is not acceptable (ghair maqbill). 

Hadith 11-(The emergence of the Mahdi after the death of the seventh one) 

IsnAd: Nu'aim === Ibn ANHuraira --- his father --- 'AH b. AM Talýa 
Ibn 'AbVa-s --- The Prophet. 

Discussion 

There is no mention of either AbU Huraira (not the companion of the Prophet) 
or his son in the books of Ijad-ith. 

As for 'Aff b. AN Talha, he did not see Ibn 'Abb5s; he reports from him by way 
of Irsdl. Aýmad remarked, "He reports munkar sayings. "23 

Thus this badith is very weak (4a'Tfjiddan). 

Hadith 12 (Al-Suffarfi' fighting the Turks) 

Isnad: Nu'aim === al-Hakam b. Ndfi' --- JarrHh --- Artit. 

Discussion 

Both al-Uakam24 and al-JarfliVs are considered trustworthy. 

The only disputed authority is Nuaim. Owing to the existence of both 
authenticating and disparaging remarks, as shown in the tarjama of Nu'aim, it 
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can safelY be said that his narration would be acceptable if it came through 
another source; this is not the case with this ýadlith. Hence, it is weak (4a'[J). 

Hadith 13 (A sign from the sky) 

IsnU- Nu'aim -- al-Walld --- his shaikh Zuhri. 

Discussion 

The hadlith is weak (da'Tj) because of al-Wallid, who reports by way of tadlTs, and 
the ambiguity of his shaikh. 

Hadth 14 (Ibe appearance of a star with a tail) 

Isn5d: Nu'airn --- al-Walld, who said, "it was conveyed to me that Ka'b said 
it 

Discussion 

The bad7ith is very weak (4a7f jiddan) because the reporters between Warid and 
Ka'b are missing, in addition to the tadlFs of al-Walld. 

Hadfith 15 (An announcement from heaven) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim - === Ibn al-Mub5rak and 'Abd al-Razzaq --- Ma'mar --- a man 
--- Sald b. al-Musayyib. 

Discussion 

The badlith is weak (4a'Tj) because Nu'aim is considered unreliable whenever he 
reports from Ibn al-Mubdrak (cf. his tarjama, section A) and because of the 
ambiguity surrounding the identity of the shaikh of Ma'mar. 
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Hadfth 16 (Three non-'Arab towns as shelter from SufyHn-1) 

Isn5d: same as no. 8 above, which is very weak (4a'rfjiddan). 

Hadlith 17 People with black and yellow flags) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === 'Abdulrah b. Marwan --- Sald b. Yaz-id al-TanUkh! 
Zuhri. 

Discussion 

This badith is weak Wa7f) because of 'Abdull5h (cf. Ijadith 5) and Sa'Id b. 
Yazrd, who is not mentioned in the books of Vadith. 

Had-Ith 18 (People of black and yellow flags meeting each other) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === 'Abdulldh b. Marw"aln --- his father --- 'Amr b. Shu'aib 
his father --- 'Abdulldh b. 'Amr. 

Discussion 

'Abdullah b. Marw5n has already been mentioned. His father, Marwan b. 
Mu'liwiya al. -Mri, is a trustworthy authority, but used to report by way of tad1TS 
with regard to the names of his shaikhs. 26 

There has been much discussion about the validity of the ab3dith of 'Amr, who 
always reports through his father on the authority of his (the father's) 
grandfather. In order to understand who reports from whom, we refer to his 
family lineage which is as follows: 'Amr b. Shuaib b. Moammad b. 'AbduUNh 
b. 'Amr b. al-'As (the Companion). Mubammad, the father of Shu'aib, died at a 
young age and Shu'aib was left in the custody of his grandfather 'Abdull5h, so 
his reporting from him is understandable. 

, -Bukh5ri' transmits 'Amr's aliddlith in other than his $ahTh collection; al- 
Humaidli, Abmad, Ishaq and 'All b. 'Abdulldh used to accept ýis *ah7adlth; Isb7aq b. 
Rdhawaih said, "His chain of had-ith is just like: Ayyflb --- N5fi --- Ibn 
'Umar. "27 Al-AlbWi regards his ýýddith as ýasan. 28 
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However, the bad-ith under discussion remains weak Wa7f) because of 'AbduUdh 
b. Marw5n. 

Hadith 19-('Ibe period between the black flags and the Mahdi) 

IsnRd-, 
- 

Nu'aim === al-Walld --- AbU 'Abdulldh --- 'Abd al-KarTm --- Ibn 
al-Ijanafiyya. 

Discussion 

In this isnad, al-Walld is a mudallis. 

AbU 'Abduffiah is unknown. 

As for 'Abd al-Kafim b. AN I-Mukhariq, he is labelled as "left out" by Aýmad, 
al-NasTI and al-Wraquýn-i. Al-Bukh7aff reports from him by way of tariq and 
Muslim by way of mutdbaa. 29 

Thus, the badith is very weak (4a'ffjiddan). 

Uadith 21L(The length of the SufydnFs rule) 

ls6d. - Nu'ahn === Yaýyi b. Sald --- Sulaimdn b. 'IsU who said, "It reached 
me ... to 

Discussion 

Yabya b. Sad al-'Atffr is declared weak by Ibn Win, "not suitable as evidence" 
by Ibn Khuzaima, and "very weak" by Ibn 'Ad-1.30 

Sulaimin b. 'Isi b. Nujaib al-Sijizz! is labelled as a liar by al-Jauzajdn-i, AN 
Hfitim and Ibn 'Adj. 31 
ýo add to the weakness of the bad"ith, Sulaimin b. 'Isi does not disclose his 
immediate authority; he merely says, "It reached me ... " 

Thus, this badith is fabricated (maudiT). 
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SECTION C 
(Nos. 21-40) 

Iladith 21 
- 
Description of the SufyWi) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === 'Abd al-Quddgs and others Ibn 'Ayyash --- 
someone who reported to him --- Muýammad b. Ja'far 'Arl. 

Discussion 

This badith is weak (4a'Tf); the weakness of this isn5d is apparent from the 
ambiguity surrounding the shaikh of Ibn 'Ayydsh as well as the unknown 
identity of 'Abd al-Quddils, whose father's name is not given. 

Hadith 22 The Sufyiel s name is 'Abdulldh) 

Isn5d-. Nu'airn === 'AbduRdh b. Marwlin --- Artat b. al-Mundhir --- some 
one who reported to him --- Ka'b. 

Discussion 

As well as the weakness of 'Abdulrah b. Marwan (see t1acti-th nos. 5& 9), the 
link is broken between ArtAt and Ka'b: thus, this isnRd is weak (4a'fj). 

Haffith 23-(Ilie Sufyid kills the people of Banil Umayya) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === al-Walld and Rishdfin --- Ibn Lahl'a --- AbU QRbil. 

Discussion 

A new reporter in this isn5d is Rishd-m b. Sa'd al-Miýri, who died in 188. He 
is disparaged by Aýmad, Ibn Ma'In, AbU Zur'a, -Jauzajdn. -i, 

--, 
Nas57 and 

AM lidtim. 1 
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All these reporters, i. e. al-Walld (see Ijadith no. 1), Rishdin, and Ibn Lahl'a 
(see Uadfth no. 8), have been disparaged. 

Thus this isnid is very weak (da'iffiddan). 

Hadith 24 (Tbe duration of the Sufyiri s rule) 

Isndd: Nu'aim Rishdin --- Ibn LaYi'a --- Yazld b. Abi Ijablib. 
. Ibn LaYi'a says 'Abd al-'Az7iz b. WTh --- 'Ikrima --- Ibn 'Abb5s. 

Discussion 

The weakness of Rishdin (see no. 23) and Ibn Lahli'a (see No. 8) is enough to 
make this badith weak (da'Tf). Yazld b. Ab! Hablib, one of its reporters, is 
even accused of Irsdl. 2 

Hadith 25-(Four leaders for the community) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === al-Walld and Rishdin --- ME Qdb-il --- Sa'Id b. al- 
Aswad --- DhU Faran7at 

Discussion 

This isnHd consists of several disparaged reporters: al-Walld, Rishd-in, Ibn 
Lahl'a and AN Qdbil (see Hadith no. 6), who have already been discussed, as 
well as the unknown authonties Sa'Id b. al-Aswad and DhUaranit. Hence it 
is a very weak (4a'Tfjiddan) isnad which ends with an unknown person. 

Ilad'ith 26 (nie SufyWi fights BanU Fl-ashim) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim. === al-Warid --- his shaikh from Qu4d'a --- Ab-u Wahb al- 
Kura'i. 

Discussion 

AbU Wahb al-Kuld'i is a truthful person according to Ibn Uajar3, but the 
authority from whom al-Warid reports is unknown. Furthermore, al-Warid 
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himself is accused of. tadITs, and reports here by way of 'an. Hence, the 
badith is weak (da'ij). 

Hadith 27 (Tbe Sufy5ni enters Egypt and devastates it) 

Isn5d: Same as badith 19, which is weak Wa'O. 

Hadith 28 (A man from Banii 'Abb5s enters Riqqa) 

Isn5d: Nu'airn === 'Abdulldh b. Marwin --- someone who reported to him - 
-- Ya'q-ub b. IsbHq. 

Discussion 

'Abdulldh b. Marwa-n is a disparaged reporter (see no. 5); his shaikh is 
unknown. 

There are six reporters by the name of Ya'qUb b. Isbdq, as mentioned by al- 
Dhahab-i, one out of whom might be the reporter of this narration; they are 
all strongly disparaged by the traditionists. 

Thus, the ýadfth is very weak (4a'ffjiddan). 

Hadith 29 (The Battle of Qarq7isa) 

Isnid: Nu'aim === al-Walld and Rishd-in --- Ibn LaYi'a --- Abu- Qabil 
Ab-u Rum5n --- 'All. 

Discussion 

The badith is weak Wa7f) because of the three disparaged reporters: al- 
Warid, Rishdln and Ibn Lahia, aH of whom have ben discussed. 

Hadith 30 (Atrocities committed by the Sufya-n-i) 

Isnid: Same as no. 1, which is a weak (4a'Ff) isnRd. 
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Hadith 31 (Tbe Sufyin7is advances towards Kfifa) 

Isnad: Same as no. 12, which is a weak badith (4a'fj). 

Hadith 32 (Black flags hoisted by Shu'aib b. Salih) 

Isn5d: Same as no. 19, which is a weak (da'ij) isnHd. 

Hadfth 33 About some young men of BanU Hdshim) 

Isn5d: As well as Nu'aim, Ibn Maja and ---Ijdkim also reported this ýadfth. 
Figure 1 gives the three as5n! d. 

Discussion 

Both Nu'aim and Ibn Mdja4 go back to Yazlid b. AN Ziy5d in their asinlid. 
-..,. Dhahabis makes the foRowing remarks about him: 

One of the Kfiff scholars who is well-known for his bad memory. 
Yahyi said, "He is not strong. He is not good for use in argument. " 
Ibn al-Mubarak said, "Cast him aside. " 
Waki' said, "Ibe badlith of the flags (with his isn7ad) is of no value. " 
Abmad said, "His narration from Ibrahim regarding the flags is of 
no value. is 

Iben, after quoting the whole badith, -. -Dhahab-I says, 

This is not a correct saying. How fine is AbTi Quddma's statement, "I 
heard AbU Usima saying about the hadith of the flags as reported by 
Yailid on the authority of IbrWim, 'I will never believe him, even if 
he swears fifty times by way of QasiTmA How can it be from IbrWirn 
or 'Alqama or 'AbduRdh ? "' 

As for the isn7ad of , -, 
Uakim, - . -. 

Dhahabi, in his explanatory notes on the 
former's al-Mustadrak, simply remarks, "'Mis is fabricated (maud5). "7 
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Hadith 34 (The black flags from Khurdsan) 

Isnlid: This badith is transmitted by Nu'aiM8, .i -tIRkim9, Ibn M5jalO, 
Ahmadll and,, -. Baihaq7il2. Figure 2 shows the various asanid. 

Discussion 

Isn5d of Nu'aim: Through 'Abd al-Wahh5b b. 'At7a, it goes back to Thaubdn 
only, and not to the Prophet. There is no mention of AN AsmH al-Rahabl, 
the link between AbU Qildba and Thaubfin. 

Isn5d 
- of ". -Hikim: It is through 'Abd al-Wahh5b b. 'AtA like the isnRd of 

Nu'aim. It also goes back to Thaub5n only but it identifies the link between 
Ab7a Qildbah and lbaubdn. 

Isn5d of Ibn Maja: There is no missing authority in this isnNd, which goes 
back to-the Prophet. Furthermore, it contains, two well-known traditionists, 
'Abd al-RazzRq and SufyHn al-'Maurf. 

IsnRd of Ahmad: Ibrough 'All b. Zaid, it goes back to the Prophet as well, 
but, like tlie isn5d of Nu'aim, it omits the link between AbU Qildba and 
Thauban. 

Isnid of .- -BaihaqT: Ilis is similar to that of Abmad with the difference that 
it identifies the link between Ab-u Qilaba and lbaubdn. 

The main points to note in assessing the authenticity of these asHnTd are as 
follows: 

A) The missing link between AbU Qildba and Thaub5n in the asinTd of 
Nu'aim, and Abmad is given in the asinfid of Ibn Mdjah, al-Ij5kim and : - 
Baihaql. This reporter is Abli Asmd al-Rahabl, 'Amr b. Mirthad, who is 
known to be a trustworthy person. 13 

B) AN QilRba is said to be a mudallis. He is placed in the first category of 
MudallisTn by Ibn Ijajar, 14 so he can be acceptable, particularly when a 
number of people report from him. 

Q Both Nu'aim and . ý, -, Udkim depend upon 'Abd al-WahhAb b. 'Atd, AM 
Nasr al-Khaffalf, who is held as a weak authority by Alunad, 

,,. -NasK and 
Razi. 15 
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D) Both Abmad and ---Baihaq-i depend upon 'Arl b. Zaid in their asan-ld. 
Dhahab! mentions the isn5d of Abmad under the tarjama of 'Ari b. Zaid and 
remarks, "I see it as a munkar ýadlth. "16 

E) The isnid of Ibn Mdjah seems to be more sound than all other asWid. 'Me 
only defect comes from the fact that it contains a number of MudallisTn while 
the badith is narrated by way of 'an: 'Abd al-Razzaq used to practise tadlTs; 

17 Thauff is in the second category of Mudallislh. 

As for Khdlid (b. Mihrdn al-Hadhdhl'), the authenticating remarks about him 
outweigh the disparaging ones. 18 

Al-Albin-P9 supports --Dhahab-i in declaring this badith munkar. The reason 
given by al-Alb7an! is the tadIfs of AbU Qilaba as he narrates by way of 'an. 
According to al-Alb5in-1, the general meaning of this bacTith is verified without 
the addition of the phrase "Khalifa of Allah" ( a, ýJ I ýý 

--) 
as 

transmitted by Ibn Mija himself, who gives a similar text without this phrase 
on the authority of 'Alqama --- Ibn Mas'fid. 20 Al-Albani quotes Ibn 
Taimiyya, who says that the term "Kharifa of Alldh" is not correct, for no- 
one can be a deputy of AM; AbU Bakr was once addressed: "0 Kharifa of 
Alldh ! "; he said, I am not the Kharifa of All5h. But I am the Kharifa (i. e. 
successor) of the Messenger of Alln. "21 

Hence, since all the asWid mentioned above are unreliable, the bad-ith is weak 
(aa'Tf). 

Hadffh 35 (About Shu'aib b. ýMi) 

Isnad: Nu'aim === Sald AbU 'Uthmin --- J-abir --- Abli la'far. 

Discussion 

Sa'Id Abg 'UthmRn is untraceable in the books of Rijil. 
By Mir, if the son of Yaz7id b. al-Hdrith is meant, then he is a weak 
authority. 22 

nus, this hadlith is unfounded (bitil). 
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Hadlith 36 (Black flags of Banii 'Abb5s) 

Isn5d: Same as no. 3, which is a weak (da'Tj) badith. 

Hadith 37 (The SufyinFs encounter with a Hashimite) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === Mubammad b. 'Abdulldh al-Tihart-i --- Mu'iwiya b. 
Plih --- Shuraiý b. 'Ubaid, Rashid b. Sa'd, Damura b. Ijablib and their 
shAchs. 

Discussion 

Mubammad b. 'Abdulldh al-Tihart! is not traceable (see no. 3). 

Mu'iiwiya b. al-Ijimsi, is truthful but known to be prone to 
speculations. 23 Shuraiý b. 'U6aid, al-ljimýT, is reliable but he used to narrate 
through the way of Irsill. 24 RashTd b. Sa'd al-jjimý! is similar to Shuraiý. 25 

Hence, the badlith is weak (4a'Tp because of these four authorities. 

Hadith 38-(71be identity of the Hashimite) 

lsnýd: Nu'airn === al-Warld who said, "It reached me... " 

Discussion 

'Ibis isnad is woefuRy inadequate; al-Warld does not mention his authorities at 
aR. The hadith is thus unfounded (Mtil). 

Hadith 39 The Sufyan-i attacks Madina) 

Isndd, - Nu'aim === 'Abd al-QuddUs ---- Ibn 'AyyHsh === a knowledgeable 
person --- Moammad b. Ja'far --- 'All b. AN Tdlib. 

Discussion: The same as liad7ith 21, which is weak (4a'fj). 
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Hadith 40 (The Mahdi and the white one escape from Mad-ma) 

Isn5d: The same as no. 23 with the addition of: --- Abli Ruman --- 'All. 

Discussion 

Except for the above-mentioned two, all the reporters are unreliable (see also 
nos. 6& 16). 

Hence, this badlith is weak (4a'Fj). 
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SECTION D 
(Nos. 41-60) 

Hadith 41 (The killing of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya) 

Isn5d and verdict: See no. 5 Wdij) 

Hadith 42 (About an enemy attacking Makkah) 

Isn5d: Nu'airn === Ibn Wahb --- Yazld b. 'Iy5d --- 'Asirn b. 'Umar b. Qat5da -- 
- 'Abd al-RaWan b. MW --- 'Abdulllih b. ý afwdn --- 

ýafp === The Prophet. 

Discussion 

'Abdull5b b. Wahb is trustworthy, although he is known to be a mudallis. 1 

Yaz7ld b. 'Iylid is the main figure on whom this narration rests. kldfiz Ibn Ijajar 
quotes disparaging remarks such as "The worst liar" (by MAU), "Nothing" (Ibn 
Ma'Th), "fabricator" (Abmad b. Salih), "Munkar in Had-ith" (AbU fratim), 
"Weak" (AbU Zur'a), "Munkar" (al-Bukhdii and Muslim), and "Left out" (al- 
Nasi'li). 2 
Ibn 'AdY says, "Most of his narrations are not preserved. "3 

'Aýim bAJmar is a trustworthy authority. 4 
'Abd al-RahmNn b. MGsR is not traceable in the books of Riji7l. 
'Abdulrah b. ýafwRn is known to be a Successor, even though Ibn Ijibb5n counts 
him among the Companions. 5 

Owing to the very strong disparaging remarks about YazId b. 'Iy5d, this 
narration is considered totally fabricated (mau4W). 

HadIth 43 (Ile Sufy5mf sends a contingent to Makkah) 

Isn7ad and verdict: See no. 25 (ga'ffjiddan). 
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Hadlith 44 CMe sinking of the whole contingent except for two men) 

IsnAd: Nu'aim === al-Walld --- a shaikh --- Jabir --- AbU Jalar. 

Discussion 

The presence of an un-named person in this narration is enough to render it 
weak (4a'fj). 

Ijadfith 45 (The description of the two who escape) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === Mubammad b. 'Abdull5h al-Tihart! --- 'Abd al-Sal5m b. 
Masla a --- AbUu Qdbil. 

Discussion 

Mubammad b. 'Abdulldh is not traceable (see no. 3). The remaining isnNd is 
similar to the isnHd of no. 6, which is a weak (4a'TD narration. 

ljadTth 46 The sinking of the contingent as a sign) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === Ibn Wahb --- Ibn Lahl'a --- al-Ma'Rfirl, who heard AbU 
FiCas, who heard 'Abdull5h b. 'Amr. 

Discussion 

It has already been mentioned that Ibn Lalri'a is a weak authority except when 
any of the four 'AbdullMis (including Ibn Wahb) reports from him, which is the 
case in this isn5d. 

The shaikh of Ibn LahT'a is not known, except by his tribe affiliation: al- 
Ma'dfiff. Nu'aim b. Hammdd has given an isndd containing 'Abdulldh b. 
Nu'aim al-Ma'dfiff (folio 44 of the manuscript); no such person is traceable, 
only 'Abdullah b. Nu'aim b. IjammHm al-QainT al-Shdmli. Ibn Ma'ffi says about 
him, Wu; lim (in the dark)", i. e. not well-known. 6 He is reported to be an 
ascetic who is lenient in the matters of IjadIth. 7 
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As for AbU FiCas, he is Yailid b. RabUý al-Sahmi, a freed slave of 'Abdulldh b. 
'Amr. He is a Successor and a trustworthy person. 8 

However, the narration will remain weak (4a'Ff) because of 'Abdulldh b. 
Nu'aim. 

Hadith 47 (A flag from the West as a sign) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === AbU YUsuf --- Mubammad b. 'Ubaidulldh b. Buraid b. al- 
Sind-i --- Ka'b. 

Discussion 

A number of reporters with the by-name of AbFi YUsuf are recorded in Taqrrb 
and Tahdhfb. Chronologically, only one of them, by the name of Ya'qflb b. 
Ibrdhlm al-Zuhr! al Madan7i, who later settled in Baghd5d (d. 208 AH), could be 
the shaikh of Ab5 Nu'aim. (d. 228 AH). But Nu'aim described him as al- 
MaqdisI, who used to be a KUM- (see Ijadith 10). Tberefore, the said authority 
could not be Nu'aim's shaikh. Also, Mubammad b. 'Ubaidulldh b. Buraid b. al- 
Sindf cannot be traced. Ilerefore, this badIth is weak (4a'TD. 

Hadtth 48 A sign in the sun) 

Isndd: Nu'aim === Ibn al-MubRrak, Ibn lbaur and 'Abd al-Razziq --- Ma'mar - 
-- Ibn Ta-Wgs --- 'Alf b. 'AbduRa-h b. 'Abbds. 

Discussion 

Among the shaikhs of Nu'aim, Ibn Thaur is not traceable. Moreover, Nu'airn is 
not acceptable when reporting from 'Abdullah b. al-Mub5rak. 'Iberefore, the 
badlith is weak WT). 

Hadilth 49 A sign of the Mahdi: AIM is rejected) 

IsnRd: Nu'aim === Yaýya b. al-Yaman --- al-Minhal b. Khallfa --- Malar al- 
Warr5q. 
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Discussion 

Apart from Ibn IjibbHn, who records YaýyH b. al-Yam7an among the trustworthy 
narrators, all other traditionists such as Zakariyya al-SRj!, Ahmad, Ibn MaIn, 
AbU D5wlid, 

- 
Nas5T and Ibn al-Madliff declare him to be weak and unreliable. 9 

Ibn 'Aff says, "Most of his narrations are not preserved. " 10 

As for al-Minh5I b. Khalffa al-Kiifi-, a great number of traditionists such as Ibn 
Ma'fii, AN Bishr al-DUIRUI, al-Nasii, -- -Bukhnff and Ibn Hibban declare him to 
be weak. Favourable remarks come from AbU Ij5tim andkbu- D5w6d. 11 

Matar b. Taýmin al-Warraq al-KhurasHn-i is a Successor. He attracts both types 
of remarks. 12 

However, the presence of at least two weak reporters renders this badlith weak 
(da'TD. 

Hadfth 50-(Three trials) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === Yah - b. al-Yam5n --- KaisHn al-RawHsib! al-Qassdr, who . ya 
was a trustworthy person === his master, who heard 'Aff. 

Discussion 

Y4ya has been discussed in the previous bad7ith. 

KaisKn (Ab-u 'Umar, a freed slave of Yaz7id b. Biral b. al-Ijarith al-Fazani-) is 
declared weak by Ibn MaTh, Abmad, al-SdjF and al-Dliraquýn-i, while Nu'aim and 
Ibn t1ibban record him as trustworthy. 13 

Yailid b. Bilill, the reporter from 'Aff, is totally unreliable in the view of 
BukYarf, Ibn Ijibbin and al-Azdl. 14 

Tberefore, the badith is weak (ga'j). 

HadYth 51 An event in the year 204) 

IsnAd-. See no. 23, which is a weak (4a'fj) badith. 
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Hadfth 52 (Men selling their daughters) 

Ishad: Nu'aim === Ibn 'Ayydsh --- S51im b. 'AbdullRh --- AN Mubarnmad a 
man from al-Maghrib. 

Discussion 

This narration is immediately rejected because of the ambiguous identity of the 
man from al-Maghrib. Moreover, it is difficult to ascertain which Salim b. 
'Abdullah is meant out of the four mentioned by Ibn ljajar in TahdhTbl5, and 
which AbU Muýammad is meant out of eight persons by this kunya in the same 
source. 16 

Hence, the hadth is boNtil. 

HadTth 53 A cry from Heaven) 

Isn5d: See no. 35, which is a weak (4a'TI) badith. 

Hadfth 54 (A cry from Heaven after the troubles of Ibn al-Zubair) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === Ibn Wahb --- Isýliq b. Yabyd al-Tam-im-i --- al-Mugh-lra b. 
'Abd al-Rahm5n --- his mother. 

Discussion 

Isý5q b. Yaby5 is labelled as weak, munkar, left out, not trustworthy and of bad 
memory by eighteen prominent traditionists. 17 

Al-Mughfira is a reliable authority who reports from his mother Sa'da bint Xuf 

al-Man*yya. 18 

The presence of lsý5q renders this hadith very weak (4a'Ffjiddan). 
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Hadith 55-(A cry from Heaven after the killing of al-Nafs Zakiyya) 

IsnAd: Nu'aim === Rishdfti --- Ibn Lahl'a === AbU Zur'a --- 'AbduHlih b. Zaffr 
--- 'Amnfar b. Ydsir 

Discussion 

'Abdull5h b. Zarir al-Gh5flqi al-Mipff19 is reliable, but weakness comes from 
Ibn Lahla (see no. 8) and Rishd-m (see no. 24). 

As for Ab-u Zur'a, he is 'Amr b. Jabd al-Hadrarri7i, Ibn Lahl'a, the reporter 
from him says about him, "He is mentally weak: he used to claim that 'Aff was mi 
the cloud; he would sit with us and see a cloud and say, 'Look! 'Alf has passed 
by in that cloud'. " 
Abmad says, "He reported munkar Wadfth from Jabir. "20 

Hence, the badith is very weak. (da'ffjiddan) 

Hadfth 56 People turning rabid during Haj) 

Isn5d: Nu'airn === Abu YUsuf al-Maqdis! === Muýarnrnad b. 'Ubaidullml 
'Amr b. Shu'aib --- his father --- 'Abdulrah b. 'Amr. 

Discussion 

Apart from Ab-u Yfisuf, whose identity is not confirmed (see nos. 10 & 47), 
another unreliable authority is Mubammad b. 'Ubaidullah b. AbY SulaimRn al- 
'Arzam-i al-Fazar! al-Kiffl-. Eighteen prominent traditionists, declare him to be a 
very weak reporter; the reason given for his weakness is the loss of his books 
which made him rely upon his bad memory and commit mistakes. 21 

Therefore, this hadi-th is very weak (4a'Tfjiddan). 

Hadrth 57 (The Mahdi is forced into taking pledges in Makka) 

Isn5d: See no. 1, which is a weak (4a'Tj) badith. 
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Hadith 58 (The venue of the pledge) 

Isn5d: Nu'airn === Abli YUsuf --- Fitr b. Kharifa --- al-Uasan b. 'Abd al- 
RaWan al-'Uk-ari --- Abii Huraira. 

Discussion 

Much has been said about AbU Y-usuf (cL nos. 10 & 47); Fitr (cf. no. 10) is also a 
weak authority; al-Uasan al-'Ukdlf is not traceable. Tberefore, the Ijadith is 
weak (4a'Fj). 

Hadfth 59 (Ile Mahdi is forced into pledge) 

IsnM: Nu'aim === Ibn 'Ibaur and 'Abd al-Razzdq --- Ma'mar --- Qat5da 
lbe Prophet. 

Discussion 

Ibis narration, being a mursal one of Qat-ada, is weak (4a'fj). 

Hadfth-60 ('Ibe Mahdi is approached at his house) 

IsnAd: Nu'aim === 'Abd al- Wahhlib al-Thaqari --- Ayyu-b --- Ibn Skin --- AN 
I-Jald. 

Discussion 

All the reporters of this narration are trustworthy: 'Abd al-Wahh5b b. 'Abd al- 
MaJTd is a reliable authority, except for the last three or four years of his life, 
when he was judged to be senile22; AyyUb b. Ab! Tam-ima al-Sikhtiam is held in 
high esteem when reporting from Ibn Sir-in23; Muhammad b. Sin-h is a 
Successor who reports from Anas b. Mdlik, Zaid, al-Ijasan b. 'All'and others. 24 
AN Wald is recorded only by Ibn Sa'd25 and AbU Nu'aim al-Iýfahdn-126. His 
name is given as JaiIRn b. Farw54 al-JflnT, and is said to be a trustworthy 
reporter. 

Hence, the narration is acceptable (maqbi7o, although it stands as a saying of AN 
I-Jald and not that of the Prophet. 
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SECTION E 
(Nos. 61-80) 

Hadith 61 (The Mahdi's speech) 

1 "n. - See Ijadith 35; a very weak ýadlth (4a'Iffiddan). 

Hadith 62 (Seven scholars meeting at Makkah) 

Isn5d: See Hadith 8; a very weak bacrith (ad'[ffiddan). 

Hadith 63 (Contingents from Iraq and Syria) 

IsnM: See Hadlith 8 of 'Abd al-Razzdq's collection (Chapter 2); weak (da'Tj). 

Had'ith 64 (Me killing of the Sufydn! at Jerusalem) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === al-Walld and Rishdin --- Ibn Lah-i'a === AbU Zura 
Mubammad b. 'Ari. 

Discussion 

The initial part of this isnRd as far as AbU Zur'a is similar to that in UadTith 55, 
and consists of weak reporters, so the badith is very weak (da'Ffjiddan). 

Hadith 65 (Ile killing of the Sufydn-i) 

Isnad: Nu'aim === al-Walld b. Muslim === a traditionist. 
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Discussion 

Ibis isn7ad is incomplete, since the immediate authority of al-Walld is unknown. 
Therefore, this saying is totally unfounded (munqqti'). 

11adifth 66 (71be SufyWi hands over the Caliphate to the Mahdi) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === 'Abd al-QuddUs --- AbU Bakr === our shaikhs. 

Discussion 

The unknown shaikhs of AN Bakr are enough to render this badith unfounded 
(batil). 

Hadith 67 (Tbe reason for the title 'Mahdi') 

Isn5d: See no. 4 of 'Abd al-Razz5q's collection; a weak (da'Fj) narration. 

Hadtth 68 The slogan on the Mahdi's flag) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === Y4yd b. al-Yamdn --- Sufydn al-Thauff --- AbU Isbaq 
Nauf al-BiUll. 

Discussion 

Yahyd b. al-Yania-n is very weak (cf. Hadlith 49). 

AbU Isý5q al-Subai'l is one of the Successors. His sayings were abandoned by 
the traditionists because he began to confuse things due to old age. ' 

Nauf al-Bik5li is another son of the wife of Ka'b al-Abb5r. He is labelled as 
mastNr (hidden) because no one authenticates him. He is blamed for narrating 
spurious abddlith from AN al-Kitib. 2 

Ibus, with these three weak reporters, this saying is baseless (bitil). 
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Hadith 69 (Ibn Sidn's opinion about the Mahdi) 

Isnnd: Nu'aim === Yaýya --- al-Sariyy b. Yahyd --- Ibn Sliffn. 

Discussion 

It is not stated which Yaýya is meant as the shaikh of Nu'aim; it is either Yabyd 
b. al-Yam7an (cf. Hadlith 49) or Yahy'-a b. Sa'ld al-Attar (cf. Hadith 2): both are 
weak. 

Al-Sariyy b. YahyN is a reliable authority. 3 

This saying of Ibn SHin is thus not authentic (da'Tf) as far as its isnad is 
concerned, due to the unknown shaikh of Nu'airn. 

Hadith 70 A comparison between 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Az7iz and the Mahdi) 

IsnAd: Nu'aim === 12amura --- Ibn Shaudhab --- Matar 

Discussion 

Damura b. Rabla al-Ramri is a reliable authority. 4 

'Abdulrah b. Shaudhab al-Khurdsdrfif, labelled as an Imlim, is a contemporary of 
Imam al-Auz7a'1.5 

TJ- 

Ilence, the isnad to Matar al-Warrdq (cf. IjadTith 49) is dependable. The above 
opinion of Matar remains as he did not quote any authority above him for such a 
judgement. 

Hadith 71-('Me reason for the tide 'Mahdi') 

IsnRd: Similar to that of Hadith 70, with the addition of Ka'b from whom Matar 
reports. 

Discussion 

Ka'b is well known for reporting from the People of the Book (Ahl al-Kit7ab); 
this seems to be one such saying. (cf. no. 4 of 'Abd al-Raziaq) 
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Hadifth 72 (Ibe Mahdi will distribute wealth) 

Isn5d: Nu'airn === 'Abd al-Razzdq --- Ma'mar --- Qatffda --- The Prophet. 

Discussion 

Qatffda is a Successor, and does not give the authority between him and the 
Prophet. Being a mursal badifth, it is not acceptable (gaFj). 

Hadith 73 (The Mahdi's character) 

Isn5d: Same as no. 2 of 'Abd al-Razziq's collection: a dark isndd (4a'ff). 

Had-ith 74 A Description of the Mahdi) 
id. 

- also nos. 75.77.81.92.104) 

Ile seven similar abHdfth reported by AbU Sa'Id al-Khudd give a number of 
characteristics attributed to the Mahdi; they are narrated also by Ab7u Wwfid, 
Tinnidh-i, Aýmad and Ua-kim. 

The Mowing is the text of Abli DdwUd: 

"I'he Mahdi is from me. He is bald of the forehead and hook-nosed. He 
will fill the world with justice and equity, just as it was filled with 
tyranny and injustice, and will rule for seven years. "6 

The text of TinnidhT is as foRows: 

AbU SaId al-Khudr! said, "We were afraid of events after the Prophet. 
So we asked the Prophet of AIM S. A. S (about this). " 
He said, "From among my UmmaI., the Mahdi will appear, and will live 
for five, seven or nine. " (the doubt is from Zaid al-'Amm-i) 
We said, "What is that T' 
He said, "Years. " 
Then he said, "A man will come to him saying, '0 Mahdi, give me, give 
me. ' So he would fill his cloth with as much as he could caffy. "7 
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Figures 3 and 4 show the as5nid of Nu'aim and the later traditionists 
respectively. 

AsinTd of Nu'aim (see Fig. 3) 

(a) The isn5d through 'Abd al-Razzaq is weak (4a'ff). (See no. 2 of 'Abd al- 
Razz5q's collection, Chapter 2) 

(b) The asHnIld through both Abli Mu'Rwiya and Muba=ad b. Marwan pass via 
Zaid al-'Amni-l, who is a weak authority. 8 Muýammed b. Marw5n al-Suddi is 
also not reliable. 9 

(c) The isndd through al-Warid includes reliable authorities such as Sa'Id b. AM 
ArGbaIO, Qatffda and Abli Nadra, although both al-Walld and Qatada are accused 
of WE& 

(d) 'Me isn7ad through Ibn Wahb passes through al-Ijdrith b. Nabh5n, who is a 
very weak authority. " 

AsRnTd of the later traditionists 

(e) The aslinlid of both -- Udkim and Abli DdW-ud go through 'ImFan. al-Qaq5n; 
much criticism is directed against him, as pointed out by Ibn Khald9n. 12 

A host of traditionists such as Yab 5 b. Sa'Id, Abmad, Ibn ShWin, 
- . 'Ijll, . ya 

lj5kim and AbU Ddwiid have good opinions of him, while others, e. g. Ibn Win, 
Nasd'!, - Bukhirl and , Ddraqutn-i either declare him to be a weak 

personality or regard him as a "truthful person who is prone to speculation. " 13 
He is known to have issued a fatwd in support of Ibrahim b. 'Abdulrah b. al- 
Hasan who rebelled along with his brother Muhammad b. 'Abdullah al-Nafs al- 
7: zkiyya against al-ManýUr, the 'Abb5sid caliph. '14 

(f) The main faulty reporter in the as5n7d of both Tinnidh-1 and Aýmad is Zaid 
al-'Ammf al-Hawffrr, al-Basff, the Q5dt of Hiralt. He is nick-named 'Ammi 
(from 'amm: uncle) because he used to say, whenever asked about any issue, "I 
shall ask my uncle. " Despite several favourable remarks about him, most 
traditionists declare him to be a weak authority. To ascertain the extent of his 
weakness, we may rely upon the verdict of Ibn 'AdTi, who says, "Although he 
belongs to the group of weak authorities, his narrations are nevertheless suitable 
for writing down. "15 

(g) Ile other two as5nid of Ahmad contain reporters who are all reliable, with 
the exception of Matar b. TaVm-an, who attracts both types of remarks (cf. 
t1adith 49). 
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0 Verdict: This text has been reported through a number of aswid, and this 
compensates for the weakness found in each isnUd, rendering it authentic; al- 
Alb5mli-16 ranks this 4adTth as ýasan since its reporters lack the strength of a ; aýTý 
badith. 

Hadith 75 

See tladlith 74. 

HadTth 76 (Ilree types of Mahdi) 

Isnffd: Nu'aim === al-Warid, who heard a man. 

Discussion 

r1bis is an isndd with only one named authority. Hence, it is totally unacceptable 
(biýtii). 

Hadith 78-(The Mahdi brings out the Ark of Tranquillity) 

Isnid: Same as Uadith 20: spurious (mau4ii'). 

Hadith 79 (AIIRh will perfect the Mahdi in one night) 

IsnAd: Nu'aim === al-Qisim b. Milik al-MuzanT --- YRsIn b. Sayygr ---- 
Ibia-him b. Mu4ammad b. al-Uanafiyya === his father === 'All === The 
Prophet. 

Discussion 

Abmad maches Mubammad b. al-Uanafiyya through AbU Nu'airn === Yisin al- 
Jjlj. 17 

Both al-Qdsim b. M5lik18 and YdsTn 41jri are reliable reporters, although a 
little criticism is directed at the latter: 

, 
Bukharl said about him, 
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. -1 0 
de. 

"He is criticised. "19 However, 
this type of criticism, devoid of detail, is not enough to disparage a person. 
There is thus no apparent discrepancy in the isifa* d. 

According to, -Suy5ti, this hadith is Osan. 29 
Al-Alb7anl*ranks it faýTý. 21 

Hadrth 80 (A man named al-Saffa-h will appear at the end of time) 

IsnHd: Nu'aim === Abli Mu'dwiya --- al-A'mash --- 'A. tiyya --- Ab-u Sa'ýd al- 
Khudrf--- The Prophet. 

Discussion 

Atumad gives a similar isn7ad, but reaches al-A'mash through UthmHn -= JarTr22. Hence, this hadith relies on al-A'mash and his shaikh; the former is 
known to be a mudallis, and reports here by way of 'an and not haddathana. 23 

As for 'Attiyya al-'Ufr, he is declared weak by Ahmad and Abli H5tim, while 
Ibn Ma'ffi says that he is acceptable ___). 

24 o 

Thus, this hadi-di is weak (da'ij). 
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SECTION F 
(Nos. 81-100) 

Hadfth 81 - see Hadfith 74. 

Hadith 82 (The Mahdi will live for fifty years or more) 

Isnfid: Nu'aim === al-Mu'tamir b. Sulaim5n --- 'Imrdn b. HuOair --- Sumait 
Ka'b. 

Discussion 

All three reporters in the isn7ad up to Ka'b, al-Mu'tamirl, 'Imcan2, and Sumait3 
are trustworthy, although Ka'b's source is unknown. Hence, it is acceptable as* 
saying of Ka'b (qaýiý al-isnad). 

Hadfth 83 The Mahdi will appear at the age of forty) 

IsnNd: Nu'aim === al-Walld --- Sa'Id --- Qatdda --- 'Abdulldh b. al-ljdrith 

Discussion 

A problem here is the unknown precise identity of Sa'! d; if he is Sa'Id b. Yazld 
al. -Tamukhi (cf. Ijadlith 17), he is not mentioned in the books of Rijil. Hence, this 
badith, which is the saying of a Companion at best, remains weak (4a'TJ). 

Hadllb-84 A description of the Mahdi) 

Isn5d: Nua'im === al-Walld and Rishdin --- Ibn Lahi'a --- Isrd'il b. 'Abb5d --- MairnUn al-Quddlih --- AN I-Tufail --- The Prophet. 
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Discussion 

Isr571 and Maim7un are not found in the books of Rijil. As well as this, the isnUd 
contains al-Warld, who is a mudallis, and Rishdin and Ibn Lah-Pa who are weak. 
Therefore, this ýadlth is very weak (ga'Ffjiddan). 

Hadfth 85 (The Mahdi's place of birth and migration) 

Isn5d: Nu'airn === 'Abdulldh b. Marwdn --- al-Haitham b. 'Abd al-Raýmdn 
some one who related to him --- 'All b. Abi Ta-lib. 

Discussion 

As well as one reporter being un-named, 'Abdulldh b. MarwUn is a weak 
authority (cf. Uadfth 4) and al-Haitham is not mentioned by the books of RijJI. 
'Ibus, the ýadfth is very weak (4a'Tfjiddan). 

(Ibe Mahdi will live for sixty years) 

IsnH: Same as no. 12: a weak badith (ga 'if). 

Hadfth 87 (About the Mahdi's name) 

Isn5d: Nu'airn === Ibn 'Uyaina --- 'A. sim --- Zirr --- 'AbduHMi --- The Prophet 

Discussion 

A slight variation of the same text has been reported by Abli WVVr5d4, 
-- Tirmidhis, and Abmad6, through the same isnad; AbU Ddwiid has given five 

immediate authorities who narrated this With through the above isnid. Since 
this isndd contains reliable authorities, apart from a slightly critical remark 
about the memory of ', K§im b. Ab-i al-Nujud7, al-Alban-I declares this badIth to 
be Osan. 8 
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Hadlith 88 (The Mahdi belongs to the household of the Prophet) 

Isnad: Nu'airn === al-Mu'tamir --- a man --- AbU al-ýiddrq --- AbU Sa'Td al- 
Khudr! --- The Prophet. 

Discussion 

Because of the unknown reporter, this ýadlth is not acceptable (4a'Fj). 

HadTith 89 (The Mahdi belongs to the house of 'Abb5s) 

Isndd: Nu'airn === Ibn 'Uyaina --- 'Amr--- AbU Ma'bad --- Ibn 'Abbas. 

Discussion 

Sufyan b. Tyaina is a well-known traditionist; although he narrates by way of 
tadITY, he does so through trustworthy reporters. 9 'Amr b. Mir is also a 
prominent traditionist. 10 Ab-u Ma'bad is the freed slave of Ibn 'Abb5s, and is 
labelled trustworthy-H 

Hence, all the reporters are reliable; however, the ýadlth is a saying of Ibn 
'Abb5s and contradicts a number of other sayings of the Prophet which show 
that the Mahdi would be from his household (shddhdh). 

Had'ith 90 (Ibe Mahdi is from the household of al-'Abb5s) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === al-Walfd and others --- 'Abd al-Malik b. Ab-i Ghunayya 
al-Minhal b. 'Amr --- Sald b. Jubair --- Ibn 'Abb-as. 

Discussion 

Al-WaNd is known to be a mudallis. 'Abd al-Malik b. AM Ghunayya is declared 
to be trustworthy by both Abmad and In Ma'jn. 12 
Al-Minhdl is labelled as "truthful, but prone to speculations"13. 

Hence, because of the tadlTs of al-Walid and the weakness of al-Minh5l, the 
ýaffith is weak (4a'Ff). 
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Hadith 91 (ýFhe Mahdi belongs to the Prophet's family) 

Isn5d: Nu'airn === al-Wallid --- 'All b. Ijaushab, who heard MakbUl === 'Aff 
b. MY T'alib === The Prophet 

Discussion 

Apart from al-Walld, who is known to be a mudallis and narrates here with the 
mode 'an, the other reporters, 'Alf b. Uaushabl4and MakbU115, are trustworthy. 

This badTth could be ranked authentic if a suitable mutdbi' (supporting isnHd) 
were to be found. However, since no such mutdbi' is found, the hadTth remains 
weak (4a'Tj) because of al-Walid. 

Hadtth 92 - see Ijadith 74. 

Hadtith 93-(Ile Mahdi descends from the posterity of Ijusain) 

Isn5d-, Nu'airn --= al-Wallid and RishdFn --- Ibn Lahl'a --- AbU Qab-il --- 
'Abdulldh b. 'Amr. 

Discussion 

This bad7ith has the same isnffd as that of Ijadith 23, with the addition of 
'AbduRdh b. 'Amr as the highest authority. Hence, it is narrated as a saying of a 
Companion but lacks authenticity (4a'i7fiddan). 

Hadth 94 (The Mahdi belongs to the family of 'Abd Shams) 

Isn5d-, Nu'aim'=== Ibn Idds --- Ijusain b. Fardt. --- his father --- Affit b. ýaliý - 
'Abdulldh b. al-Hdrith (or: --- 'Abdulldh b. al-IjNrith --- AfiAt b. ýRliý ) === 

Muýammad b. al-Ijanafiyya. 

Discussion 

'Abdulldh b. Idris is reliable. 16 Ijusain b. Fara-t is not traceable in the books of 
Rijdl. As for his father Farat, there are at least nine reporters by this name, and 
most of them are weak authorities. 17 No-one with the name of AfIdt b. 5RIib is 
found in the books of Rija-1. Therefore, the lacrith is not acceptable (da'fj). 
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Hadlith 95 ('Umar b. 'Abd al-'Ai-iz as the Mahdi) 

To d- Nu'aim --= AbU Mu'iwiya === AbU Qubayyisa ---, -1-lasan. 

Discussion 

Abli Mu'iwiya is trustworthy (cf. Hadlith 80). Abn Qubayyisa is not traceable. 
Ijasan al-Bagf is well-known as an ascetic but is not dependable in the 

matters of badlith. 18 So, in addition to the weakness of this isnRd, it is no more 
than an opinion held by -' Uasan (4a'Tf maqfjV). 

Hadfth 96 (The Mahdi descends from 'Abb5s) 

Isnlid: Nu'aim === al-Warid --- a shaikh --- Yaz7id b. al-Walld al-Khuzd'l 
Ka'b. 

Discussion 

The existence of an unnamed reporter, in addition to the presence of YazTd, who 
is not traceable, renders this report unacceptable. Al-Alb5n! quotes 
DdraqutnT, who gave a similar text with an isnad which includes Muhammad b. 
al-Warid, who used to fabricate ah. idlith. 'Mis is why al-AlbWi ranks this hadith 
as mau4X (fabricated). 19 

Hadfth 97 (Me Mahdi will lead 'Isd b. Maryam) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === AM Us5ma --- Hish5m --- Muýammad. 

Discussion 

The Mubammad referred to here is most likely to be Mubammad b. Ja'far al- 
55diq, who reports from his famous father, but is not a reliable authority among 
the traditionists. 20 
Ibn Ijajar lists five men named HishRm who could have reported from 
Mubammad; four of them are not reliable. 21 
As for Ab-u Usima, he seems to be Ijammid b. Usima al-Qurash-i, and died in 
201 AH. He is labelled as trustworffiy. 22 
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However the badith remains as a saying of Mubammad which is not authentic 
(4a'Ff). A similar text with a different isn5d is give under Hadfth no. 18 of the 
later traditionists (Chapter 4). 

Hadith 98 (Ile Mahdi is 'Isi b. Maryam himself) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === more than one person --- Hammad b. Salama --- Humaid 
al-Ijasan. 

Discussion 

Apart from the unknown shuyfikh of Nu'aim, the reporters JIammRd23 and 
t1umaid al-TaW-1124 are reliable authorities. This saying is in any case attributed 
to -. -tlasan al-Ba§6 only, but it is not authentic (4aly). 

Ija dtth 
- 
99 

(Me Mahdi descends from Faltima) 

IsnH: Nu'aim === Baqiyya b. al-Walld --- AM Bakr b. Maryam --- Pamura b. 
]jab-ib --- AbU Hazzan --- Ka'b 

Discussion 

r1bis isn5d is weak ((ia'Tj) in itself because of the following reasons: 

a) Baqiyya is a mudallis; 
b) Abu Bakr b. Maryarn is not reliable; 25 
c) AbU Hazzdn is not traceable. 

However, the text is reported as marfu-' by ME DMW26, Ibn Maja. . 27 and 
tlakiM28. Al-AlbNn! says about this latter badfth, "Its isndd is fine and its 
reporters are trustworffiy. "29 

Hadith-100 A man from the posterity of al-Ijasan) 

Isn9d: Nu'airn === more than one person --- Ibn 'AyyRsh --- someone who 
related to him --- Muhammad b. Ja'far --- 'Ali- b. Abi Ta-lib. 
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Discussion 

This With with this isn7ad, which contains more than one unknown reporter, as 
well as the ambiguous identity of Ibn 'AyyHsh (cf. Hadrth 13), is totally 
unacceptable. 

A similar text is produced by Abbu WwUd, with the followmig ishad : 

Ab7u DIMid === HIrdn b. al-Mughira === 'Amr b. Qais --- Shu'aib b. 
KICalid --- AMU Ishaq === 'AlF. 

This isn7ad contains reliable reporters, but there is a defect arising from the fact 
that Abli Ishdq al-SaYi'r (d. 123 AH) survived 'Alr (d. 40 AH) by eighty-three 
years; as al-Mundhirr pointed out, Ab-u Ishaq did see 'Alr but he did not 
accompany him. 30 Iberefore, this isn7ad is munqa#' (broken). 

In any case, there is no mention of the Mahdi in this hadfth; by listing it under 
the chapter of al-Mahdr, AbU Diwffd led the later traditionists to attach it to this 
subject. 
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SECTION G 
(Nos. 101-122) 

Hadith 101 (Me Mahdi will come from Yemen) 

Isnlid: Nu'airn === Baqiyya and 'Abd al-QuddUs --- ýafwdn --- Shuraiý b. 
'Ubaid --- Ka'b. 

Discussion 

Baqiyya b. al-Walrd does not have a good reputation among the traditionists; 
AbU Mishar says about him, 

. 00, "P 
*. 
r-sk= U;, A St ------- St -S- St 

"The abddi-th of Baqiyya are not clean, so beware of them. "' 

as 

As for 'Abd al-Quddiis, he attracts disparaging remarks from most of the 
traditionists. 2 

ýafwdn b. 'Amr al-Siksik-P and Shuraib b. 'Ubaid (cf. Ijadith 37) are reliable 
reporters, but because of the first two reporters, the badlith is weak (4a'Tj). 

Hadfth 102 (Two Mahdis from the tribe of 'Abd Shams) 

Isn7ad: Nu'aim === more than one --- Ibn 'AyyNsh === Sdlim. === Najda, who 
wrote to Ibn 'Abblis. 

Discussion 

Ibe immediate authority of Nu'airn is unknown. The precise identity of Ibn 
'AyyUsh is not known. However, al-Warid b. 'AyyHsh (cf. t1ad-ith 23) is not 
traceable, while Isrn7a'li b. 'Ayyash attracts opposing remarks: according to Abu 
Ijdtim, al-NasK, Ibn UibYan, al-Farra, Ibn al-Mad-inT and Ahmad, he is weak; he 
is declared trustworthy by Ibn MaIn and YazTd b. Hdr-un, Aile ' BuWaff says, 

ýý ALzi: J lc_: ý--Ij C-i;.. Ij Lb.. I 
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"He is acceptable when he reports from his own people (i. e. those of al-Sham), 
but not so when he reports from others. "4 

Ilus, the ambiguity surrounding the shaikhs of Nu'aim is sufficient to render 
this badlith weak (4a'lj). 

Hadith 10_(Ile Mahdi will live for forty years) 

Isn5d: See Ijadith 12: a weak badlith (ga'iy) 

Hadith 104, - see liadfth 81. 

Hadith 105-(Ibe Mahdi will live for thirty years) 

Isn5d: Nu'aiin === Baqiyya b. al-Wal7id & 'Abd al-Quddgs --- Abli Bakr b. AN 
Maryam --- Damura b. Ijablib. 

Discussion 

Except for Damura (cf. IjadIth 99), all other reporters, as has already been 
discussed, aýe of a weak nature. Tberefore, this hadith is weak (4a'rj). 

Hadlith 106 (Contradictory opinions about the Mahdi's age) 

Isn5d: See Hadith 17: a weak (4a'Fj) badith. 

Hadith-107 (Anarchy after the Mahdi's death) 

Isn5d: Nuaim === Baqiyya b. al-Walld and al-Wal7id b. Muslim --- AbU Bakr b. 
AbT Maryam === Yazid b. Salmdn --- Dtriffr b. Dindr. 
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Discussion 

As well as the tadlis of Baqiyya and al-Walfd, and the weakness of Abg Bakr b. 
AFI Maryam, both Yazlid and Mir are not traceable. 'I'llerefore, the badith is 
weak (aa'fj). 

Hadith 108 A man from QabtAn will lead the people) 

Isnäd: Nu'aim === 'Abd al-Razzäq --- Ma'mar --- Ibn Abi Dhi'b --- Sald b. 
Abi Sa'ld al-Maqbuii--- Abii Huraira. 

Discussion 

Ibis isn7ad contains only reliable reporters: 'Abd al-RazzHq and Ma'mar are well 
known traditionists; Mubammad b. 'Abd al-RabmAn b. Ab! Dh'ib is 
trustworthy5; Sa'Td, well-known as a pupil of AM Huraira, is sound. 6 

However, the text shows no direct link with the issue of the Mahdi. 

HadTth 109 (A Yemenite will fight at 'Akka) 

Istrad: Nu'aim === al-Warid --- Mu'dwiya b. Yahyd --- Art5t b. al-Mundhir 
tlMdm b. 'Umair --- Tubai' --- Kab 

Discussion 

Al-Warid, a mudallis, is found to report here by way of 'an from Mu'Nwiya b. 
Yabyd AN MutF, who reports many munkar abadith according to al-DdraqutnIj 
Another suspect reporter is URkim b. 'Umair who is labelled as "truthful, but 
prone to speculations. "8 Hence, this saying of Ka'b stands as a weak (4a'FD 
tradition. 

Hadith-110 (Names of those who precede or follow the Mahdi) 

Isnid: Nuaim === 'Abdulla-h b. Wahb --- Ibn Lahl'a --- al-ljdrith b. YazTd 
'Uqba b. Rashid al-Sudfi- === 'Abdulla-h b. al-Uajj5j === 'Abdulldh b. 'Amr b. 
al-'As 
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Discussion 

The weakness associated with Ibn Lahil'a is to be ignored when a person like 
'Abdullah b. Wahb reports from him. (cf. tlaffith 8). By al-Ij5rith b. Yailid, 
whether it is meant al-Hadrami9 or al-KIM10, is trustworthy. However, both 
'Uqba b. RashTd and 'Abdulldh b. al-Ha*'-* . Ijaj are untraceable; Ibn Ijajar mentions 
an 'Abdullih b. al-Haijajll in the llth category - the reporters of this category 
died after 200 AH, so he cannot be the one meant here reporting from a 
Companion. 'Merefore, this badith is weak (4a'Tj). 

Hadith 111 (The conquest of Rumiyya at the hand of al-Q4tRni) 

Isn5d: Same as Ijadlith 12: weak (4a'Tj). 

Hadfth 112 
-(Ile 

dynasty of the Mahdi) 

Isn5d: Same as Ilacrith 12: weak (4ai7). 

HadTth 113 (The Mahdi's rule before and after the 'Abb7asids) 

Isn'5d-. Nu'aim === Muýammad b. 'Abdulldh al-Tihart7l --- 'Abd al-Sal5m b. 
Maslama --- AbrQdbil 

Discussion 

This isn5d contains the flaws of both ]Uadlith 3 (al-Tihart-i) and Ijadrth 6 ('Abd al- 
Saram b. Maslama --- Abli Qdbil). Therefore, it is weak (ga'Tp. 

HadTth 114-(Ile second Mahdi will rule until the appearance of ý-Isff) 

IsnH, d- Same as tladlith 20: fabricated (maudiV). 

jjadIth_jM('Ibe rule of al-MansUr between two Mahdis) 

Isngd-. Same as Ijadith 23: a weak (ga'i7) badith. 
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HadTth 116 The Mahdi is preceded by al-QabtHfi-i) 

Isn5d: Nu'aifn === Rishdin --- Ibn I. Wl'a --- 'Abd al-Raýmdn b. Qais al-ýadafl 
--- his father --- his grandfather --- The Prophet. 

Discussion 

Apart from the weakness associated with Rishdin and Ibn Lah7i'a, the true 
identity of 'Abd al-RahrCan b. Qais is unclear, the most probable candidate, out 
of three mentioned by Ibn Ijajar under this name, seems to be the one known as 
al-Basff, who is declared a liar by Ibn Mahd-1.12 Iberefore, this ýaffth is very 
weak (da't7jiddan). 

Hadith 117_(Ile invasion of India) 

Isn7ad: Same as Ijadrth 12: a weak (ga'Tj) badith. 

Hadfth 118-(The rule of al-Saffa-h, al-MansUr and the Mahdi) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === al-Walfd and others --- 'AbduRdh b. Ab-i'Utba --- al-MinhUl 
b. 'Amr --- Sald b. Jubair --- Ibn 'Abbas 

Discussion 

The only reporter mentioned by Ibn Ijajar by the name of 'Abdullih b. AbT 
'Utba does not fit chronologically in this isn7ad. He is declared as trustworthy, 
and from the third category, although his date of death is not given; such 
reporters are held to be dead by the end of 110 AH; al-Wallid, who died in 195 
AH, could therefore not have reported from him. 

As for al-MinhAl b. 'Amr, who is ranked to be among the reporters of the fifth 
category, he cannot be the one from whom a reporter of the third category 
narrates. 

It seems, in the light of Hadith 90, that 'Abdullah b. Abli 'Utba has been 
mentioned wrongly in place of 'Abdul Malik b. AN Ghunayya; once this 
correction is made, this isndd is identical to that of Ijadlith 90. 
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A similar text with a similar isiiad is reported by Ibn Ab! Shaiba as folloWS: 13 

Ibn AM'Shaiba --- Wakl' --- Fu4ail b. Marz7aq --- Maisara b. Uab-ib --- 
al-Minh5I-Sa'Id b. Jubair --- Ibn 'AbbAs, who said, "From us are the 
three: from us is al-Saff4-, from us is al-ManpUr, and from us is al- 
Mahdi. " 

'Me suspect reporter in this isnid is Fudail b. Marzliq al-Raqash! al-KEff, about 
whom Ibn Ijajar says, "Truthful, but prone to speculations. He is accused of 
being a ShVa. " Ibn Hibban says, "He has munkar abddith. He used to commit 
mistakes (while narrating) on the authority of trustworthy reporters. He 
reported fabricated abddlth from Miyya. " He is declared weak by al-NaM and 

Tthmiin b. SaId, but held to be rýliable by SufyAn b. 'Uyaina and Ibn Win. 
Ibn 'Ad! says, "He can only be considered if he is found to be in line with 
trustworthy reporters. 1114 

Ty- Hence, this text with this isnad cannot qualify as supporting evidence for the 
isn7ad of Nu'aim; both are weak (da'Tj). 

Hadtth 119-(Events during the rule of the second Mahdi) 

Isn5d: Same as Ijadfth 12: a weak (4a'fp badith. 

Hadfth 120-(The invasion of India) 

Isn5d-. Nu'aim === al-Walld === ýafwin b. 'Amr --- someone who reported to 
him --- The Prophet. 

Discussion 

The man from whom ýafwdn related is unknown; since 5afw5n died in 155 A. H., 
it is implausible that there could be one reporter between him and the Prophet, 
who died in 11 A. H. Iberefore, this badith is totally unacceptable (4a'Ff). 

Hadfth-121 (A mention of twelve caliphs) 

Isn5d: Nu'aim === Abg Mu'dwiya --- Dawiid b. AM Hind --- al-Sha'b! --- Mir 
b. Samura --- The Prophet. 
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Discussion 

Nu'aim's isria-d15 agrees with the isn7ad of MUSJiM16, who reports the same text 
through his shaikh AbU Bakr b. AbTl Shaiba; aH the reporters of this isnHd are 
trustworthy. 

AM Diwiid transmits this text through a completely different isn7ad, but which 
also goes back to Jabir b. Samura; his isnid is as folloWS: 17 

Abbu D5wUd =--= MUsa b. Ismlill === Wohaib === DawUd --- 'Amir --- Jabir b. Samura. 

A slightly different text (Hadlith 12t-a), giving the word 
("in existence") in place of I- (66strong"), is reported by Abri 
DdwUd through the following isnad: 18 

AbU DAwild === 'Amr b. 'UthmUn === MarwRn b. Mu'Uwiya --- 
Ismilil b. AM Kh5lid --- his father--- Jdbir b. Samura --- Ile Prophet. 

Those two texts, with authentic isnHds, stand as witnesses for the original bad-Ith 
reported by Nu'aim (pbFý). 

Abli Daw-ud also reports an addition to this badith (Ijadith 121 -b) through the 
following isnad: 19 

AM Ddwlid === Ibn Nufail === Zuhair === Ziyad b. Khaitham == al- 
Asad b. Sa'Id al-Ijamaddni --- Jdbir. 

As to the question of to whom the mention of "twelve caliphs" refers, opinions 
vary; ShUh Waff AIM gives the different views as follows: 20 

(i) They are the first four caliphs (AbU Bakr al-SiddTq, 'Umar b. al-Khat tab, 

'UthmIn b. 'Afffin and 'All b. Abli Tdlib), followed by Mu'Rwiya, 'Abd al-Malik 
b. MarwHn and his four sons, and then 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Az-iz and Walld b. 
Yazid b. 'Abd al-Malik. 

(ii) M51ik includes 'AbduRAh b. al-Zubair among the twelve; Shlih Wall AIM 
inclines towards rejecting this idea, relying on some ab5dith which speak of Ibn 
al-Zubaies rule as being a major calamity. 

(iii) According to Ibn KaOr, the first four caliphs, 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Azfz, 
some 'Abb5sid Kharifas, and finally the Mahdi himself, are the twelve predicted 
by the Prophet. 
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(iv) According to the ImRmT Shl'ites, they are their twelve consecutive lm,; hns, 
beginning with 'Arl b. Ab! jalib, and ending with Mubammad b. al-Ijasan al- 
'Askaff, who will appear once again as the Mahdi before the end of the world. 21 

Hadfth 122 
-(Ile 

Mahdi at Jerusalem) 

Isn5d. - Nu'aim === I? amura b. Rabli'a --- Yabyi b. AN 'Amr al-Shaiblil 
'Amr b. 'Abdull5h al-Haorami --- Abri Umdma al-Bdhill--- the Prophet. 

Discussion 

A shorter version of his bad7ith is transmitted by AN Nu'aim, as quoted by 
- SUyUJ1.22 The difference between the two texts lies in the addition of word 

"Mahdi" in AN Nu'aim's version: "Their Imlim, the Mahdi, will be a pious 
person"; Nu'airn omits this word. With regard to the isndd, all three reporters 
between Nu'aim and Abu Umdma, a Companion, are truthful and trustworthy. 
Therefore, the bad7ith is authentic Csaýt-ý). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ANALYSIS 0 THE AHA. DITH OF THE LATER 
TRADITIONISTS 

The Wadith of the later traditionists, of which the translations are given in 
Chapter TVee, Part One, are now analysed according to the methodology of the 
traditionists. 

HadTth 1 (The Mahdi belongs to the family of the Prophet) 

Isn-ad - Abu- -Fadl b. Dukain === Fitr u DRwiidl ==='UthmHn b. AN Shaiba === al 
--- al-Qdsim b. AN Bazza --- Ab-u Tufail --- 'Ari --- the Prophet. 

This badith has also been transmitted by Aýrnad. 2 

Discussion 

Although this isnad contains Fitr b. Khallfa, about whom contradictory remarks 
have been reported (cf. Chapter 3, tladith 10), it is acceptable (pbffi) because of 
a similar text (Chapter 3, t1adith 87) advanced by four asAn-id, one of which is 
also through Fitr. 

Hadfth 
-2-(Al-Ijarith and al-Manýiir supporting the family of the Prophet) 

Isn5d: AM DdwUd3 --- Hdr-un === 'Amr b. Abli Qais --- Mutarrif b. Tarif 
Abn 1-Uasan --- Hiral b. 'Amr === 'All --- Ile Prophet. 

Discussion 

Harun b. al-Mugh7ira4 is declared trustworthy by al-Nas57 and acceptable by 
AbU D5wUd. 
'Amr b. Abi Qais is accepted by Abli DAwu-d, but al-Dhahab! says about him, 
"He is truthful, but speculates. "5 
Mutarrif is a trustworthy person. 6 
Neither AbU I-Ijasan7 nor Hiral b. 'Amr8 are known to al-Dhahab-1. 

Owing to these last two unknown reporters, this badlith is not acceptable (biýtil). 
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Hadfth 3 (People from the East establish rule for the Mahdi) 

Isn5d: Ibn Majal ý9 === Harmala b. Yahyli al-Migi and Mahlim b. Sald al- 
Jauhaff === Abri SMih 'Aýd al-Ghaffa-r b. Dliwu-d al-Harr-an-l === Ibn Lahli'a --- 
AbU Zur'a 'Amr & Jibir al-lia0ram-i --- 'Abdullah b. 'al-lidrith b. Jaz' al-Zab-id-i 
=== The Prophet. 

Discussion 

As well as Ibn LaYi'a, who is deemed unacceptable if found to be quoted by 
others than the four 'Abdulldhs (cf. Chapter 3, Hadith 8), the presence of AbU 
Zur'a 'Amr b. Jabir (cf. Chapter 3, Ijadith 64) is enough to render this badlith 
totally unacceptable (b&io. 

Hadlith 4 (Me Mahdi is no other than ý-Isd b. Maryam) 

IsnAd-. Ibn MdjalO --- Yiinus b. 'Abd al-A'la --- Shaff i --- Mubarnmad b. KhRlid 
al-Janad-i --- Abdn b. ýdliý --- Ijasan --- Anas b. Mdlik --- Ile Prophet. 

Discussion 

Ibis badith is declared munkar by 
, -DhahaYill on the following grounds: 

(i) In another isn5d, YUnus b. 'Abd al-A'ra said: 
'I have been reported by ShafT. 'Mis shows that he did not listen from Shagi 
directly. 

(ii) Mubammad b. KhAlid al-JanadT is declared to be ambiguous by, ' I-rakim and 
munkar al-0iffith by AzdT. 12 

(iii) Abain b. ýdliý is a trustworthy person, but he did not hear directly from 
Unan. 

(iv) The text is also reported by - Uikim through the same isn7ad, but he adds: 

Kmit b. Mu'lidh said, "I went to al-Janad, a place at a distance of two 
ýays' journey from San'd (Yemen), where I met a traditionist. I 
enquired about this bad-ith, on which he disclosed it to me with the 
following isnRd: Muhammad b. KhRlid al-Janad! --- Ab5n b. Ab! 
'AyyUsh --- -,, Ijasan --- The Prophet. "13 
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- 
Dhahabi remarks, "(By this, ) the whole isnild is exposed and shattered"14, 

referring to the fact that this isnad replaces AbRn b. Sdlih by Aban b. Abli 
'Ayylish, who is totally unreliable. 15 Moreover, it does no*t give the name of the 
reporter between 

. __ 
Ijasan and the Prophet, so it is mursal. 

jdkim has transmitted this text without the last phrase (i. e. "The Mahdi is no 
othýr than 'Isd b. Maryam") through a completely different isnad going back to 
'Abd al-'Ai-iz b. Suhaib, who also reported it from Anas b. M! Uik. Hence, it can 
safely be concluded that the last phrase regarding the Mahdi has not been 
authentically-established at all, and that the isnad of Ibn M-aja.. and ljdkim, which 
contains this phrase, is not only 4a7f (weak) but munkar. 

Hadith-5 (Ibe Mahdi belongs to the Prophet's posterity) 

Isn5d: AbU Nu'aiml6 === Khalaf b. Abmad b. al-'Abb7as al-Mmahunnuei in his 
book === tlamrrCam b. Mmad b. Ayyub === TMUt b. 'Abb5d === Suwaid b. 
Ibfa-Yun --- MahmUd b. 'Umar --- AW Salama b. 'Abd al-RaýmRn b. 'Auf--- his 
father --- The Prophet. 

Discussion 

The crucial figure in this isndd is Suwaid b. lbrdhTm al-Basr! al-'Attgr; 
according to Dhahab-117, Ibn Ma'In is the only one who speaks iavourablY of 
him, saying, 
'I hope that there is nothing wrong with him' Le (: Sýx I 
However,, 

- 
NasU, Abri Zur'a and Ibn 'Acri declare him as weak; Ibn klibban 

says, "He reports spurious abadith on the authority of trustworthy reporters. He 
is the one who narrated the saying of the flea; i. e. that a Prophet heard a man 
abusing a flea, so he said to him, 'Do not abuse it because it woke one of the 
Prophets for the morning prayer'. " 

Because of this reporter, this text is considered unreliable, although the meaning 
in general has been proved to be authentic through other aslin7id, as has been 
discussed previously. 

Haffith 
-6 

(The Mahdi wiH conquer Constantina and Mount Dailum) 
/ 

Isn5d: YabyA b. 'Abd al-Uamid al-klm*iman-i in his Musnad18 Qais b. al- 
RaFl' --- AN Uaýla --- AbG ýM4 --- AbU Huraira --- Ile Prophet. 
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Discussion 

Qais b. al-Rab-i' had a bad memory; al-Bukhdr! says in his al-T&Tkh al-Awsat 
that Qais was disparaged because of his son, who used to insert sayings of the 
people in his father's book without his knowledge. 19 

Yabyi b. 'Abd al-Ijamid is declared trustworthy by Ibn Win and Ibn 'Affl, but 
is declared a liar by Abmad and Ibn Numair; , -Nasi-i views him as weak. 20 

Abu- ljaýlh is labelled as unknown by -Dhahabli2l, as is his shaikh, AbU ýdlib22. 

Therefore, due to several unreliable reporters, this hadith is weak (4a'Tj). 

Hadith-7 ('Isd b. Maryam will pray behind a man from the Prophet's family) 

Isn5d: AbU Nu'ajM23 === AbU I-Far-aj al-isbahWi --- Aýmad b. al-Ijusain --- 
AbU Ja'far b. Tdriq --- al-Jid b. Naýlf --- Abli Naora --- Abil Sald --- Ile 
Prophet. 

Discussion 

Ibn al-Qayyim remarks about this badith, "This isn7ad is not authentic, but there 
is a similar badlith on the authority of 'A! iyya b. 'Amir which is transmitted by 
Ibn tlibba-n in his al4a4h. "24 

Ibn al-Qayyim's verdict seems to be correct, since two of its reporters, Abli 
Ja'far b. Ta-riq and al-Jid b. Naýifl are not traceable in the books of Rijdl. 

HadTth S Chi b. Maryam prays behind the Mahdi) 

Isn5d: al-IjRrith b. AN Usdma in his Musnad25 === Ismill b. 'Abd al-Karlm 
=== lbr5him b. 'Aq-il --- his father --- Wahb b. Munabbih --- JAbir --- The 
Prophet 

Discussion 

I. - 
-t- 26 

. 
Suyu I has mentioned that this bad7ith is also reported by Ab-U Nu'airn . All 

the reporters of this isnRd are trustworthy and reliable, so this badith is 
acceptable 
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Hadrth-9- (Some attributes of the Mahdi) 

IsnRd: -, --TabaCan-ii27 === Aýmad b. $dlih al-Mdliki === Abu Jalar -= 
Mubamad b. Salama --- AbU I-WAsil --- Abul al-Siddiq al-Naj*r --- al-Hasan b. 
Yaz7ld al-Sa'da (one of the Barfu- Bahdala) --- 

XbU Sa'ld al-KhudCi*--- The 
Prophet. 

Discussion 

Suyup mentions this badith as being transmitted by AbU Nu'aiM28, without 
quoting the latter's isnAd; 

-., 
Haithami gave his verdict by saying, "In this isnAd 

there are a number of reporters whom I do not know. "29 

A study of A the reporters in this isnad is thus necessary in order to verify this 
statement: 

a) About Abmad b. 'Abd al-RabmRn b. 'IqaI al-IjarrRnI, the shaikh of - 
TabardnT, AN 'Ariiba says, "He is not dependable in the matter of his 
religion. "30 

b) AbU Ja'far: 'Abdulldh b. Mubammad b. 'All b. Nufail al-Harr5n7i, is 
trustworthy and a jjjjfq. 31 

c) Mubammad b. Salama: there are several reporters by this name. The one 
mentioned here is most probably the one known as Mubammad b. Salama b. 
'Abdulldh al-Bdhili al-IjaffWi, who is declared as trustworthy. He died in 191 
AH. 32 

d) AbU I-Wasil is not traceable in the books of Rijal. .- Tabardrri says about this 
particular ishad, "A number of reporters narrated this badIth from AM I-Sidd1q, 
but none of them except Abli I-Wiýil mentioned an intermediary between AbU I- 
ýiddfiq and Ab5 SaId" (i. e. the reporter, al-Hasan b. YazId al-Sa'da)33. 

Hence, this hadith is weak (dal)) because of the shaikh of TabaCanT and AbU I- 
Wa-sil. 
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HadTith 10 (ne Mahdi is in the middle of the Ummah) 

Isn5d: 

1) , -Baihaq! (Aýmad b. al-Ijusain)34===. al-Udkhn (Mubammad b. 'Abdulla-h) 
=== AbU Zakariyya al-'Anbaii === MOammad b. 'Ubaid === al-Uasan b. Jarlr 
al-SUff --- 'AF b. Irashim === Kh5lid b. YazTd Mubammad b. IbCah-im 
AmTr al-Wminfn --- his father --- Ibn 'Abblis The Prophet. 

2) InOm al-Raramain, 'Abdullgh b. YUsuP5=== AbrCI Bakr Mubammad b. 'All 
=== Muhammad b. Har-un b. Miisd === Ibn Bashir al-DimashqT === 'Abdull-ah 
b. Mu'Ra === Khdlid b. Yazid al-Qasri === Muhammad b. Ibrdh-im al-Im5m 
=== AbU Ja'far al. -ManýUr, AmTr a1-)WuWnTn --- 

ýis father --- his grandfather - 
-- Ibn 'Abb5s ---Ibe Prophet 

Discussion 

-Suy5tr quotes Ab- 36 u Nu'aim as giving this hadith, but does not give an isn5d. 
'Me above two as5n! d are given by lbrdhfiý b. Mubammad b. al-Muayyid al- 
Juwainr al-Khurdsari7i (d. 730 AH), a traditionist of the eighth century, one 
going back to 'Abdulrah b. 'Abb5s through --. Baihaq! and the other through 
llm5m al-tlararnain al-Juwairri, in his book entitled Fard'ýd al-Samlain. 

Al-Alb5nj37 declares this badith to be spurious (maudii'), but he does not explain 
the basis for his verdict. We therefore have to examine these two asdmd, both of 
which contain Khalid b. Yazld al-Qaýrl, but differ slightly after him. The 
following diagram shows the difference: 

Isna"n iI Isnad no. 2 

Kiralid b. Yazld 
I 

Muhammad b. lbrWim 
Z- *4ý 

Abn Jalar al-Man; Ur mad al-MahcH b. Abil Jalar 

his father e. Mubammad) his father (i. e. AbU Jalar) 

his grandfaýher 

'Abdullih b. 'AbbRs 
I 

THE PROPHET (S. A. S. ) 
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The following points should be noted: 

a) Walid b. Yailid is declared 'not strong' by Abu Hdtim. 38 Ibn 'Ad! says, "No 
witness is found for his asRnlid: neither for the isnad, nor for the text. He is 
weak in my opinion. "39 

b) Moammad b. Ibriaihim b. Muslim al-Baghdlid! is declared to be an ImAm in 
Ijadith by Abu Bakr al-Khalral. Ibn Uibbdn says, "He committed mistakes 
whenever he narrated from his memory, so I can only consider as authentic 
those abddlth which he wrote down. "40 

c) Neither al-Mahdi, the third 'Abblisid Caliph (d. 168), nor his father Abu 
Ja'far al-ManýUr, the second 'Abb5sid Caliph (d. 158 AH), were known as 
traditionists: this is why the books of Rijdl do not mention them. 

d) Muýammad b. 'Abdulldh b. 'Abbas is mentioned by AM Wtim as being 
among the reporters of badfth. 41 

e) The discrepancy found in the isnHd is very clear: the first isn7ad goes through 
al. -Man$iir, who reports through his father and grandfather; the second isn7ad 
goes through al-Mahdi, who reports from his father al. -Mans5r, who quotes Ibn 
'Abb5s directly. 

Conclusion 

'Me text of this badlith gives a clue to its fabrication: this is the only badith in 
which the Mahdi is declared to be someone appearing in the middle period of the 
Muslim Umma .; all other ahadith state that he will appear near the end of the 
world. It would seem that this badlith was fabricated at the instruction of AW 
Ja'far in order to give credence to the rule of his son, al-Mahdi. The 
involvement of both al-ManýUr and Mahdi in the isn5d supports the idea that this 
badith is a fabricated one. Moreover, Nu'aim b. Ijammdd42transmits a similar 
text with a weak isn5d, on the authority of Ka'b, which does not contain the 
disputed phrase, 

w. 

ll 
the Mahdi in its middle"), but simply says, 

59 

T'How can that ummah perish, of which I am its first and Christ is its last Tv) 

1) 
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'Mis also supports the idea that a mention of the Mahdi in this ýadlth is a later 
fabrication. 

Had-ith 11 (About the killing of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya) 

Isnlid: Ibn Ab-i Shaiba43 --- 'Abdulldh b. Numair === Mfis5 al-Juhad =-= 'Umar b. Qais al-MRýir === Mujdhid === someone from among the Companions 
of the Prophet. 

Discussion 

Hajar, the three reporters: Ibn Numair44, MUsi al-Juha F5, According to Ibn 
. n7i 

and 'Umar b. al-MRsir46 , are all trustworthy and reliable. Hence, as far as the 
isn7ad is concerned, this hadfith is sound but it still remains to be verified whether 
or not this is a saying oi Muj5hid, who does not name his immediate authority. 
Nu'aim b. Uamm5d has mentioned the killing of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya in six 
different places (folios 97,1759 177,179,180 and 184, which occurs as Uadith 
55 under Nu'aim's collection). Not a single isndd is free from defect, so a lot of 
doubt also surrounds the isndd of Ibn AbI Shaiba. In the context of the events 
which took place in the times of al-ManýUr, the second 'Abb5sid Caliph, as to be 
discussed later, this ýadith also seems to be fabricated (mau4iU). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

N HISTORICAL APPROACH TO THE AHADITH 
CONCERNING THE MAHDI * 

The most exhaustive and lucid criticisms of ahadith concerning the Mahdi to 
have been advanced by the Orientalists are those of D. S. Margoliouth and 
Wilfred Madelung. The former's article entitled "On Mahdis and Mahdism": 
appeared in Proceedings of the British Academy (December 1915 issue), and in 
the Encycloptudia of Religion and EthiCS2, while the latter has contributed to the 
Encyclopa, dia of Islam under "Mahdi"3 and to the Journal of Near Eastern 
Studies under the title of "'Abd Allah b. al-Zubair and the Mahdi. 114 Both 
writers view that the ahadith about the Mahdi reflect the political events 
beginning with the disturbance (fltna'; ) during the fourth Caliphate and lasting 
till the middle of second century. 

SECTION A 

D. S. MarErolioutb: 'On Mahdis and Mahdism' 

To begin with, Margoliouth thinks that the concept of a deliverer, as present in 
both Judaism and Christianity, must have found its way into IsIrLm, particularly 
in the period of the Fitnah when the general moral and political conditions 
began to deteriorate. According to him, the first person to use the term 'Mahdi' 
was probably al-Mukht-ar, when he addressed Mubammad b. al-Uanafiyya as al- 
Mahdi in order to achieve some of his own political ambitions; however, he 
believes that the letter attributed to Ibn al-Uanafiyya which contains this word 
must have been a fabrication by later historians because the word does not 
appear in Ibn al-Ijanafiyya's letter to IbCalrim al-Ashtar, as recorded by al- 
Dainiir-r. it simply says, "From Mubammad b. 'Alt to lbrdh-im al-Ashtar: al- 
Mukhtdr b. Ab! Tbaid seeks revenge for the blood of al-Ijusain. Iberefore, 
help him in this cause and co-operate with him - ARM will reward you in this 
world and also with the best in the Hereafter. "5 He says that al-Tabar! argued 
against the authenticity of Ibn al-Uanafiyya's letter to al-Mukhtdr. So, 
according to his analysis, the most likely person to have first used this word was 
Mubammmad b. 'Abdullah al-Nafs al-Zakiyya: the title al-Mahdi was used 
frequently in his correspondence with al-MansUr, the second 'AbbRsid Caliph. 
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On the other hand, Margoliouth is forced to admit that this term had been in 
circulation during the times of the Umayyads. He quotes al-Sayyid al-Himyarl, 
a poet of the Kaysilniyya (followers of al-Mukhtdr), attributing this titie to Ibn 
al-Hanafiyya. But he rejects the poet Kuthayyir's statement that Ka'b al-Abbar 
believed Ibn al-Ijanafiyya to be the Mahdi, pronouncing it to be a fable, just like 
the claims during the time of the Prophet that Ibn al-ýayydd was the DajjSl. 
Margoliouth then quotes another story which says that when Ibn al-lianafiyya 
intended to move towards al-Mukht7ar at K&A, the latter wished to avoid his 
company because he had been exploiting the former's name, so he wrote to Ibn 
al-Uanafl'yya, saying that the people believed that the sword could not penetrate 
a true Mahdi; this was a clear discouragement from coming to KUM. 
Margoliouth concludes that if this story is true, it is possible that the idea of a 
deliverer (al-Mahdi) was widely-known to the people at that time. 

I disagree with Margoliouth in his assumption that the word 'Mahdi' was not 
known until after the advent of al-Mukhtdr in the second half of the first 
century or at the time of the appearance of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya in the second 
century. How can he ignore the use of this word by the Prophet as recorded by 
Abff Ddwild and later traditionists of the third century ? Each of such 
narrations refers back to the Prophet through a continuous isnid consisting of 
reporters who lived during the first two centuries after the death of the 
Prophet: the existence of these asimd shows that the abddTth, and hence this 
word, were well-known to the people of these times. It is therefore advisable to 
evaluate the various abliffth by scrutinising their reporters in accordance with 
the way of the traditionists, as has been observed in this study. 

Secondly, it is nonsensical to challenge the use of the word 'Mahdi' in the times 
of al-Mukhtir simply because a letter in which this term was used has been 
shown to be fabricated. 'Mere are a number of other sources which recorded 
this term, such as Ibn Sad and Ibn Kath-ir, and they cannot be ignored. 

Ibn Sa'd reports: 

Milsd b. IsmRlil narrated to us === AbU 'AVa-na --- AbU Hamza, 
who said: They used to great Mubammad b. 'All by saying, 
"Peace be upon you, 0 Mahdi. " So he said, "No doubt, I am 
Mahdi; I lead towards guidance and good. My name is that of 
the Prophet of Alldh and my kunya is also that of the Prophet of 
Allah. Therefore, if one of you wishes to greet me, he should 
say, 'Peace be upon you, 0 Muýammad. Peace be upon you, 0 
Abri 'I-Qasim'. I'6 

Ibn Kathir quotes al-Mukhtdr's letter to Ibn al-Ijanafiyya, which he sent with 
the heads of 'Umar b. Sa'd and his son Ijaf§ after killing them. He addresses 
him in the following way: 
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"In the name of Alldh, Most Beneficent, Most Merciful. To 
Muhammad b. 'All from al-Mukhtdr b. AbT 'Ubaid: Peace be 
upon you, 0 Mahdi. " 

He concludes the letter with the same greeting. 7 

The author of al-Firaq, 'Abd al-QHhir b. q7ahir quotes the following line of 
'Amir b. Wdthila al-Kindd about Ibn al-Ijanaflyya, again showing that the tenn 
'Mahdi' was known at the time: 

1P10.. .0>'. L *, 

"0 my brothers! 0 my party! Do not keep your distance, 
But support the Mahdi, so that you may be on guidance. "8 

As well as the great pains which Margoliouth takes to draw a comparison 
between the concept of a deliverer in Judaism and Christianity and the concept 
of the Mahdi in Isldm, he also directs his criticism at the word 'Mahdi' itself. 

He writes that by calling 'Ari al-HWF ( 61: 1> L--J IJ and Inigm al- 
Hudd ( eýý"-p 1,4614 

- 
), Ibn Sa'd indicates that 'All must have 

passed on some esoteric knowledge to his son Ibn al-Hanafiyya, who in turn 
passed it on to his son AbU 'I-H5shim; the latter was so impressed by the 
personality of the 'Abblisid leader IbCahTm b. 'Abdulldh in the last days of 
Umayyads that he passed on this knowledge to him, and thus ended the sole 
claim of 'Alawids to the Imlimate. The 'Abblisids were later quite happy to 
argue, on the basis of this transfer of knowledge, that the 'Alawid claims to the 
caliphate were unjustified since this right was no longer confined to the 
descendants of Fa-tima, daughter of the Prophet. 

Margliouth, however, does not seem to be very enthusiastic about this 
conclusion. He quotes narrations in which 'Ari and his son Ibn al-tlanariyya 
both denied possessing such hidden knowledge. According to one narration, on 
being questioned about such knowledge, "Ari denied possessing any, except what 
was preserved in his manuscript kept in the sheath of his sword; the few ahRdTith 
found in this manuscript were related to the issue of blood-money and were 
known only by him. 

These two opinions advanced by Margoliouth are too flawed to be left 
unchallenged. Firstly, there is no such affinity between the concept of the 
Saviour in Judasim and Christianity and that of the Mahdi in Isl5m. The 
concept of a deliverer is based on the concept of salvation: for the Jews, the 
Messiah is yet to come, while the Christians believe that the Messiah had already 
appeared, and will return. The Islamic concept of the Mahdi is entirely 
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different, for he will not be a saviour of any description, but simply a renewer 
of the faith. Even the descent of the Messiah, 'Isd b. Maryam will be, for the 
Muslims, only a final testimony of truth which the two great nations of the Jews 
and the Christians can witness; his appearance will prove the mistake of the Jews 
in rejecting him initially, and in following al-Masul al-Daffial. (the Anti-Christ), 
whom he will kill; he will also disprove the Christian belief that he is the Son of 
God. 

Secondly, regarding Margoliouth's suggestions regarding the word 'Mahdi', the 
dogma of esoteric knowledge being passed by the Prophet to 'All is confined 
exclusively to the ShVites; the Kaisdniyya believe that 'Ari passed this knowledge 
to his son Ibn al-1janafiyya, while according to the lm5miyya (Ithn5 
'Ashariyya), it was to his son 1jusain. The AM al-Sunna. hold the opinion 
quoted from 'Ali himself in rejecting such hidden knowledge. One narration 
transmitted by 'Abd al-Razz5q which could be construed as referring to this 
hidden knowledge is KaVs statement, "He is named 'Mahdi' because he guides 
to a matter which is hidden. " However, the weakness of this report has already 
been explained. 9 

Margoliouth also thinks that Mas"50di's application of this term to Zaid b. 'Arl (d. 
122 AH) is also not authentic because . 

Tabaff never mentions this term for 
Zaid; instead he uses the word 'al-Manýgr' for him. However, his article in the 
Encyclopedia of Islam, Margliouth quotes an Umayyad poet who ridiculed the 
dead man by saying, "I did not see a Mahdi crucified on a tree"10, and argues in 
favour of the concept of Mahdi being known to the people in those times. All 
such statements, in my opinion, show that the term Mahdi was well-known 
among the people. A number of claimants tried to exploit this concept but the 
events did not turn out well for them. 

Margoliouth concludes, justifiably in my opinion, that the unsuccessful demise 
of each claimant, whether it be Ibn al-Ijanafiyya or al-Nafs al-Zakiyya, led the 
Sh7i'ites to deny the death of their claimant and wait for in his re-appearance at a 
later time. 'Mis belief in occultations and re-appearances has been a main 
feature of the concept of the Mahdi among the Sh-Pites. Margoliouth gives 
various examples of movements with this characteristic; among them are the 
call of Ab-U Muslim al-Khur5sin-i who used to work for Ibrili-im b. 'Abdulldh, 
the hidden Im5m. The JtLrudiyyawait for the appearance of Mubammad b. 
'Abdull5h, al-Nafs al-Zakiyya and YahyA b. 'Umar. Many believe also in the 
occultations of MUsR b. Ja'far (183 AH), Mubammad b. al-QRsim (219 AH) and 
Mubammad b. al-Ijasan al-'Askan' (256 AH). Margoliouth quotes Ibn Batuta, (d. 
780 AH), who described the Shl'ites of Hilla as still awaiting the return of their 
hidden Im5m at any time and shouting out to him outside the mosque, "0 
Master of the Age, come out, for corruption has prevailed. " 

Margoliouth then considers the issue in etymological terms, and proceeds to 
show the slight possibility of a link between the idea of the Mahdi and that of 
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someone preparing the way for him', as understood from the word mahhada . I- I- 

A-rý in the foRowing statements: 
d1certain persons shall come out from the East and prepare the way for the Mahdi" 
and "who shall prepare the way for the family of Muhammad, even as the Quraish 
prepared the way for the Prophet. " Thus, the Mahdi is 'the one for whom the way is 
prepared' ( 

Margoliouth further shows how such preparation materialised in the case of the 
Fatimid kingdom of Egypt. Here, it seems that Margoliouth has been misled by the 
English translations of the above two statements. Nowhere the word 

- 
J-ýe'vý ) used. Instead, the words AV9 and are used 

in the first and second narrations respectively. 

Margoliouth also mentions that some etymologists believe that the word 'Mahdi' 
could be derived from mahd cradle). Hence the ýadrth: 

would mean, "No one spoke in the cradle except 'ICa". In any case, the ýadlth is itself 
weak, and it contradicts the more authentic alCad-ith which speak clearly of the name 
of Mahdi along with the name of his father and his kunya. I' 

Margoliouth then presents the arguments advanced by Ibn Khaldffn in rejecting the 
aýadlth of-Mahdi in general. He begins by arguing that, despite his widely-acclaimed 
collection of the most authentic ab7adfth, - Buklfari failed to report a single badrth 
about the Mahdi. Secondly, Ibn Khalddn says that he did not believe that supreme 
power in the state could be secured except through clan-patriotism and held that in 
his time, the eighth century of Islam, the Prophet's family were nowhere, except 
perhaps in Arabia, possessed of such clan-organization as would permit them to 
come thus to the front. 

Margoliouth himself rejects this second argument, saying, "Historically, he was not 
altogether justified in this theory; for both after and before his time, Mahdis were 
able to achieve a very considerable measure of success. "12 

Going back to the first point, al-Bukhdrf never claimed to have recorded every ýahi-h 
hadi-th in his collection. It is well-known that his book contains about eight thousan 
ýhHdfth, half of which are repeated in different chapters. A sizeable number of sah[4 
aii5dith which he left out were recorded by his contemporaries such as Muslim* XbU 
EiawUd, _-NasAT, - 

TirmidhF and Ibn Maja, and much was later accomplisýed in 
this regard by --trakini. in his al-Mustadrak. - 

Bukhdrt himself wrote, "I did not 
record anything in al-Jiimi' except what proved to be ýaýT4, and I left out many qaýfh. 
aýddfth for reasons of length. "13 

Margoliouth claims that many of the characteristics of the Mahdi related to the 
political dominance of Islam, as personified in the form of the conquest of 
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Constantinople, are attributed to the Mahdi. It seems difficult to reconcile this 
character of the Mahdi with the actual conquest of Constantinople at the hands 
of the Ottoman Sultan Mubammad al-FHtih in the fifteenth century. 

As for the appearance of the Mahdi near the end of time, Margoliouth thinks 
that the idea is a later development, and could have been affected by the Jews 
and Christians. I do not share this view: the very ab5dith which speak of the 
Mahdi prophesy his appearance in the same age as the descent of the Messiah, 
who is held to be a sign of the Last Hour. 14 

Margoliouth then quotes one badith of - 
Tirmidh! which says that the Mahdi 

will live for seven or mne years and will pour out money in great quantities. 
'Ilie fabricator of this hadith, in his.,, opinion, has confused mahdi 

4! 5IX-ZýX 
--)withmuhýi( 

), "one who gives gifts. " Ithink 
that this attribute of the Mahdi is givCn as one of his many distinctive features; it 
does not necessarily mean that it explains the word Mahdi with a slight variation 
in its etymology (subject forin instead of object). 

Margoliouth also quotes Ibn M5ja's badIth that the Mahdi will appear with black 
flags, saying that it reflects the events associated with Ab-U Muslim al-Khur-asffnT, 
who appeared with black flags. Ibn Kath-ir commented on this badith by saying, 
"Tbese flags are not the ones which AbU Muslim al-KhurdsWI carried with him 
and with which he toppled the rule of Banii Umayya in 232 AH, but they will be 
different ones, which will appear in the company of al-Mahdi, Mubammad b. 
'Abdulldh al-'AlaVi- al-Fa-timT, al-Hasani, may Alldh be pleased with him 

However, this badfth and similar ones which discuss in detail the encounter 
between the Mahdi and the Sufyfin-i, are unable to withstand the criticisms of the 
traditionists, which strengthens the view that they may have been a reflection of 
the political scene at the end of the Umayyad rule. 

Margoliouth criticises the abidfth related to the genealogy of the Mahdi going 
back to Fitima and other abffdrth which leave the origin of the Mahdi 
somewhere in the East. He thinks that they have been fabricated by various 
groups in order to support their claims. 

The authentic abddlith clearly show that the Mahdi will be a descendant of 
Hasan b. 'Aff. On the basis that this is true, it can safely be assumed that various iactions at different times attempted to manipulate this concept, even to the 
extent of including the 'Abb5sids, but this does not undermine the authenticity 
of the concept of the original Mahdi. 

Finally, Margoliouth gives a list of claimants to Mahdiyya who were not 
successful in their movements, such as $5lib of Africa, a Sultan of Timbuktu, 
Ibn T umart, the founder of 'Ubaidi- dynasty, Ibn Ab! 'Umara of SajalmRsa, 
Abil MuhallIf of the same place, Muhammad Jaunpu-n- of India, and lastly the 
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Mahdi of Sudan. He says that al-Mahdi al-Saniis! of Libya rejects the claim of 
the Mahdi of Sudan, on the grounds that al-Sanusi bears the mark similar to that 
of the naevus of the Prophet on his shoulder. He also speaks of a man who 
appeared in Bukh5ra in 1887, named al-Hdrith and assisted by his commander 
al-Man&i1r. It seems, according to Margohouth, that this man has heavily relied 
upon a badith narrated by AbU DMid which gives these two names as a prelude 
to the Mahdi. Margoliouth also speaks of a number of claimants of Mahdiyya in 
contemporary Nigeria. However, these details are not significant for this 
chapter. 
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SECTION B 

Wilfred Madelung on 'Mabdil 

One of the prolific writers on the subject of the Mahdi is Wilfred 
Madelung, who undertakes an elaborate study of a number of ah5dIth on 
the topic in an article in the Encyclopedia of Isldm. 1 This study is 
discussed critically below. 

Madelung begins with discussion of the history of the word 'Mahdi': the 
root of the word is the three Arabic letters ha', dZ11, and y2l', which is 
commonly applied to the divine guidance. IjassNn b. TUabit applied this 
term to the Prophet; Jarir to the Prophet Ibrahim; Sulaim7an b. ýard to 
Husain after his martydom; and Farazdaq to Waltd, the sixth Umayyad 
caliph. Madelung thinks that this term became widespread during the 
second civil war, particularly after the death of MuTwiya, and was 
applied to anyone who restored Islam to its pristine purity. In a separate 
article entitled "'Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr and the Mahdr'2, he analyses its 
application to 'Abd AIM b. al-Zubayr in the light of the badtth of Umm 
Salama, about which further discussion will be made later. 

He then proceeds to say that al-Mukhtar applied this term to Mubammad 
b. al-Uanafiyya, whereas a number of people thought of Musff b. Talla as 
the real Mahdi who would claim the caliphate, although in the event, he 
declined it. Jar"Ir and Farazdaq later portrayed SulairrCan b. 'Abd al- 
Malik, the Umayyad caliph as a Mahdi. Jaf-ir further referred to 'Umar 
b. 'Abd al-Azliz as 'Mahdi' because of his piety, and then to Hishffarn as 
well. His rival Farazdaq did not hesitate in honouring YazTd III and later 
his son, WaNd II, with this title. 

Madelung points to the numerous sayings of the Prophet which speak of 
the advent of a man to appear at the end of time who would be so 
generous as to give away wealth without counting it, as reported by Abil 
Sa'Id al-Khudii and Jdbir al-Anýdrl. He also reports the badith of AbU 
Huraira. about a certain QabtWi who would lead the people with his stick. 
Madelung thinks that 'Abd al-Rabmdn b. al-Ash'ath (d. 80 AH), a QaýtWi 
by origin, was intended by this prediction. 

In the opinion of Madelung, abRdIth pronouncing Umar b. 'Abd al-Az-iz 
or some Umayyad Caliphs as Mahdi had been circulated to counter 
similar ones which were widespread, especially in KUfa, in support of the 
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'Alawids or Ahl al-Bait (the family of the Prophet). He continues that the 
loyalty of the people of Himý to the Umayyads was manifested in abddith 
showing the Mahdi to be from the tribe of Quraish with an origin in 
Yemen, as reported by Shuraiý b. Abida al-Himý! (d. 108 AH). 3 In 
Baýra, says Madelung, the support for 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Ai-iz came from 
Abli QilRba (d. 107 AH), a supporter of the cause of the Umayyads, 
whereas reporters such as AbG Naora (d. 109 AH) and Abli I-A'15 al- 
Arniff (d. 108) vehemently rejected this claim. As for Hasan al-Bqri (d. 
110), he did not reject 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz as the Mahdi if the rightful 
owner of this title is to be found in this Ummah, but considered 'Isa b. 
Maryam to be the most likely candidate. His contemporary Ibn Sirin (d. 
110) shared his view and added that 'Isd would pray behind the Mahdi, 
who excels both Abli Bakr and Tmarý4 Madelung's view on the badith 
of Umm, Salama, as reported through Qat5dah (d. 117) will be discussed 
later, as mentioned earlier. 

Madelung further writes that Matar b. Tahm5n (d. 125) denied that 
'Umar could be a Mahdi. Instead, he relied upon the sayings of Ka'b al- 
Abblir, which accredited the Mahdi with some special duties, such as 
finding the original text of Taurdt and Injil from Antioch, fighting the 
Romans and bringing forth the Ark of Divine Presence (TdWt al-SakTna). 
Madelung also discusses the ýadith of AbU Sa'Id al-Khudii, through Zaid 
al-'Imm7and Sulaim5n b. 'Abid al-Sularri-i, which describes the abundance 
of wealth in the time of the Mahdi, who would rule for seven or nine 
years and would have an aquiline nose and a bald forehead. 

In the opinion of Madelung, abdd7ith supporting the claims of AM al-Bait, 
and Muýammad b. al-Ijanafiyya in particular, had been circulated in Kfffa 
by 'A§im b. Bahdala (d. 127) who reported from Zirr b. 1jubaish, a 
supporter of the 'Alawids and the most likely fabricator of such abddlth. 
It is notable that the supporters of Zaid b. 'All (d. 120), in spite of the 
circulation of these ahadith, did not apply them to Zaid, but believed that 
a hidden person, with the title of ManýUr, would be the rightful Mahdi. 

Madelung says that the badith, "God will give him success in a single 
night"5, which is primarily reported by Fitr b. Khallfa (d. 153), could 
have been a fabrication of the Companion, AbU I-Tufail 'Amir b. Wffthila 
(d. 100 AH), who was known to be a supporter of the 'Alawids. This 
had-ith favours the claim of Muhammad b. al-Ijanafiyya, as his son 
I[bfahlifn was one of the narrators in KUfa. The reporter Miyya b. Sa'd b. 
Junudah al-Qais! (d. 111 or 127) applied the title of 7- u ý- \- 
(al-Sq&4: the generous or blood-letter) to al-Mahdi in a With which 
goes back to AbU SaId al-Khudff. 

Madelung believes that the 'Abbasids, on the other hand, exploited these 
ab5dith for their own benefit. The first caliph thus took the title of al- 
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Sqffidý, while the second caliph named himself al-Manýiar and named his 
son al-Mahdi, although he was bitterly challenged by the 'Alaw! 
Muýaminad b. 'Abdullah al-Ijasan! (d. 145). He opines that the badith 
about the appearance of black flags, reported by YazId b. AN Ziy5d (d. 
136) in Khurdsdn on the authority of 'Abdulldh b. Mas'Ud6, reflects the 
political developments at the end of the Umayyad period, when the 
'Abbiisids were trying to establish their rule. At the very same time, 
Khdlid al-Hadhdhi (d. 141) introduced similar sayings in Basra, such as 
the badith "Three men, each one the son of a caliph, will fight at your 
treasure ... " He says that the 'Abbdsids must have found these abddith 
useful to advance their claim. One example is the hadTith of 'Abd al-Malik 
b. AN Ghunayya on the authority of 'Abdulllih b. ýAbbds that the Prophet 
said, "From us is al-Sqffalý and al-Manfilr and al-Mahdi"7 and the one on 
the authority of Abli Sa'Id which says, "The Qd7m is firom us. " As for 
the hadith of Ka'b al-Abbdr which shows that the Mahdi is from the 
descendants of 'AbbAs, Madelung believes that it must have been 
fabricated by a less well-known reporter, Yaeid b. al-Warid al-KhuzN'I. 
However, he says that the tides later changed, and ab5d! th supporting the 
'Alawids began appearing once again. Among such abadith were the one 
related by 'Imr5n b. Qabtdn, a supporter of the revolt of Mubammad b. 
'AbdullUh and his brother IbrWun, the report of 'Auf al-A'rab-i (d. 146) 
on the authority of AbU 1-$idd7iq al-Nffjf in Basra8, and that of Ziydd b. 
Baydn in Raqqa, which spoke of a Mahdi from the progeny of the 
Prophet. Similar ab7ad7ith showing that the Mahdi's father's name would be 
the same as the name of the Prophet's father, as reported by 'Aýim, and 
the one which shows that he would be through the family line of Ijasan b. 
'Ali-, as reported by Shu'aib b. Kh5lid, were fabricated to advance this 
revolt. 

'Me abadith in favour of a Mahdi from the progeny of Ijusain b. 'All 
were also circulated by a number of reporters, including 'AbdullRh b. 
Lah-Pa al-Mig! (d. 155) who reported on the authority of 'Abdulldh b. 
'Amr b. al-'As9. He was also responsible for the badlith which speaks of a 
certain Shu'aib b. SRlib who would lead an army from the East and pave 
the way for the Mahdi. Similar reports came through Artat b. al- 
Mundhir (d. 163) in Hims and through AbU Bakr b. Maryani (d. 156) in 
Damascus. Madelung believes that all such narrations which portray the 
Sufyffnf, a rival of the Mahdi, his devastation of Kiifa and his final defeat 
at the hand of Shu'aib b. $Nlib, to whom came the black flags from the 
East and the yellow flags from the West, were simply an expansion of the 
ahadith about the Mahdi. Furthermore, there were predictions about the 
killing of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya and a pledge to be taken in allegiance to the 
Mahdi in Makka 

., which failed to materialise. In addition to that, a 
number of Syrian reports speak of the Mahdi as a ruler of Jerusalem 
where he would rule for a period of between twenty-one and forty years. 
Madelung therefore concludes that room for another Mahdi was needed, 
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who would appear at the end of the time, conquer Constantinople and 
support Jesus after his descent. However, opposition to this idea is seen 
clearly in the badith of Moýammad b. Kh5lid al-Jundf, who reports 
týrough Hasan al-Basii from Anas b. Malik that the Mahdi is none but 
'Is! b. Mýryam'O. Týis hadlith is reported by Ibn Maja but rejected by al- 
Nas5T and Ibn al-Qayyl: m. Some scholars, in order to harmonise the 
contradictory abidlith, interpret 'Mahdi' in the above mentioned hadith, as 
the one who spoke in his mahd (i. e. cradle): a meaning which fits 'Isff b. 
Maryam. 

Madelung reiterates that belief in the Mahdi had little significance as 
neither Bukhffri nor Muslim transmitted abddlth on this topic in their 
collections, although it did gain a popular support among the Muslims 
because traditionists such as Abmad b. 1janbal and the compilers of the 
four Sunans did transmit them. Under the sub heading, 'Later 
development', Madelung quotes , TabardnT, -1jakim and , Baihaq-i, 
who transmitted these ah9d1th and emphasised that the Mahdi would be 
contemporary of Jesus ýy showing the latter praying behind the former, 
as mentioned by AbU I-Hasan al-Abuff (d. 363) in Manjqib al-Shifi'r. 
Not only this, but a numýer of actions attributed to Jesus were shown to 
apply to the Mahdi, in addition to his conquest of Constantinople and 
Rome, as reported by AbU Nu'aim al-IsfahffnT (d. 458). Madelung points 
also to the writing of Abil 'Abdullh al-Qurtub! (d. 671) and Ibn 
Khald9n, who spoke about the Mahdi of the Wýst to appear at Massa, 
where the first pledge would be held, followed by the second pledge at 
Makkaý,., He would also be the conqueror of Andalusia. Madelung 
believes that some of these expectations were attached to Ibn T"Urnart (d. 
522), but that the door was left open for the one who would conquer 
Andalusia. Madelung concludes that later scholars such as YUsuf b. 
Yabya al-Maqdis-i (d. 658 AH), al-Suy-ut-i (d. 911) Ibn tIaJar al-HaithamT 
(d. 973) ignored these developments and tried instead to harmonise the 
contradictory aý7adlith. 

Issues such as whether the Mahdi would be a HasanT or a Husaftri 
remained a bone of contentioti"'among the scholars: Ibn al-Qayyim- and 
Ibn Hajar al-Haithanft supported the first view due to the fact that Hasan 
abandoned the caliphate for the sake of the unity of the Muslims, whereas 
Mulla 'Al117al-Qff1ri (d. 1014) and 'Abd al-RahmUn al-Aydar-us'l(d. 1192) 
supported the rival view. Again, al-Taftffzffnr(d. 792) supported the view 
that the Mahdi would pray behind Jesus, while Ibn Hajar al-Haithamr 
disagreed. Both al-Suyntt and Ibn Hajar disagreed with the view that the 
Mahdi excels Abir Bakr and 'Umar. The opposite view is supported by 
Mulla 'Ali al-Qari and al-Barzanji (of the eleventh century), because the 
Mahdi is infallible. Ibn 'Arab-i was of the opinion that the Mahdi would 
descend from the family of Hasan be infallible in his Ijtihz7d, and that the 
Sufis would support him while the jurists would oppose him. Some Sufis 
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believe that both the Mahdi and the Messiah will follow the Hanaff school 
of thought, as reported by Makhd9m al-Malik al-Hind! but strongly 
refuted by MullI, 'Aff al-Qarl. 

On the whole, Madelung concludes, the Sunni sources do not pay much 
attention to the belief in the Mahdi, so we see, for example, that al- 
Ghaz7alf ignores it completely. A total rejection of this belief, as advanced 
by Ibn Khaldffn, is an exception. 

Under the sub-heading 'Shf7doctrine', Madelung shows how strongly this 
belief has been established among the ShT'ites, who believe in the 
occultation of the Mahdi and his majestic reappearance. They used to 
attribute all the signs of the Mahdi to every new Irn7am whenever his 
predecessor failed to fulfil them, beginning with Mubammad b. al- 
Hanafiyya, followed by his son AM Hdshim. (d. 98), then 'Abdullah b. 
Mu'dwiya (d. 130), then Mubammad b. 'Abdulldh al-Nafs al-Zakiyya (d. 
145), followed by Ja'far al-ýadiq (d. 148) and Mubammad b. al-Uasan al- 
'Askaff (born 256). The term 4aI-QXim9 was so popular with them that it 
almost became a substitute for 'al-Mahdf'; Madelung suggests that this 
term may have a connection with a similar Aramaic epithet meaning "the 
living one": the belief in occultation, much stressed by the Shl'ites, has 
become closely associated with belief in the Mahdi. 

To al-WtTkifa, among the Shi'ites, WON al-KEzim, the seventh Imlim, was 
the one who went in hiding. The ImZlmiya exploited such narrations and 
applied them to the two occultations of Muhammad b. Hasan al-'Askarr. 
As for his second appearance, Shi'i doctriýe does not aiffer much from 
that of AN al-Sunna. '. Being infallible, the Mahdi's role as an Imam who 
will lead 'IsTI b. Maryarn in the prayer, does not pose any problems for 
them. According to a number of narrations accredited to Ja'far al-SEdiq, 
the Mahdi will either admit all religions and factions to the Shilite ýelief, 
or impose Jizya upon them. 'Me KarFlmita add that he will abrogate the 
Shar! "a and introduce a new order. 

In their refutation of Sunm objections, the Shl'ites defend the long life of 
the Mahdi by pointing to the cases of a number of persons of long life 
such as al-Khior, the Messiah and al-DaJj5l. Even a number of SunnT 
scholars such as Mubammad b. Yffsuf al-Ghanjf (d. 658) and Mubammad 
b. Talba al-'Adaw*i- (650 AH), supported the belief of the Shi'ites in the 
re-appearance of their twelfth Imdm, Mubammad b. Ijasan al-'Askar-i, 
apparently relying on aýddlth showing his advent at the end of the time. 

Another objection raised from Sunn-I quarters was that the twelfth Imdm 
could not have been the Mahdi, since his father's name was not 'Abdufldh. 
To this al-Ghanj-i replied that the above-mentioned stipulation was 
fabricated by the Man reporter 7Tida in the ýadlth reported byAýim. 
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Another objection was that one hadith placed the Mahdi in the middle of 
this Ummah and the Messiah at the end. Al-Ghanji replied that the Mahdi 
was in the middle, but his age was so great that he would reach the times 
of Messiah, the last caller to IsIdm. 

The Sh-Vite doctrine ws supported among Sunni scholars by Ibn al- 
Sabbdgý al-Wlikif (d. 855), SulaimRn b. Ibrahim al-QandGzI (d. 1294), 
ýAri b. 'IsA al-Arbiri (d. 692), and by ýUfi- scholars in general as pointed 
out by ', Baihaq! (d. 458). Among such scholars were $adr ad-Din 
IbrWirn al-Ijamawr (7th century) and the Egyptian scholar al-Sharan-i (d. 
around 958), who predicted that the Mahdi's appearance wouldbe in 1030 
AH, in accordance with the saying of a certain 'Ifalqi, Shaikh Ijasan, who 
claimed to have met the Mahdi, according to Ibn 'ArabF. 'Me Egyptian 
scholar, Shaikh al-Sabblin (d. 1206) refuted Ibn 'Arabirs claim while 
another scholar, Uasan al-'Adaw-i al-HamzdwT (d. around 1275), defended 
Ibn 'Arabi-, saying that $Tafif scholars were the people most fit to 
understand the abRdIth of the Prophet. He did not agree, however, with 
the date set by al-Sharam, but speculated that the Mahdi's birth would be 
in 1255 AH by adding a thousand years to the birth date of the twelfth 
Imam, as al-'Adaw-i held that the Mahdi would be a descendant of the 
eleventh ImAm. In this way, he managed to differ from the general 
position of the SITites. 

The Fa4imids had no hesitation in declaring the founder of their regime to 
be the Mahdi, although they reserved some of his attributes for later 
caliphs in case the Mahdi could not fulfil all of them. They attributed 
many of these characteristics to al-Qa'im, the seventh Imdm, who was 
expected to appear at the end of time. 

The Zaidiyya did not give much emphasis to this belief in the Mahdi. 
One of their factions, the JIIriTdiyya, believed in the return of Mubammad 
b. 'Abdullah al-Nafs al-Zakiyya and Mubammad b. QRsim ýIibib al- 
Talikan (d. 219) or Yoy'-a b. 'Umar (d. 250 AH). One of their Imims, 
t1usain b. al-QRsim al-'IyRn! (d. 404), claimed to be the Mahdi, whose 
return had been expected by his followers, known asUusainiyya, until the 
eight century. The insignificance of this belief among the Zaidiyya 
demonstrated by the fact that Sayyid al-Ijumaidffn (seventh century), one 
of their writers, did recognize Uusain b. al-Qdsim to be the Mahdi but he 
did not prefer him above any of the other Zaid! Im5ms. 

A critical review Of Madelung's opinions 

If the learned writer admits the existence of the term 'Mahdi' in the 
poetry of t1assan b. ThRbit, why does he ignore its utterance by the 
Prophet himself, whose sayings were, after all, reported to the following 
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generations with much greater accuracy than the poetry of Ijassin ? Once 
the term is known to have been used by the Prophet himself, there is no 
need to hunt for it in a later period like that of the second civil war, as 
Madelung does. The fact that the title 'Mahdi' was applied to a number of 
persons such as Mubammad b. al-Uanafiyya, Mlisd b. Tal]ýa, 'Umar b. 
'Abd al-Az-iz and some Ummayyad caliphs simply shows that the title had 
acquired much importance; there is no doubt that this prompted various 
factions to further elaborate on the concept of the Mahdi to suit their own 
circumstances. 

Madelung has been able to collect a host of abddTith related to this topic, 
and furthermore, he has attempted to identify the person who, in his 
opinion, was responsible for the fabrication of each badi-th. By doing so, 
he has been forced to admit the validity of the Isnild. However, according 
to the criteria of the traditionists, as followed in this study, his procedure 
for selecting the guilty person in each isn5d is erratic, and ranges from 
sound reasoning to mere speculation. On reading his article, one gets the 
impression that the reporters of badTith, from the time of the Companions 
to that of al-Qurtubr (who spoke of the Mahdi of the west), were obsessed 
with fabricating abffdlth in order to support their chosen factions. 
Consequently, there were 'Alawids who attributed every excellence to 
members of the Prophet's family, disagreeing only about which member 
of the family deserved these descriptions. On the other hand, there were 
the Umayyads (or 'Amawides'), who were quick to choose 'Umar b. 'Abd 
al-Azlz or one of the other caliphs as the Mahdi. 

After Madelung's systematic survey of the events, the reader is led to the 
conclusion that all the ah5dith on this topic are contradictory and 
ambiguous and so should be discarded coninpletely. The logic of such an 
argument is similar to concluding that no bullets were fired on the 
demonstrators in the early days of the revolt in Romania in December 
1989 because the reports of the death toll varied from several hundred to 
sixty thousand; the sensible conclusion would be to say that the shootings 
did happen but the differences in the reports was confined to the number 
of persons actually killed. 

In any event, although Madelung finds a fabricator behind each badTth, he 
nevertheless accepts that the numerous ah-adIth found in the Musnad of 
Abmad and the four canonical collections "provide a solid basis for the 
popular belief in Mahdi. "11 

Belief in the Mahdi was well-established among the Muslims since the 
time of the Prophet. The differences of opinion concern some of his 
attributes, his proper genealogy, the period of his rule, the time of his 
exact appearance and the scope of his military expeditions. This has been 
the subject of the major part of this study, for which over one hundred 
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and twenty abddith have been selected from various collections, from that 
of Nu'aim b. Ijamm5d to some later traditionists. 

I agree with Madelung that there could have been dubious motives on the 
part of some factions, who fabricated such details as would show their 
chosen personality to be the Mahdi, but instead of rejecting all the 
narrations, we should adopt some scholarly criteria by which we can 
separate the sound, acceptable aVad7ith from the unacceptable ones. 

Let us take for example the badith of 'Abdulldh b. Mas'Ud through Zirr 
b. tlubaish, which speaks of the appearance of a man from the family of 
the Prophet at the end of time, as transmitted by Nu'aim, b. HammRd12, 
Abmad, -. Tirmidh! and Abli Ddw-ud. Madelung declares it to be a 
fabrication by Ziff b. Hubaish because he was known for his loyalty to 
'Alawids. Ibis is the only reason for which he rejects this badlith. Should 
we then suppose that everyone who supported the 'Alawids was guilty of 
fabricating abddlth in their support ? 17here are no indications of favour 
towards the 'Alawids in the tarjama of Ziff or 'Aýim b. Bahdala al- 
KUfi-13, neither are there any disparaging remarks about him. So instead 
of speculating, it would be better to rely upon the verdict of the 
traditionists, who have declared this badlith as basan because of its various 
as! FnFd. 

Madelung also declares the badith, "God will give him success in a single 
night" to be a fabrication because it was reported by IbCah-im --- his 
father, Mubammad b. al-Ijanafiyya --- his father, 'Alf. If such a 
narration is to be doubted because family members transmitted it, then it 
could also be given credence because members of the same family would 
take pride in honestly preserving the narration. 

We cannot deny that the traditionists were very aware of such a 
possibility. If a reporter was found to support his faction vehemently or 
call others to join it, he would be suspected of fabricating narrations in 
favour of his group. The narration from Mubammad b. al-klanaflyya in 
Kitab al-Fitan of Nu'aim b. Hamm5d is a good example of such a spurious 
badith. 14 In this badlith, the ýAbb5sids are condemned and the advent of a 
Mahdi after their rule is predicted. I judge this bad1th to be 'unacceptable 
'because of the ambiguity surrounding one of its reporters, Abff YUsuf 
al-Maqdis! and an extreme inclination towards AN al-Bait on the part of 
Fitr b. Khallifa. 15 

Madelung seems to have agreed with the traditionists' course of criticism 
in declaring the badfth, "A people from the East will pave the way for the 
Mahdi"16 to be spurious because of 'Abdulldh b. Lahl'a, the Egyptian 
judge. It has been declared unacceptable because of Ibn Lahia, who 
earned many disparaging remarks from the traditionists, and also because 
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of his shaikh, known as 'Amr b. Mir al-HaOrami. Ibn Lah7i'a says about 
him that whenever he saw a cloud he used to remark, "This is 'All who 
passed in that cloud. "17 

On the whole, I agree with Madelung in his general verdict that most of 
the detail found in these abddith seems to be a reflection of the political 
events found at the end of the Umayyad rule and the beginning of 
'Abbasid dynasty. IMerefore, any narrations which do not stand up to 
Hadith Criticism will justifiably be rejected. 

Madelung mentions, without commenting, the Mahdi of the West who 
would appear in a town known as 'Massa' in Marrakesh where the people, 
would declare an oath of allegiance to him, followed by a second oath of 
allegiance at Makka, as reported by al-Qurtub-P8 on the authority of Ibn 
Mas'Ud. Such a badlith, with no isn5d at ali, has no value in the eyes of, 
the traditionists. 

Madelung quotes Ibn 'Arab-i's view that the Mahdi would be infallible in 
his Ijtihad and would be opposed by the jurists (fuqah!! ). 19 Again, this 
type of claim has no validity because Ibn 'Arab-i did not produce any 
evidence for his claim except to say, "The Prophet witnessed to his 
infallibility in his dealings, as the rational evidence witnesses for the 
infallibility of the Prophet himself in his reports from his Lord. 1'20 One 
of the curious things mentioned by Ibn 'Arabi is his view about the doubt 
concerning the length of reign of the Mahdi, which is variously reported 
as lasting from five to nine years. He says that this doubt exists because 
of the doubt surrounding the number of the Mahdi's ministers. If they 
were five, he would live for five years; if they were seven, he would live 
for seven years, and so on. 21 Again, this claim of Ibn 'Arab-i is 
unfounded. 

Madelung has shown very well how the scholars of IslRm tried to 
harmonise the contradictory ahadith throughout the centuries on issues 
such as the Mahdi being a descendant of Ijasan or IjUsain, and his prayer 
behind the Messiah or vice versa. 

I will not discuss Madelung's statements on the ShVite belief about the 
Mahdi, such as his two occultations, his being infallible like the Prophets, 
and his return at the end of time, because they are not the main subject of 
this study. 

Madelung mentions a number of SunnT scholars who supported the 
SYNtes with regard to the Mahdi, such as al-Sha'rdnl, who quoted his 
shaikh, al-Ijasan al-'Irdq. 1s claim of having met the Mahdi in person. 
Here I quote what al-Hamfa'w-i said in this regard, quoting al-Sha'ra-n-1: 
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"My master, al-Hasan al-'Iriq-l, told me that he met the Mahdi in 
the Umayyad mosque of Damascus. The Mahdi advised him how 
to say Dhikr and commanded him to fast one day and break the 
other, to pray five hundred rakahs each day for the rest of his 
life and to keep on travelling in the land. So he kept on travelling 
in Syria for fifty-seven years until he came to visit the dam made 
by Alexander, Dhu I-Qamain, and he took hold of its lock by his 
hand. He also said that the Mahdi informed him that his age at 
that time was one hundred and thirty-seven years. 1122 

Madelung reports how the Egyptian scholar, al-Shaikh al-Sabbdn refuted 
the claims of Ibn 'Arab! but he was, in turn, criticised by the said al- 
Hamziwi. This lengthy discussion among them, as reported by 
Madelung, shows how the Sunrri scholars were influenced by the ShVite 
doctrine about the Mahdi. In the end, I tend to agree with Madelung that 
most of the elaborate paraphernalia associated with the concept of the 
Mahdi seems to be a reflection of the political situations during the 
Umayyad and 'Abbdsid periods. To support this, we conclude by quoting 
a narration from the collection of Nuaim b. HammH23, which is also 
given by kldkim24 with the following isnad: 

Nu'aim === Yabya b. Sa'id === al-Walld b. 'Ayydsh, the brother 
of AbU Bakr b. 'Ayyash --- lbrdh-im --- 'Alqama --- Ibn Mas'Ud 
that the Messenger of Alldh said, "I warn you of seven troubles 
after me: a trouble which comes from Madfin& ,a trouble at 
Makki: ,a trouble which appears at Yemen, a trouble which 
comes from al-ShAm, a trouble which comes from the East, a 
trouble which comes from the West, and a trouble at the heart of 
al-Sh5m, and that is al-Sufyan-i. " 

Ibn Mas'ffd said, "Al-Walid b. 'Ayy5sh said, 'The trouble at 
Madfha was due to Talba and Ibn Zubair; the trouble at Makka.,,. 
was that of 'Abdulldh b. al-Zubair; the trouble of al-Sham was 
that of the Umayyads; and the trouble of the East was from these 
people'. " 

URim said, "This is a sabýh badith which was not transmitted 
by either -BukhHd or Muslim. " 

-Dhahabi said, "This is one of the blunders of Nu'aim b. 
Uanmi7ad. " 

Ibis is how Dhahab! rejected this badith, holding Nu'aim b. Iiammad 
responsible for mentioning it in his collection. There is doubt that the 
political events dictated such a saying. 
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SECTION C 

Wilfred Madelung on the Had-ith of Umm Salama 

Quoted below is Madelung's version of the badifth of Umm Salama in his 
article entitled "'Abd MUM b. AI-Zubayr and the MAE% 

In the chapter on the Mahdi of his Kitilb al-Sunan, AbU DHwiid 
al-SijistWi quotes the following prediction of the Prophet on the 
authority of his wife Umm Salama: 

77here will arise a difference after the death of a caliph, and a man of the people 
of Medina will go forth fleeing to Mecca. Then some of the people of Mecca 
will come to him and will make him rise in revolt against his will. They will 
pledge allegiance to him between the Rukn and Maqa-m. An expedition will be 
sent against him from Syria but will be swallowed up (yukhsafu Whim) in the 
desert between Mecca and Medina. When the people see this, the righteous 
men (abdNo of Syria and the troops (aýdib) of the people of Iraq will come to 
him and pledge allegiance to him. 17hereafter a man of the Quraysh will arise 
whose maternal uncles are of Kalb. He will send an expedition against them, 
but they will defeat them. 71is will be the expedition of Kalb, and the 
disappointment will be for those who do not witness the spoils of Kalb. He 
will then divide the wealth and act among them according to the Sunna of their 
Prophet. lsl1m will settle down firmly on the ground (yulqr bi-firdnihi ild 1- 
aro). He will stay seven years and then die, and the Muslims will pray over 
him. 1 

The verdict on this badith has already been given2: that the isndd of 'Abd 
al-Razzdq is mursal, whereas the isnad of AbU Ddv; Ud contains an 
unknown authority whose name appears in another isnad, and that this 
badith is not apparently related to the subject of the Mahdi. MUSliM3 
gives a similar text which has five different asRnId and is authentically- 
reported, but is also not concerned with the subject of the Mahdi. 

However, Madelung discusses this badfth4 at great length, treating it as 
some form of war propaganda in favour of 'Abdulldh b. al-Zubair by 
'Abdulla-h b. al-Hdrith b. Naufal, the person unnamed in the isndd of AN! 
DMid. The badith contains a prediction about the sinking of an 
expedition before it reaches the House of Allith. Madelung holds that 
when this prediction did not come true for the expedition which came to 
assault 'Abdull5h b. al-Zubair, the reporter of this narration, Qatdda, left 
its origin obscure by omitting the name of the person from whom his 
shaikh, Aba I-Khalil, took it. In his opinion, the motive was to leave the 
prediction open to fit any future occasion such as the coming of the 
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Mahdi. According to the methodology of the traditionists, Qat7a-da cannot 
be accused of such an act. He was certainly known to practise tadIrs but 
the two missing authorities in the isn5d of 'Abd al-Razzaq are identified 
in the two isndds of AbU Ddwiid: one contains Qatada's immediate 
authority, AbU I-Khaffl, while the other gives the immediate authority 
from whom Abd I-Khal-11 has narrated, namely 'Abdullfth b. al-Ij5rith. 
Madelung finds 'Abdulldh b. al-Ijdrith to be the perfect culprit 
responsible for the fabrication of this hadith. To prove this accusation, 
he gives a lengthy life-sketch of 'Abduildh, nicknamed Babba, his family 
connection with the Umayyads, his sympathy with the cause of 'All as 
shown by his abstention from joining either group in the conflict between 
'Ali and Mu'dwiya, and his gradual dislike for the Umayyads when 
Mu'dwiya ignored him even after his active role in bringing about 
agreement between liasan b. 'Aff and Mu'Awiya concerning the Caliphate. 
But was 'Abdullffh b. al-Ij5rith alone in narrating this badith ? 

Madelung seems to miss this point in his research article altogether. 

Ibn Hibblin5 transmits this badith with his isn5d going back to Qat5da --- 
ýdlih Abfi I-Khal-il --- Mujdhid --- Umm Salama. A similar text reported 
on the authority of 'A'isha and Umm Salama has been given by AbU 
YaTj6 and, - 

Bazzdr7 as follows: 

Anas reported, "'Me Messenger of Alldh was sleeping in the 
house of Umm Salama, when he woke up saying, 'Innd Ifflah, wa 
innd ilaihi ra-Vililn. 'g 
I (Umm Salama) said, 'Why do you say so ?' 
He said, 'Because of a contingent which will come from "Iraq in 
pursuit of a man in Madina who would be protected by Alldh. 
When they reach the desert by Dhil I-Ijulaifa, they will be 
swallowed up. Those above would not reach the ones underneath, 
and those underneath would not reach the ones above them until 
the Day of Resurrection. They will be of different origins, and 
among them will be some who were forced (to join) P. 29 

Haithami remarks, "In the isndd of AbU Ya'175 is 'All b. Zaid, who is I 
good in Ijadlith, with only a slight weakness. In the isn7ad of . -Bazzar is 
HishRm b. al-Ijakam, whom I did not know but Ibn AbI ýratim mentioned 
him without either disparaging or authenticating him. All the other 
reporters are reliable. As for the badith of Wisha, all its reporters are 
trustworthy. "9 

Hence, 'Abdulldh b. al-Udrith is cleared of the accusations made against 
him by Madelung. At the most, Abil DRWU-d could be blamed for placing 
this badi-th under the chapter heading, 'Mahdi, since it could also apply 
to a person other than the Mahdi. 
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Madelung gives similar treatment to the four aslin1d of $ab-ib Muslim, 
narrated on the authorities of Umm Salama, and Uaf&a and 'A'isha, 
through 'Abdulla-h b. ýafwdn and 'Abdulldh b. al-Zubair respectively. He 
views all these abddlith as war propaganda in favour of Ibn al-Zubair for 
the following reasons: 10 

1) The description of a man fleeing to Makka and taking shelter there, as 
given in these ahadith, clearly fits Ibn al-Zubair. 

2) The reporter from Umm Salama, namely 'Abdulldh b. ýafwdn, had 
been a staunch supporter of Ibn al-Zubair, and fought gallantly by the 
latter's side until he was killed, during the siege of Makka. 

. by al-ljaj*j*aj* in 
73 AH. Also, he asked Umm Salama about this badith while the armies of 
YazTd were advancing towards Makka, as was mentioned by one of the 
reporters. 

3) In the isnad of , X'isha, 'Abdulldh b. al-Zubair himself is the one who 
narrates from 'A'isha directly. 

However, due to a number of indications which dissociate these abacrith 
from the events during the times of Ibn al-Zubair, Madelung offers an 
explanation for each of them as follows: 

4) 'Abdull5h b. $afwU-n says, "By Allah, this is not the (predicted) 
contingent" in reply to YUsuf b. Malik's remark that the people of Sham 
were advancing towards Makka. Madelung disregards this, arguing that 
it is similar to Qat7ada's alleged motive in relating this bacrith to a future 
event on seeing that the predicted sinking of the contingent did not occur. 

5) To attribute this hadith to 'A'isha and Hafsa is a later addition by some 
reporters, since botý of them passed away long before the events which 
took place during the reign of Ibn al-Zubair. 

6) That the contingent sent by Yazid towards Makka did not sink, as 
predicted in these ab5difth, does not matter because this part of the hadlith 
could have been added by the fabricator to boost the morale of Iýn al- 
Zubair's people. Alternatively, "sinking into the earth" could 
metaphorically refer to the dispersing of the annies of Yai-id in disarray 
following the news of the death of their leader. 

My observations on these arguments are as follows: 
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1) There is no doubt that much resemblance exists between the 
description in this badith and the events surrounding the rule of Ibn al- 
Zubair, but due to the points of difference such as the sinking of the 
expedition which did not happen during his rule, it would be unwise to 
declare this ýad7ith a reflection of the events during Ibn al-Zubair's rule. 

2) Although the badlith of the sinking of the expedition was widely known 
among the people, it seems logical that 'Abdullah b. ýafwdn and al-Ijirith 
b. Rabli'a would come to Umm Salama, the only source left among the 
Companions who could relate it, and ask her about it at a time when the 
people were in a state of war and ready to listen to anything that could 
strengthen their faith and encourage them to resist attack. 

3) It is no wonder that 'Abdulldh b. al-Zubair relates this hadlith from 
'A'isha, for he was her nephew, the son of her sister Asmi. 'A'isha used 
to be called Umm 'Abdulldh, a by-name given to her after his name. 1 I 
So naturally, Ibn al-Zubair was the most likely person to ask 'A'isha such 
questions which others such as 'Abdull5h b. ýafwdn were also posing. 

4) 'Abdulldh b. ýafwdn's denial that Yazfid's armies were the ones 
predicted by the Prophet could have been due to the simple reason that 
the advancing armies of Yailid did not sink into the earth after passing 
Mad-ina: once 'Abdulldh b. ýafwdn knew this fact, he made the above 
statement. Therefore, Madelung is not justified in declaring this 
statement to be a later addition which intended to leave the prophecy open 
for an appropriate situation in the future. 

5) Ile death of Hafsa and 'A'isha before the times of Ibn al-Zubair 
confirms that this Ldith was known at an earlier time than that of Ibn al- 
Zubair. Hafp died in 41,47 or 50 AH at the latest12, whereas 'A'isha 
died in 56,57 or 58 AH. 13 This is how 'Abdulldh b. Safw5n heard this 
badlith from tlaf4a as well; Ibn Uibbdn includes him among the 
Companions whereas other traditionists, count him among the reliable 
Successors. 14 

After narrating this had-ith, Muslim added that the reporter said, "I bear 
witness that you did not lie about Hafsa and I bear witness that Hafsa did 
not lie about the Prophet. "15 

6) Madelung totally rejects the concept of the "sinking of the contingent" 
by either regarding it as a later fabrication or by metaphorically applying 
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it to the dispersal of Yaild's armies. He has no justifiable evidence for 
this, and I find this haphazard rejection of a concept crucial to many 
aý5dith totally unacceptable. 

History bears testimony to the fact that a number of men, such as 
Muhammad b. 'Abdull5h al-Nafs al-Zakiyya, took shelter in Makka when 
pursued by their enemies. The Prophet had prophesied this event, but 
none of the Muslim historians or traditionists applied it to Ibn al-Zubair; 
that may be the reason why, rightly or wrongly, Abil DRwUd placed it 
under the chapter of the Mahdi. 

Ile Prophet also made a similar prophecy about the existence of an 
impostor and a devastator in the tribe of lbaq-iE Asm5, the mother of Ibn 
al-Zubair, understood it correctly when she addressed ljajjNj after the 
killing of Ibn al-Zubair and said, "Ibe Messenger of Alldh told us about 
an impostor and a devastator in Thaqlif. As for the impostor, we have 
seen him (i. e. al-Mukhtdr b. 'Ubaid al-lbaqafi), and as for the destructor, 
I can only think that you are the one who is meant. "16 Had the had-ith 
about the sinking of an army been related to Yaz7id, Asm7a would have 
said so to her son, knowing that it would boost his morale. 

We can say in conclusion that it is not sufficient to discuss these abadlith 
solely from a historical perspective, as Madelung has done. 

Madelung is himself compelled to accept the method of the traditionists 
for scrutinising a badith, when he labels another badith of 'Abdulldh b. 
al-Udrith as fabricated because of a very weak reporter in its isnad. The 
badlith shows the Prophet saying to 'Ari that he would be his successor and 
deputy. Ile suspected reporter named by Madelung is 'Abd al-Ghaffa-r 
b. al-QRsim AbU Maryam al-Anýffff, as he was found to be a staunch 
Rqf14T who used to fabricate narrations in favour of 'Aff. It is strange that 
this time, Madelung does not go by his previous analysis and label 
'Abdulldh b. al-IjRrith, one of the reporters of this ýadlth, as the one who 
fabricated it. 

In accordance with the method of the traditionists, 'AbduRMI b. al-Ijarith 
could never be suspected of fabricating any bad7ith. Ibn al-Athir regards 
him as a Companion as he witnessed the Prophet. 17 Ibn Sa'd includess 
him among the reliable Successors. 18 All later traditionists have a high 
opinion of him. 19 However, the traditionists have attacked 'Abd al- 
Ghaffar b. al-Qasim, who reported from 'Abdulldh b. al-H. Rrith: Ibn al- 
Mad-in-i said, "He used to fabricate badlith"20; Abmad said, "He is not 
trustworthy. He is abandoned in the matters of badrth. "21 With such 
evidence, we can accuse al-Qdsim of fabrication and absolve Ibn al- 
Irarith. 
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Madelung's excessive attention to the life history of 'Abdulldh b. al-Uan*th 
is thus not entirely relevant. He concludes his article by relating that 'AlF 
b. Zaid b. Jud'in heard him, while he was the governor of Bqra, relating 
on the pulpit the story of the earth swallowing Korah and his companions. 
Madelung then remarks, "Ibe idea of a Khasf seems to have preoccupied 
his imagination at the time. 1122 

It does not seem justified to conclude that because al-Hdrith once narrated 
the story of Korah, which is alluded to in the Qur'In23, he must have 
been guilty of fabricating abddlth about an army being swallowed by the 
earth; he was a Qd4F and a scholar, and would have known and narrated 
many stories based on the Qur'dn and Ijad-ith. Narrating a story about the 
earth swallowing some people is a far cry from being obsessed with such 
a concept! 

Let us conclude this chapter with Madelung's own testimony about 
'Abdulldh b. al-tUrith, with which he concludes his article: 

, q- 

"The experts of kladtth criticism, including Yaý)Ga b. Ma in, 
Ahmad b. Hanbal and 'Alr b. al-MadinT all judged him to be a 
trýstworthy transmitter (thiqa). Ibn Khirffsh counted him among 
the venerable Muslims (ajillat al-Muslimth). Although not 
considered a companion of the Prophet, he still belonged to that 
generation of early Muslims which stood virtually above criticism 
in the eyes of the later traditionists. "24 
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CONCLUSION 



Numericai summarv oT tne anaulln analysec 

Now that this study of Wadlith and Uthdr related to the concept of the 
Mahdi has been exhausted, we can gain a reasonable idea of the 
number of authentic narrations related to this subject. 

In the previous chapters, 146 aliadlith and (7thdr have been quoted, from 
which the following data emerge: 

Authentic (ýa&th or hasan) ah5dith about the Mahdi 

ma rfa': 16 
mauqlif. - 3 
maq. tri': 3 

Total: 22 

Inauthentir, ah5d-ith -about the Mabdi 

. 
f. 109 4a'T 

mau4i! ': 10 

Total: 119 

r 
Ahadlith not related to the subiect: 5 

TOTAL: 146 

The picture of the Mahdi which emerges from the authentic abddlth is as follows: 
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1. He will certainly appear. Even if only one day or night were left of 
this world, AIM would prolong it to enable him to appear. 1 

2. His name will be Muýammad son of 'Abdufflih, identical to that of 
the Prophet (SAS). 2 

3. He will belong to the household of the Prophet (SAS). 3 

4. He will descend from Ijasan, son of Fa-tirna. 4 

5. He will be prepared by AIM in a single night. 5 

'I 6. His facial characteristics will be that his forehead will be wide, and 
his nose aquiline. 6 

7. Ilere will be an abundance of wealth during his time. He will give 
it to people without countingit. 7 

8. He will establish equity and justice on earth. 8 

9. The sky will rain heavily and the earth will produce in abundance 
during his time. 9 

10. 'IsN b. Maryam will pray behind him. 10 

11. He will remain on earth for either seven or nine years after his 
appearance as the Mahdi. 11 

12. He will rule for seven, eight or nine years. 12 

14. At the time of his appearance, he will be fifty-one years of age, 
according to Ka'b al-Aýbdr. 13 

C. Discussion of the inauthentic ah5dtth 

It has already been shown that the majority of ah5d! th related to the 
topic of the Mahdi are OaTf, especially those transmitted by Nu'aim b. 
klamm5d. In this section, we shall discuss some of these in brief. 

Consider, for example, Umm. Salama's narration which speaks of a man 
fleeing from Madina to Makka, where a pledge is given to him at the 
Station of Abraham. 14nis narration does not specifically mention the 
Mahdi, but it has been included in this study because the traditionists 
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have included it in their chapters on the Mahdi. 'Abd al-Razz! iq has 
mentioned at least four more aýddlith of this nature. 15 Similar is the 
case with the x04 bad-ith of Jdbir b. Samura, included by Nu'aim and 
later traditionists such as Muslim, AbU Ddwffd and . 

Tirmidlfi, which 
speaks of twelve caliphs, all from the tribe of Quraish, who will rule the 
Muslim Ummah. 16 Again, this badlith does not say whether the Mahdi 
will be one of them. 

The abddlth which describe the events surrounding the appearance of 
the Mahdi often reflect the events which took place during the reign of 
the Umayyads and the early 'Abb5sids. Ile most obvious of these was 
the killing of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya, who fled from Mad-ma to Makka, but 
was killed by the 'Abbasid Caliph al-ManýGr. 17 

Some ahadith give signs related to the appearance of the Mahdi, such as 
a solar eclipse or a cry from heaven. These reveal how the opponents 
of the ruling regimes were expecting divine intervention to support 
their cause. A date is also given for the appearance of the Mahdi in 
some narrations, but this date of 204 AH proved to be of no significance 
whatsoever. Furthermore, they contradict ýa4iý abRdlith which speak of 
the Mahdi coming near the end of time. Other contradictions appear 
within the da'Tf abadith concerning the Mahdi's lineage: whereas 
authentic abddlth show that he will be a descendant of Ijasan, the 
inauthentic narrations vary by showing him to be either from among the 
posterity of Uusain b. 'All or 'Abb5s, the uncle of the Prophet (SAS), 
and even from among the descendants of 'Abd Shams, from whom the 
Umayyads descended. 

Further contradictions appear concerning the Mahdi's age. It is 
reported that he will appear at the age of forty, and that he will live for 
a further seven, nine, fourteen or even thirty years. His areas of 
conquest will reach Jerusalem, Syria, Egypt, Constantinople and even 
India. Some narrations suggest that there will be two Mahdis, the 
second of whom will conquer Constantinople while the first Mahdi will 
be known for his discovery of the Ark of Tranquillity from Tiberias 
and the copies of the Taurat from Antioch. One badith suggests that a 
ruler fom his family will be so despotic that the people will forget the 
tyrannical rules of BanU 'Abbas. As this narration as well as others 
similar to it only mention the rules of Banri Umayya and Banii Mbas, 
their origin of fabrication seems to be during these two eras. 

A number of 4a7f abidith concern a man called the Sufydn-i. rMe 
influence of the descendants of AN al-Bait, who had claimed the right to 
rule but had been dealt with severely by both the Umayyads and the 
'Abb5sids, can easily be traced in such narrations, and indicates their 
hope for the fall of the 'Abb5sids at the hands of the Sufydnr, who 
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would later be defeated by the Mahdi. These narrations suggest that the 
appearance of the Sufy5m and the Mahdi were to be during the early 
'Abb5sid period. One narration claims that the Sufydn'i would be a 
descendant of Khdlid b. Yailid b. Ab! Sufy9n, and appear in 
Damascus. 18 He would appear after the death of the seventh 'Abb5sid 
Caliph'9, who would have died in Riqqa after staying there for two 
years, after a reign of tyranny and terror. 20 The SufyAn-1 would 
devastate Kufa and massacre the people of Madma, until his contingent 
were swallowed by the earth near Makka, where the Mahdi was to 
appear. 21 The Mahdi would appear seventy-two months after the 
appearance of the SufyAnj. 22 The Sufyin! would be captured in 
Jerusalem and put to the sword in DamascuS. 23 

It is interesting to see al-Tabarl's description of historical events in the 
year 195 AH: 

"In this year, in the month of Dhii 1-tlijja, Al-Sufyan-i, 'Arl b. 
'Abdullah b. Khalid b. YazTd b. Mu'dwiya (b. AbT Sufy5n) 
rebelled in Syria and called for the caliphate to be his. He 
besieged the governor, Sulaimin b. Abf Ja'far, of the caliph 
(Muhammad al-Aem, d. 198). Instead of confronting him, 
Sulaimdn fled. Caliph Al-Amin sent Husain b. 'Ari b. 'Isd b. 
Mah5n to combat him, but he prefýrred to stay at Riqqa 
rather than to face him. "24 

-,, 
DhahaFi gives further details: 

Abmad b. Ijanbal said to Haitham b. KhRrija, "How was the 
appearance of al-SufyWi in Damascus during the days of the 
son of Zubaida (i. e. Moammad Al-Am-m) after Sulaim5n b. 
Abi Ja'far T' In reply, he described him as "a pious person 
who evaded evil. He was subjected to injustice. Ilie people 
asked him to rebel many times, but he refrained. So a man 
known as Khalt5b b. WaJh al-Fuls dug a tunnel. 'Me people 
entered it at night and shouted to him, 'Come out, this is the 
time for you to appear. ' He said, 'This is none but Satan. ' 
'Mey did the same thing on the following night, so he was 
convinced and announced his rebellion. " 

Aýmad remarked, "'Mey ruined him. " 

It is also said, that Sulaimin b. Abi Ja'far was appointed 
governor of Damascus after a lot of troubles based on 
prejudices among the 'Arabs. The Umayyads used to report 
many things about Abil I-'Umaitir (i. e. 'Ari b. 'Abdulldh al- 
Sufyan-i), believing that a numbýr of signs were found in his 
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person. The Kalb were his supporters. They inclined 
towards him he showed his liking for theM. 25 

Ibn al-Athir mentions a prominent leader of Kalb known as Muhammad 
b. ýdlib b. Baihas, who did not support the cause of al-Suf)ýan-i, but 
confronted him with his people. 26 

. 
Dhahab-i continues, 

Al-Sufy5n!, with the support of Kalb, then besieged 
Sulaimdn, who invited Ibn Baihas to his aid. Ibn Baihas was 
able to relieve him from the siege. 

When 'All (i. e. al-Sufy5n! ) rebelled with his Yemeni 
supporters, they chased the people of Qais, burnt their houses 
and massacred BanU Sulaim. He was followed by the people 
of Ghuta (aO locality in Damascus), Ijimý, Ijalab and the 
coastal area. The people of Qais fled. The guards were 
shouting at the fort walls, "0 'Ari, 0 Mukht5r, the one who 
is chosen by Al-Jabbar (i. e. Allah) against the evil BanU 
'Abb5s. " 

After a number of incidents, he fled and absolved himself 
from rule, going into hiding and remaining there until his 
death. 27 

Thus, the episode of "All b. 'Abdulldh al-Sufylinf, which agrees with a 
number of statements quoted from the collection of Nu'aim, illustrates 
how hopes were built around al-SufyWi of his bringing the termination 
of the tyrannical 'Abbasid rule and the appearance of the Mahdi. 
However, these hopes faded away, as did similar ones at the end of the 
Ummayad rule. 

The mention of black flags coming from the East, particularly from 
Khurdsffn, can easily be interpreted as referring to the beginnings of the 
'Abb5sid movement, which had roots in Khufa-sdn and was led by a man 
called AbU Muslim al-Khur4san-i. 28 

One cannot ignore the role of Ka'b al-Ahbdr, who was a Successor with 
a Jewish background. Fourteen narrations have been attributed to him, 
in which he traces the origins of the name "Mahdi" to the belief that he 
will guide to a hidden matter and will bring the original Taurdt (Torah) 
and InjTI (Gospel) from Antioch, on which seventy thousand Jews will 
embrace IsMam. Ka'b also traces the genealogy of the Mahdi in various 
narrations back to 'Abbiis, the uncle of the Prophet, to F-ajima, the 
daughter of the Prophet, and to another personality whose ancestors 
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were Yemenites. How far Ka'b is himself responsible for these various 
narrations is yet to be established. 

Ilere can be little doubt that such narrations were attributed to famous 
personalities such as Mubammad b. al-Ijanafiyya, 'All b. AbTi ralib and 
'AbbRs in order to provide a sound basis for them. The historical 
events which took place during the Umayyad and 'Abbdsid periods seem 
to provide the background for such nan-ations. This does not mean to 
say, however, that the entire concept of the Mahdi is fictitious, as 
suggested by D. S. Margoliouth and Wilfred Madelung. There are 
enough authentic aliNdith which show that the concept of the Mahdi was 
familiar to the Companions of the Prophet. However, as seen in the 
description above, this concept was of a general nature, but many 
specific characteristics were later added by various reporters, each 
according to his time. 'Mis was why the Mahdi of the East was depicted 
in such different terms from the Mahdi of the West, and also accounts 
for the different portrayals of the Mahdi among the Sunn-is and the 
SId'ites. 

We have thus seen how the authentic abddlth are characterised by 
relatively general predictions, while the others are characterised by 
detailed prophecies giving specific names, places, incidents and even 
dates, and by mutual inconsistencies, leading to the suspicion of their 
being fabricated according to the religio-political circumstances. One of 
the findings of this study, that the Mahdi is due near the end of time as a 
contemporary of 'Is5 b. Maryam, leaves no room for speculations that 
the Mahdi could have appeared during the 'Abb5sid period; the Mahdi 
is yet to come. 
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I Later Traditionists (Part 1, Ch. 3& Part 111, Ch. 4): Ha&th 1 
2 Nu'aim. b. Hammid (Part I, Ch. 2& Part H, Ch. 3): ' Hadith 87 
3 "Abd al-" (Part I, Ch. I& Part 11, Ch. 2): IjadTth 2,5; Nu'aim: Ijadith 92; 
Later waditionists: Uaffth 1. 
4 Nu'aim: IjacUth 99. 
5 Nu'aim: IjacUth 79. 
6 'Abd al-Razziq: Uadith 5; Nu'aim: kladith 8 1. 
7 Nu'aim: Ijadith 74,77. 
8 'Abd al-Razz7aq: Uadith 2,8; Nu'aim: Uadith 74,75. 
9 'Abd al-Razziq: ]Uadith 2. 
10 Later traditionists: IjaclIth 8. 
11 Nuaim: IjaclIth 77. 
12 'Abd al-Razzlq: UaXth 2,5; Nu'aim: Uadith 75,104. 
13 Nu'aim: Ua(ffth 82. 
14 'Abd al-Razzliq: 11adith I- 
15 'Abd al-Razz5q: Uwffth nos. 6,9,10,11. 
16 Nu'aim b. Uammdd: Uacffth 12 1. 
17 e. g. Later Traditionists: Ija(ffth 11; cf. InUWuction, Section D, claimant no. 2. 
18 Nu'aim: Uadith 2 1. 
19 Nu'aim: Ijadith 8. 
20 Nu'aim: Ijadith 28. 
21 Nu'aim: Hadith 3 1. 
22 Nu'aim: iladith 32. 
23 Nu'aim: ilaclIth 65. 
24 Al-Tabari.: TarM, 9: 243 (Urdu ed. ) 
25 DHý, 9: 284 
26 In al-AtVir. At-K&dl, 6: 249 
27 DHN, 9: 285 
28.. 
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